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Background: The Energy Union 
(European Commission Communication Feb.2015)

The 5 Pillars of the Energy Union:
1. Security of supply
2. Integrated European energy market
3. Energy efficiency
4. Decarbonisation
5. Research and Innovation => SET-Plan

“I want to reform and 
reorganise Europe’s energy 

policy in a new European 
Energy Union.”

Jean-Claude Juncker 
(President European Commission)

Strategic Energy Technology Plan



SET 
plan

The European 
Industrial Bioenergy 

Initiative The European CO2 
Capture, Transport 

and Storage 
Initiative

The European 
Electricity Grid 

Initiative

The Fuel Cells 
and Hydrogen 

(FCH) Joint 
Technology 

InitiativeThe Sustainable 
Nuclear Initiative

Energy Efficiency –
The Smart Cities 

Initiative

The Solar Europe 
Initiative

The European 
Wind Initiative

The FCH 2 JU in the SET plan to realize EU 2030 targets

EU 2030 targets*:
27 % increase in renewables
27 % increase in efficiency 
40 % decrease in emissions 

 FCH JU - EU body
 Budget: 1.4 bill.€ (2014-2020)**

 FCH JU Programme Office 

Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 
Joint Undertaking
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*European Council, October 2014
** continuation of previous program for 2008-2013 with a budget of approx. 1 bill.€



Energy Security 
 Increase independence from unstable outside regions 

Competitiveness
 research excellence leading to industry innovation and growth

Sustainability 
 H2 is a clean energy carrier
 Transport and Energy applications,

generate electricity and heat with 
very high efficiency

 Possibility for storage of renewable 
energy sources 

 Reduction of CO2 emissions

Energy 
Security

Fuel Cells and 
Hydrogen

Competitiveness Sustainability
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Fuel Cells & Hydrogen technologies role in the Energy Union 



Continuous Support in the EU Framework Programmes
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* 470 mill EUR implemented by FCH JU + about 10 mill EUR already spent from EU 2007 budget, before FCH JU in place
** 665 mill EUR only to be implemented by the FCH2 JU + additional budget from EU programmes for low TRL (basic research) 
and structural funds/smart specialisation



TFCH2-JU is strong Public-Private Partnership 
with a focused objective

The Joint Undertaking is managed by a Governing Board composed of representatives 
of all three partners and lead by Industry.

To accelerate the 

development of 

technology base 

towards market 

deployment 

of FCH technologies 

from 2015 onwards

Fuel Cells & Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH2 JU)
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Industry Grouping
Close to 100 members

~ 50% SME 

Research Grouping
Over 60 members

Legal basis:
Council Regulations:

521/2008 of 30 May 2008 (FP7)
& amendment 1183/2011 of 14 Nov 2011
559/2014 of 6 May 2014 (H2020)



Industrial applications Residential CHP

Natural gas, biogas, 
coal, biomass

Renewable generation, 
storage and ‘buffering’

Methanisation feed 
to natural gas grid

Existing natural gas, electricity and transport infrastructures

FCH2 JU objectives

Transport Feed to electricity grid

Reduction of production 
costs of long lifetime FC 

systems to be used in 
transport applications

Increase of the electrical 
efficiency and durability of low 

cost FCs used for power 
production

Increase the energy efficiency 
of low cost production of 
hydrogen from water 
electrolysis and renewable 
sources

By-product from 
Chemical Industry

Large scale use hydrogen to 
support integration of 
renewable energy sources 
into the energy systems 

Reduce the use of critical raw materials



ENERGY

• Hydrogen production and distribution

• Hydrogen storage for renewable energy 
integration

• Fuel cells for power and combined heat & 
power generation

TRANSPORT

• Road vehicles

• Non-road vehicles and machinery

• Refuelling infrastructure

• Maritime, rail and aviation applications

Cross-cutting Issues
(e.g. standards, consumer awareness, manufacturing methods, …)

Multi-Annual Work Plan, MAWP (2014-2020)

Estimated budget of €1.4 billion
Strong industry commitment to contribute inside 
the programme + through additional investment 
outside, supporting joint objectives.
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Strong FCH community in Europe
Projects involving 23 EU Member States

571 Beneficiaries:
35% Industries
28% SMEs
27% Research Organizations
4% High Education Institutions
6% Others

Incl international cooperation outside EU
(Additional non-EU countries: CH, NO, IL, TR, IS, RS, CN, RU & US)

Industry
32%

Others
7%

SME
27%

Research
32%

Higher Education
2%

Funding  of beneficiaries categories



FCH2 JU portfolio of projects

185 projects supported for about 638 mill €

Similar leverage of private funding: 682 mill €

Continuous/constant annual support (through annual calls 
for proposals)

50/50 distribution between Energy and Transport pillars



Total FCH JU support: 
• 286.6M€ for 45 projects
of which 215.3M€ for demos

(incl. 21.8M€ APUs)

Transport portfolio

• Total of 1,785 passenger cars in 6 
projects
• Of which 1,123 with FCs as range 

extender
• Total of 62 refuelling stations

• Total of 67 buses from 4 projects 
in 12 locations
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Cars - Situation in FCH JU projects:
295 cars in operation or about to start

17
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2
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138

#FCEVs Project

11 HRS deployed
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▪ France – a large private consortium has agreed
a strategy based on a transition from captive
fleets to nationwide infrastructure for FCEVs.

▪ Germany –
– 50 H2 stations by end of 2015 under the

Clean Energy Partnership. Government and
industry invest jointly over 40 M€.

– the H2Mobility project has already signed a
“term sheet” linking six industrial players to
deploy 100 stations by 2017 and 400 by
2023 for 350 M€.

▪ Scandinavia – An initial network provides
coverage for FCEVs, which can be purchased at
equivalent ownership cost.

▪ UK – a consortium with significant
Government presence has agreed a strategy
based on seeding a national network of 65
stations by 2020. 7.5M£ have been committed
by the Government for 15 HRS by 2015.

Advanced FCEV and HRS programs

Similar initiatives are starting or running in other 
countries: Austria, Belgium, Finland, Netherlands, 

Switzerland.

Cars: from MS plans to a EU perspective



Cars: Achievements and Challenges
111M€ for 1,785 vehicles from 6 projects with 62 stations

Contributions of FCH JU demo projects 

Challenges

• Product ready for commercialization
– Cold start solved
– Refilling time solved
– Range equivalent to incumbent 

technology
– High availability

• Cost reduction
• New concepts

• Infrastructure:
– Availability

• Vehicles:
– Few choices in the market
– Cost

Vehicle Cost Range- km

800 k€

70 k€

350

650

Large validation projects
Increase HRS usage

New models expected

Baseline
2008

FCHJU 
projects

Achievements



Cars produced for European market per year

In 2016 there will be over 500 FCEV’s on EU road



Cars produced for European market per country

FCEV already available in 13 European countries.

SWARM project funded 1st HRS in 
Zaventem => start of FCEV 

deployment in Belgium May ‘16



Ongoing EU-funded fuel cell bus 
project
3Emotion
Cherbourg, FR – 5 FC buses (2017)
South Rotterdam, NL – 2 FC buses 
(2017)
South Holland, NL – 4 FC buses 
(2017)
London, UK – 2 FC buses (2017)
Antwerp, BE – 3 FC buses (2017)
Rome, IT – 5 FC buses (2017)

Current national/regional-funded 
fuel cell bus projects

Karlsruhe, DE * – 2 FC buses (2013)
Stuttgart, DE * – 4 FC buses (2014)
Frankfurt, DE * - 1 FC bus (2016)
Arnhem, NL* – 3 FC buses (2017)
Groningen, NL* – 2 FC buses (2017)
North Brabant, NL* – 2 FC buses 
(2016)

Ongoing EU-funded fuel cell bus 
projects
CHIC 
 Aargau, CH –5 FC buses (2011)
 Bolzano, IT– 5 FC buses (2013)
 London, UK – 8 FC buses (2011) 
 Milan, IT – 3 FC buses (2013)
 Oslo, NO – 5 FC buses (2013)

 Cologne, DE* – 4 FC buses 
(2011/14)

 Hamburg, DE* – 6 FC buses 
(2011/2015)

High V.LO-City 
 San Remo, IT – 5 FC buses (2016)
 Antwerp, BE – 5 FC buses (2015)
 Aberdeen, UK – 4 FC buses (2015)

HyTransit
 Aberdeen, UK – 6 FC buses (2015)

 In operation

Legend

* Co-financed by  regional/national 
funding sources

Last update: May 2016

 Planned operation 

Countries with (upcoming) fuel cell buses

(2015) Operation start/planned start

Buses - Situation in FCH JU projects:
67 buses in operation or about to start



Buses: Achievements and Challenges

Achievements
• As flexible as diesel buses

– Full operations: 12-20hr daily shifts
– Short refuelling time

• Cost reduction

• Efficient electric drivetrain

Challenges
• Availability
• Spare parts
• Time to repair
• Trained staff
• Cost of FCBs, Infrastructure/H2

Volumes bring lower costs and 
mature supply chain

Fuel Consumption
kg/100 km

20-24

8-12

- 50%

61M€ for 67 buses from 4 projects in 12 locations

Refuelling Time -
min

15-20

<10

Vehicle Cost

- 57%
1.5-2M€

0.65M€

Baseline
2008

FCHJU 
projects

Contributions of FCH JU demo projects 
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Commercialization Study –
Industry members

Participating locations 

Bus 
manufacturers

Infrastructure/
H2 providers

Technology
providers

Other 
organisations

A broad stakeholder coalition of 82 organisations established within studies
– Operators and local governments have grown now to 64 locations

Buses: from demo to a 1.5 B€ market appetite

Secured commitments for roll-out and large scale demos



Buses produced for European market per country

7 Member states have H2 busses, total >60 busses. UK leading!
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Fuel cell buses ~ 07/2016

VDL
Solaris
Wrightbus
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Van Hool

HighVLOCity project funded 5 
buses in Antwerp

3Emotion project funded 2 
buses in  Rotterdan



Buses: Status in 2016 and prediction for 2020

From 7 to 14 different member states to have H2 buses
>700 buses in 2020 = worldleader 
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MHVs and APUs

Status: 
• 20.7M€ in 4 projects
• Two large demonstration sites
• First 100% greenfield FC site
• 113 units deployed
• Generating the business case

Results: 
• >22,000 refuellings
• >5,500kg delivered
• >112,000hrs of FC operation
• >90% reliability

Status:
• 21.8M€ in 7 projects
• Variety of APU applications: trucks, 

maritime, recreational, air
• Prototypes evaluated
• Technical challenges remain
• Business models to be proven
• Each application deals with different 

technical/business challenges

MHVs APUs



FC Components (26M€/11 projects) 
• Membranes: +25% in performance 
• GDL: +12% in performance & 7% cost savings 
• BPP: Improved corrosion coatings; stable >6,000hrs
• Platinum usage: reduced by 50%

FC Stacks (26M€/6 projects)
• Good performance in gen 1 (2.8kW/l)
• Expect SoA 3.6kW/l in gen 2
• Cost: <50€/kW @30,000units/yr

H2 Storage (2M€/1 project)
• +22% gravimetric density
• -55% cost savings

R&D

54.6M€ for 18 projects


Chart2
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		Sum of FCH JU max contrib. (update 10/2015)

		Panel - PRD16		H2020 MAWP  Classification		Acronym		Contract type (native)		RTD/PoC/Demo/CSA		Call		Title		Abstract		Total

		1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Over-arching		H2ME2		IA		Demo		Call 2015		Hydrogen Mobility Europe 2		Hydrogen Mobility Europe 2 (H2ME 2) brings together action in 8 European countries to address the innovations required to make the hydrogen mobility sector truly ready for market.  The project will perform a large-scale market test of hydrogen refuelling infrastructure, passenger and commercial fuel cell electric vehicles operated in real-world customer applications and demonstrate the system benefits generated by using electrolytic hydrogen solutions in grid operations.
H2ME 2 will increase the participation of European manufacturers into the hydrogen sector, and demonstrate new vehicles across a range of platforms, with increased choice: new cars (Honda, and Daimler), new vans (range extended vehicles from Renault/Symbio and Renault/Nissan/Intelligent Energy) and a new medium sized urban delivery truck (Renault Trucks/Symbio). H2ME 2 develops an attractive proposition around range extended vehicles and supports a major roll-out of 1,000 of these vehicles to customers in France, Germany, Scandinavia and the UK.  1,230 new hydrogen fuelled vehicles will be deployed in total, trebling the existing fuel cell fleet in Europe.
H2ME 2 will establish the conditions under which electrolytic refuelling stations can play a beneficial role in the energy system, and demonstrate the acquisition of real revenues from provision of energy services for aggregated electrolyser-HRS systems at a MW scale in both the UK and France. This has the further implication of demonstrating viable opportunities for reducing the cost of hydrogen at the nozzle by providing valuable energy services without disrupting refuelling operations.
H2ME 2 will test 20 new HRS rigorously at high level of utilisation using the large vehicle deployment.  The loading of stations by the end of the project is expected to average 20% of their daily fuelling capacity, with some stations exceeding 50% or more.  This will test the HRS to a much greater extent than has been the case in previous projects.		34999549

				Transport		COMPASS		RIA		RTD		Call 2015		Competitive Auxiliary Power Units for vehicles based on metal supported stack technology		The COMPASS project is a collaborative effort of AVL, Plansee, Nissan and Research Center Jülich to develop advanced SOFC APU systems for range extender applications in passenger cars. The consortium is perfectly integrated from powder-, cell-, stack-, APU system technology providers to vehicle manufacturer and an academic partner. The project will use innovative metal supports SOFC stack technology, which enables key features like rapid start up and mechanic robustness for this application. Within the project advanced APU systems will be developed with electrical efficiency above 50%, a start up time below 15min and a small packaging size suitable for integration into battery electrical vehicles. Under the lead of NISSAN also a prototype vehicle will be build up, where an APU system will be completely integrated into the electrical powertrain. A major focus of the project is technology validation and systematic durability/reliability development. Therefore in a specific workpackage all validation activities are concentrated. The validation testing includes tests on stack, APU system and vehicle level. The APU system will furthermore undergo automotive testing like vibration, altitude, climate chamber and salt spray. In an additional dedicated workpackage manufacturing cost and business case analyses will be performed. These analyses will help to reduce the technology cost by design-to-cost and design-to-manufacture measures and show the business case of this new powertrain concept compared to other alternative and conventional propulsion concepts. This project is worldwide the first approach to integrate SOFC APU systems into electrical powertrains and will help to significantly improve APU systems also for other applications like heavy duty trucks, marine and leisure/camping.		3920302.5

						Giantleap		RIA		PoC		Call 2015		Giantleap Improves Automation of Non-polluting Transportation with Lifetime Extension of Automotive PEM fuel cells		Fuel-Cell Electric Buses (FCEBs) have been deployed in multiple demonstrations in Europe, Canada and the USA, but they still suffer from high costs and low availability.Oddly enough, the low availability has almost always been due to control issues and hybridisation strategies rather than problems in the fuel cells themselves.Giantleap aims to increase the availability and reduce the total cost of ownership of FCEBs by increasing the lifetime and reliability of the fuel cell system; this will be achieved with advanced online diagnostics of the fuel cells and the balance-of-plant components of the system, coupled with prognostics methods to calculate the system's residual useful life, and advanced control algorithms able to exploit this information to maximise the system's life.The same control system will also be engineered for robustness, in order to increase availability to the level of diesel buses or better.Giantleap will improve the understanding of degradation in fuel-cell systems with extensive experimentation and analysis; diagnostic and prognostic methods will focus on exploitation of current sensors to make the novel control approach cost-effective.Giantleap includes the demonstration of a prototype in relevant environment, allowing the project to reach technology readiness level 6.The prototype will be a trailer-mounted fuel-cell based range extender meant for battery city buses. The ability to swap out the range extender in case of malfunctions greatly increases the availability of the bus, while the large battery capacity allows the bus to complete its route should malfunctions occur during usage.Furthermore, the large battery capacity will give the control system ample opportunity to optimise fuel-cell usage via hybridisation management strategies.		3260297.5

		2 - Research activities for transport applications		Transport		INSPIRE		RIA		RTD		Call 2015		Integration of Novel Stack Components for Performance, Improved Durability and Lower Cost		The objective is to develop and integrate the most advanced critical PEMFC stack components, many from recent FCH JU programmes, into an automotive stack showing BOL performance of 1.5 W/cm2 at 0.6V, <10% power degradation after 6,000 hours, with a technical and economic assessment showing a cost of less than €50/kW at a 50,000 annual production scale. This will be achieved by leading industrial and academic partners with expertise in the design and manufacture of PEMFC stacks, their components and materials. They will select and build on components which can achieve key target metrics, e.g. catalyst materials showing mass activities of 0.44 A/mg Pt. There will be focus on integration of the key components and optimisation of the interfaces regarding the electrochemistry, mass and heat transport, and mechanical interactions. Several iterations of an advanced stack design will be evaluated. Work is organised to optimise the flow of development, which begins with catalysts being advanced and down-selected, scaled then fed into the design and development of catalyst layers, integration with membranes and the demonstration of CCM performance. The CCMs feed into stack component development where they will be integrated with GDLs to form MEAs; and where bipolar plates will be designed and developed and supplied with the MEAs for iterative stack design, assembly and testing.All mandatory and optional objectives of the FCH 2 JU Work Plan are addressed. Performance and durability are evaluated from small single cell to stack level using standardised test protocols. Degradation is addressed by stability testing, structural visualisation and modelling. Interfaces and specification alignment is an important focus, being integrated with the evaluation of new architectures and synthesis methods and informing balance of plant component specifications. Dismantling and recycling for the recovery and re-use of all critical MEA components is included in the costing evaluation.		6877870

		3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Energy		HEATSTACK		RIA		PoC		Call 2015		Production Ready Heat Exchangers and Fuel Cell Stacks for Fuel Cell mCHP		Fuel cells have shown great promise for residential micro-Combined Heat and Power (mCHP) generation due to their high electrical efficiency and ability to run on conventional heating fuels. Technology leaders in this sector are nearing commercial deployment following extensive field trials but high capital costs remain a key challenge to the advancement of this sector and mass market introduction in Europe. The HEATSTACK project focuses on reducing the cost of the two most expensive components within the fuel cell system; the fuel cell stack and heat exchanger, which together represent  the majority of total system CAPEX. Cost reductions of up to 60% for each component technology will be achieved by: 
- Advancing proven component technologies through the optimisation of design, materials and production processes for improved performance and quality;
- Developing and applying novel tooling for laser welding and automated production lines to remove manual processing steps;
- Improving cycle times and reducing time to market;
- Demonstrating design flexibility and production scalability for mass manufacturing (10.000 units per annum); and
- Developing core supply chain relationships to allow for competitive sourcing strategies.
The HEATSTACK project represents a key step towards achieving commercial cost targets for fuel cell mCHP appliances, bringing together leading technology providers in the fuel cell mCHP supply chain with extensive industrial expertise to accelerate the development towards volume production of the fuel cell stacks and heat exchangers. Cost reductions will be achieved through advanced design, development and industrialisation of core manufacturing processes. Improvements to component performance with advanced materials  will reduce system degradation and improve overall system efficiency and lifetime.		2899760

						PACE		IA		Demo		Call 2015		Pathway to a Competitive European FC mCHP market		PACE is a major initiative aimed at ensuring the European mCHP sector makes the next move to mass market commercialisation. The project will deploy a total of 2,650 new fuel cell microCHP units with real customers and monitor them for an extended period. This will:
Enable fuel cell mCHP manufacturers to scale up production, using new series techniques, and increased automation. By 2018, four leading European manufacturers (Bosch, SOLIDpower, Vaillant and Viessmann) will have installed capacity for production of over 1,000 units/year (each will install over 500 units in PACE). These production lines will test the manufacturing techniques which will allow for mass market scale up and the reductions in unit cost which will come from associated economies of scale.
Allow the deployment of new innovations in fuel cell microCHP products, which reduce unit cost by over 30%, increase stack lifetime to over 10 years (by end of the project) and improve the electrical efficiency of all units.
Create a large dataset of the performance of the units, which will demonstrate the readiness of fuel cell mCHP as a mass market product. This will prove that fuel cell mCHP can be a leading contributor to reducing primary energy consumption and GHG emissions across Europe.
Allow the units in the trial to be pooled in a large scale test of the concept of aggregating and controlling the output from mCHP to act as a virtual power plant. This will be achieved in a project run by EWE on a section of the German grid earmarked for smart grid trials.
Act as the basis for an effort to standardise mCHP products in Europe, helping create a more efficient market for both installers and component suppliers.
The project will provide an evidence base which will be used in a dissemination campaign targeting policy makers (who can provide supportive policies for the next wave of mCHP roll-out) and increasing awareness of the technology within the domestic heating sector (main route to market).		33932752.75

				Over-arching		BIG HIT		IA		Demo		Call 2015		Building Innovative Green Hydrogen systems in an Isolated Territory: a pilot for Europe		BIG HIT will create a replicable hydrogen territory in Orkney (Scotland) by implementing a fully integrated model of hydrogen production, storage, transportation and utilisation for heat, power and mobility. BIG HIT will absorb curtailed energy from two wind turbines and tidal turbines on the islands of Eday and Shapinsay, and use 1.5MW of PEM electrolysis to convert it into ~50 t pa of hydrogen. This will be used to heat two local schools, and transported by sea to Kirkwall in 5 hydrogen trailers, where it will be used to fuel a 75kW fuel cell (which will provide heat and power to the harbour buildings, a marina and 3 ferries when docked), and a refuelling station for a fleet of 10 fuel cell vehicles. The project employs a novel structure to manage the hydrogen trading, and dissemination that includes a follower territory and associations of over 1640 isolated territories.		5000000

		4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Energy		Cell3Ditor		RIA		RTD		Call 2015		Cost-effective and flexible 3D printed SOFC stacks for commercial applications		A Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) is a ceramic-based multilayer device that involves expensive and time-consuming multi-step manufacturing processes including tape casting, screen printing, firing, shaping and several high-temperature thermal treatments.  In addition, these cells are manually assembled into stacks resulting in extra steps for joining and sealing that difficult the standardization and quality control of the final product while introducing weak parts likely to fail. Since current ceramics processing presents strong limitations in shape and extremely complex design for manufacturing (more than 100 steps), industrially fabricated SOFC cells and stacks are expensive and present low flexibility and long time to market. This is particularly relevant for the commercial segment of the stationary fuel cells market (5-400kW) that is highly heterogeneous in terms of the overall power and heat requirements and requires customization of the final product.The main goal of the Cell3Ditor project is to develop a 3D printing technology for the industrial production of SOFC stacks by covering research and innovation in all the stages of the industrial value chain (inks formulation, 3D printer development, ceramics consolidation and system integration). All-ceramic joint-free SOFC stacks with embedded fluidics and current collection will be fabricated in a two-step process (single-step printing and sintering) to reduce in energy, materials and assembly costs while simplifying the design for manufacturing and time to market.  Compared to traditional ceramic processing, the Cell3Ditor manufacturing process presents a significantly shorter time to market (from years to months) and a cost reduction estimated in 63% with an initial investment below one third of an equivalent conventional manufacturing plant (production of 1000 units per year). The project is product-driven and involves SMEs (with proved technologies) in the entire value chain to ensure reaching TRL>6.		2191133.75

						SOSLeM		RIA		RTD		Call 2015		Solid Oxide Stack Lean Manufacturing		The proposed SOSLeM project will contribute to the call objectives by improving production processes as well as developing and applying novel manufacturing technologies for FC stacks. The improvements proposed by the project will sum up to a reduction of manufacturing costs of about 70%, leading to decreased capital cost of about 2.500 €/kW. Besides these outstanding economical and technical improvements, production material will be spared and environmental benefits will be realized. Specifically, the project will: - Develop new and optimized processes for cassettes production, by avoidance brushing of cassettes, improved sealing adhesion on cassettes, automation of welding, lean manufacturing processes and anode contact layer laser welding,- Improve stack preparation, by advanced glass curing and stack conditioning and improved gas stations, - Enable environmental benefits by Cu-based instead of Co-based powder and evaluation of On-site Nickel removal from waste water- Reduce production time and costs and improve flexibility, by large furnace arrangement, introduction of a multi-stack production station, examination of substituting Co-based powder by Cu-based power, Examination of partially substituting Co-based powder by enamel coating and simultaneous sintering.		1994301.25

		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Energy		ECo		RIA		RTD		Call 2015		Efficient Co-Electrolyser for Efficient Renewable Energy Storage - ECo		The overall goal of ECo is to develop and validate a highly efficient co-electrolysis process for conversion of excess renewable electricity into distributable and storable hydrocarbons via simultaneous electrolysis of steam and CO2 through SOEC (Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cells) thus moving the technology from technology readiness level (TRL) 3 to 5.In relation to the work program, ECo will specifically:• Develop and prove improved solid oxide cells (SOEC) based on novel cell structure including electrode backbone structures and infiltration and design of electrolyte/electrode interfaces to achieve high performances and high efficiencies at ~100 oC lower operating temperatures than state-of-the-art in order to reduce thermally activated degradation processes, to improve integration with hydrocarbon production, and to reduce overall costs.• Investigate durability under realistic co-electrolysis operating conditions that include dynamic electricity input from fluctuating sources with the aim to achieve degradation rates below 1%/1000 h at stack level under relevant operating conditions.• Design a plant to integrate the co-electrolysis with fluctuating electricity input and catalytic processes for hydrocarbon production, with special emphasis on methanation (considering both external and internal) and perform selected validation tests under the thus needed operating conditions.• Test a co-electrolysis system under realistic conditions for final validation of the obtained results at larger scale.• Demonstrate economic viability for overall process efficiencies exceeding 60% using results obtained in the project for the case of storage media such as methane and compare to traditional technologies with the aim to identify critical performance parameters that have to be improved.Perform a life cycle assessment with CO2 from different sources (cement industry or biogas) and electricity from preferably renewable sources to prove the recycling potential of the concept		2504526.25

						ELY4OFF		RIA		PoC		Call 2015		PEM ElectroLYsers FOR operation with OFFgrid renewable installations		Hydrogen production by PEM water electrolysers (PEMWE) has the potential of becoming a key enabling technology in the deployment of FCH technologies in the future energy market as an energy storage system able to deliver hydrogen to different applications and enabling a high penetration of renewable energy sources (RES). PEMWE has showed capabilities in the emerging hydrogen scenarios to be a valid alternative to previously developed technologies, especially considering the dynamic and versatile operation expected of hydrogen production methods when integrated with RES.Despite the advances and improvements experienced to date with these systems, the technology needs to be further improved if it is to be installed as a competitive solution for energy markets and even more so in the case of off-grid configurations due to their particularities. The development of an autonomous off-grid electrolysers as an energy storage or backup solution (e.g. replacing diesel engines) is an unusual and challenging goal because it needs to have the capability of being directly coupled to RES in locations where the electricity grid is not deployed or weak.The main goal of the ELY4OFF proposal is the development and demonstration of an autonomous off-grid electrolysis system linked to renewable energy sources, including the essential overarching communication and control system for optimising the overall efficiency when integrated in a real installation		2315217.5

						GrInHy		RIA		PoC		Call 2015		Green Industrial Hydrogen via Reversible High-Temperature Electrolysis		High-temperature electrolysis (HT electrolysis) is one of the most promising technologies to address the European Commission´s Roadmap to a competitive low-carbon economy in 2050. Because a significant share of the energy input is provided in the form of heat, HT electrolysis achieves higher electrical system efficiency compared to low temperature electrolysis technologies. Therefore, the main objectives of the GrInHy project focus on:

•  Proof of reaching an overall electrical efficiency of at least 80 %LHV (ca. 95 %HHV);
•  Scaling-up the SOEC unit to a DC power input (stack level) of 120 kWel;
•  Reaching a lifetime of greater 10,000 h with a degradation rate below 1 %/1,000 h;
•  Integration and operation for at least 7,000 h meeting the hydrogen quality standards of the steel industry;

Additional project objectives are:
•  Elaboration of an Exploitation Roadmap for cost reducing measures;
•  Development of dependable system cost data;
•  Integration of a reversible operation mode (fuel cell mode);

The objectives are congruent with the call FCH-02.4-2015 and the Multi Annual Work Plan of the FCH JU.

The proof-of-concept will take place in the relevant environment of an integrated iron and steel works. Its existing infrastructure and metallurgical processes, which provide the necessary waste heat, increase the project´s cost-effectiveness and minimize the electrical power demand of auxiliaries. As a result, the electrical efficiency of 80 % will be achieved by operating the HT electrolyser close to the thermal-neutral operation point. The installation will consist of an optimized multi-stack module design with 6 stacks modules in parallel (total capacity: 120 kWel). The last project year is dedicated to the testing of 7,000 h and more. This will be achieved due to a high degree of existing knowledge at system level. Lifetime and degradation targets have already been fulfilled at cell level and will be verified by testing an enhanced stack.		4498150

						HPEM2GAS		RIA		PoC		Call 2015		High Performance PEM Electrolyzer for Cost-effective Grid Balancing Applications		The next generation water electrolysers must achieve better dynamic behaviour (rapid start-up, fast response, wider load and temperature ranges) to provide superior grid-balancing services and thus address the steep increase of intermittent renewables interfaced to the grid. The HPEM2GAS project will develop a low cost PEM electrolyser optimised for grid management through both stack and balance of plant innovations, culminating in a six month field test of an advanced 180 (nominal)-300 kW (transient) PEM electrolyser. The electrolyser developed will implement an advanced BoP (power tracking electronics, high efficiency AC/DC converters, high temperature ion exchange cartridges, advanced safety integrated system, new control logic) and improved stack design and components (injection moulded components, flow-field free bipolar plates, Aquivion® membranes, core-shell/solid solution electrocatalysts). Several strategies are applied to lower the overall cost, thus enabling widespread utilisation of the technology. These primarily concern a three-fold increase in current density (resulting in the proportional decrease in capital costs) whilst maintaining cutting edge efficiency, a material use minimisation approach in terms of reduced membrane thickness whilst keeping the gas cross-over low, and reducing the precious metal loading. Further, improving the stack lifetime to 10 years and a reduction of the system complexity without compromising safety or operability. All these solutions contribute significantly to reducing the electrolyser CAPEX and OPEX costs.  HPEM2GAS develops key technologies from TRL4 to TRL6, demonstrating them in a 180-300 kW PEM electrolyser system in a power-to-gas field test; delivers a techno-economic analysis and an exploitation plan to bring the innovations to market. The consortium comprises a system integrator, suppliers of membranes, catalysts and MEAs, a stack developer, an independent expert on standardization and an end-user.		2499999

						HyGrid		RIA		PoC		Call 2015		Flexible Hybrid separation system for H2 recovery from NG Grids		The key objective of the HyGrid project is the design, scale-up and demonstration at industrially relevant conditions a novel membrane based hybrid technology for the direct separation of hydrogen from natural gas grids. The focus of the project will be on the hydrogen separation through a combination of membranes, electrochemical separation and temperature swing adsorption to be able to decrease the total cost of hydrogen recovery. The project targets a pure hydrogen separation system with power and cost of < 5 kWh/kgH2 and < 1.5 €/kgH2. A pilot designed for 25 kg/day of hydrogen will be built and tested.To achieve this, HyGrid aims at developing novel hybrid system integrating three technologies for hydrogen purification integrated in a way that enhances the strengths of each of them: Membrane separation technology is employed for removing H2 from the “low H2 content” (e.g. 2-10 %) followed by electrochemical hydrogen separation (EHP ) optimal for the “very low H2 content” (e.g. <2 %) and finally temperature swing adsorption (TSA) technology to purify from humidity produced in both systems upstream. The objective is to give a robust proof of concept and validation of the new technology (TRL 5) by designing, building, operating and validating a prototype system tested at industrial relevant conditions for a continuous and transient loads. To keep the high NG grid storage capacity for H2, the separation system will target the highest hydrogen recovery.The project will describe and evaluate the system performance for the different pressure ranges within 0.03 to 80 bar (distribution to transmission) and test the concept at pilot scale in the 6-10 bar range.HyGrid will evaluate hydrogen quality production according to ISO 14687 in line not only with fuel cell vehicles (Type I Grade D) but also stationary applications (Type I Grade A) and hydrogen fueled ICE (Type I grade E category 3). A complete energy and cost analysis will be carried out in detail.		2535710

		6 - Cross-cutting		Cross_cutting		HYTECHCYCLING		CSA		CSA		Call 2015		New technologies and strategies for fuel cells and hydrogen technologies in the phase of recycling and dismantling		High deployment of fuel cells and hydrogen technologies is expected in the near term in the EU to decarbonize energy and transport sectors. The idea is to generate vast amounts of green hydrogen from the expected surplus of renewable energy sources (implemented policies are going towards 65% of electricity from renewable energy sources by 2050) to be used in transport (moving fuel cell electric vehicles), energy (feeding stationary fuel cells for cogeneration, injecting hydrogen into the gas grid) and industries (hydrogen generation for chemical industries).
However, the expected commercial FCH technologies (mainly PEM and alkaline electrolysers as well as PEM and Solid Oxide fuel cells) are not prepared for full deployment in what regards to recycling and dismantling stage. 
The main goal of proposal is to deliver reference documentation and studies about existing and new recycling and dismantling technologies and strategies applied to Fuel Cells and Hydrogen (FCH) technologies, paving the way for future demonstration actions and advances in legislation. 
To achieve this goal, the following key steps will be followed considering the involvement and validation of relevant FCH value chain actors and the HYTECHCYCLING Advisory Board of manufacturers:
1. Pre-study and techno-economic, environmental, RCS assessment related to dismantling & recycling of FCH technologies to detect future needs and challenges 
2. Development of new technologies and strategies applied to FCH technologies in the phase of recycling & dismantling and LCA analysis considering critical, expensive and scarce materials inventory
3. Proposal of new business model, implementation roadmap and development of reference recommendations and guidelines to focus the sector and pave the way for future demonstrations and introduction of the concept among FCH stakeholders		497666.25

		Grand Total																109927235.75
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		Call 2008		FP7		244821		ASSENT		Anode sub-system development & optimisation for SOFC systems		The high temperature fuel cell technologies have potential for high electrical efficiency, 45-60%, and total efficiency up to 95%. SOFC has the added benefit of offering commercial applications from 1 kW residential to several MW stationary units with high fuel flexibility. Whilst much effort is devoted to cell and stack issues, less attention has been paid to the components and sub-systems required for an operational system. Components and sub-systems such as fuel processing, heat and thermal management, humidification, fluid supply and management and power electronics are as crucial to the successful commercialisation of fuel cell systems as the cell and stack. This project is focused on the development of fuel and water management for SOFC systems. The fuel management, and especially recirculation, is a key question in achieving high electric efficiency and rejecting external water supply. The recirculation increases the fuel utilization rate and can provide the water needed in the reforming of fuels. However, with current SOFC systems the anode circulation has been problematic from controllability and reliability points of view, and hence there is a need to develop the overall solution of the anode subsystem. This project will evaluate different process approaches for fuel and water management, e.g. blower-based approach, ejector-based approach, and water circulation by condensing from the anode off-gas/exhaust gas and evaporating back to the fuel loop. The aspects taken into account in the conceptual analysis are effects on electric efficiency and process simplicity implying easiness of controllability, and requirements on diagnostics accuracy to provide insights into failure mode prevention. In the detailed evaluation, the suitable approaches are analysed more thoroughly in terms of component availability and reliability, achievable diagnostics accuracy, controllability, effects on reformer, mechanical integration feasibility to whole system, cost effects etc.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.3.2 - Component and system improvement for stationary applications		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		31-Dec-2012		36		6		ATANASIU		4,651,850		1,954,675		42		1,954,675.00		TEKNOLOGIAN TUTKIMUSKESKUS VTT		jari.kiviaho@vtt.fi		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		SOFC		CHP (check size)		Components		N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		no		no		no		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S05: Improvement of components and their interaction		Components		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell				Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2008		FP7		245142		AUTO-STACK		Automotive Fuel Cell Stack Cluster Initiative for Europe		While the supply base for materials and components in Europe is well advanced and competitive, stack integration is lagging behind due to massive investment requirements and risks associated with commercialization. The project aims to develop approaches to address the critical barriers for substantial improvement of collaboration between major stakeholders and establishing a solid business model for an independent European stack integrator for automotive applications. In the work proposed, key European players including automotive OEMs, component suppliers, and research organizations are involved to provide a structured approach to establish fuel cells as a mass product ready for market. While the target of this topic is PEM fuel cell stacks for car and light duty vehicle propulsion, synergies with other vehicle categories such as public transport buses and off-road vehicles as well as vehicular APUs and stationary applications will be considered and explored. The key objective of the work proposed is to “Make a proposal for a market start of an European automotive fuel cell stack industry”.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.1.3 - European fuel cell stack cluster		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		30-Sep-2011		21		14		NAVAS PEREZ		2,827,448		1,193,015		42		1,193,016.00		ZENTRUM FUER SONNENENERGIE- UND WASSERSTOFF-FORSCHUNG, BADEN-WUERTEMBERG		ludwig.joerissen@zsw-bw.de		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		CSA		CSA		CSA		PEMFC		Transport		Stack		N				2 - Research activities for transport applications		Stack, Cell Modelling		no		no		no		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T02: European fuel cell stack including concerted action				Supporting_activities		0										H2 production - Electrolyser		SOEC		Stack

		Call 2008		FP7		245156		DEMMEA		Understanding the Degradation Mechanisms of Membrane-Electrode-Assembly for High Temperature PEMFCs and Optimization of the Individual Components.		The state of the art high temperature PEM fuel cell technology is based on H3PO4 imbibed polymer electrolytes. The most challenging areas towards the optimization of this technology are: (i) the development of stable long lasting polymer structures with high ionic conductivity and (ii) the design and development of catalytic layers with novel structures and architectures aiming to more active and stable electrochemical interfaces with minimal Pt corrosion. In this respect the objective of the present proposal is to understand the functional operation and degradation mechanisms of high temperature H3PO4 imbibed PEM and its electrochemical interface. The degradation mechanisms will be thoroughly studied and be focused on low loading Pt or nanostructured alloyed Pt electrocatalysts and catalytic layers, which will be supported on finely dispersed or structurally organized modified carbon supports (nanotubes, pyrolytic carbon). A stable electrocatalytic layer with full metal electrocatalyst utilization at the electrode/electrolyte interface can thus be achieved. The high temperature PEM membrane electrode assembly (MEA) will be based on a) PBI and variants as control group and b) the advanced state of the art MEAs based on aromatic polyethers bearing pyridine units. These MEAs have been developed optimized and tested at temperatures up to 200oC, where they exhibit stable and efficient operation. In the present proposal they will be studied and tested in single fuel cells with regards to their operating conditions and long term stability aiming to the development of a series of diagnostic tests that will lead in the design and development of an accelerated test and prediction tool for the MEA’s performance. If we can really understand the fundamentals of the failure mechanisms, then we can use that information to guide the development of new materials or we can develop system approaches to mitigate these failures.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.3.3 - Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		31-Dec-2012		36		8		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,189,919		1,638,986		51		1,638,986.00		ADVANCED ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES AE EREUNAS & ANAPTYXIS YLIKON & PROIONTONANANEOSIMON PIGON ENERGEIAS & SYNAFON SYMVOULEFTIKON Y PIRESION*ADVEN		neoph@iceht.forth.gr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		stationary - check size		stationary - check size		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S01: Degradation & lifetime fundamentals		Degradation		PEMFC		0		Fuel Cell		FCH performance phenomena						Fuel_Cell		AFC		System

		Call 2008		FP7		245128		GENIUS		GEneric diagNosis InstrUment for SOFC Systems		The state of health of any SOFC system is currently difficult to evaluate, which makes it difficult to respond to a fault or degradation with the appropriate counter measure, to ensure the required reliability level. Therefore, the GENIUS project aims to develop a “GENERIC” algorithm, based on a validated diagnostic “GENERIC” approach. This algorithm would only use process values (normal measurements and system control input parameters) and the approach would allow all SOFC developers to use and implement the algorithm in their respective systems according to their specific constraints.
To guarantee the “GENERIC” character of the algoithm, stacks and systems from four different manufacturers will be tested using commonly defined test plan that will be based on the “Design Of Experiment” method. Three different types of models will be evaluated in parallel by four different academic institutions in order to define the optimal tool for fault detection and degradation identification. This will be done taking into account both “on board” diagnostic and "off-line" diagnostic requirements. The diagnosis would generate a set of indicators able to quantify either the drift or the difference of the actual status with respect to nominal or expected performance. A diagnostic hardware integrating the best algorithm will be developed and validated in two different SOFC systems. Finally, physical parameters and interactions will be correlated with degradation mechanisms. This correlation will allow the definition of either counter measures (in case of fault or degradation) or of a more optimal operation point. This will make it possible to reduce maintenance to yearly intervals. It may also help reach a target of tens of thousands hours for stack or system operation lifetime. Finally, it is important to mention that most of participants of the GENIUS project are members of the FCH Joint Undertaking Initiative.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.3.1 - Operation diagnostics and control for stationary applications		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Feb-2010		31-Jan-2013		36		12		ATANASIU		3,861,447		1,998,373		52		2,067,785.00		EIFER EUROPAISCHES INSTITUT FUR ENERGIEFORSCHUNG EDF-KIT EWIV		philippe.mocoteguy@eifer.org		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)		diagnosis		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Diagnostics and Control		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S04: Controls, modelling, diagnostics		Controls, modelling, diagnostics		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell				Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2008		FP7		245133		NEXTHYLIGHTS		Supporting action to prepare large-scale hydrogen vehicle demonstration in Europe		The Supporting Action NextHyLights will work in close cooperation with and under supervision of FCH JU. NextHyLights will directly contribute to the FCH JU activities regarding the preparation of the next calls and will be prepared to react flexibly on FCH JU requirements. It will use the MAIP as the basis and will help to detail it towards the AIPs taking the ambitions and opportunities of all stakeholders into account. The concept of the project is to develop a strategy (Master Plan) on how to bridge the gap between today’s demo projects and the start of market introduction by building upon existing knowledge from various activities including: HFP &amp; FCH JU (implementation plans), HyWays, R2H, HyLights (methods, instruments and databases), HyFleet:CUTE, ZERO REGIO, HYCHAIN and other demo projects (hardware experience). The key partners of the former FP6 projects HyWays and HyLights will assure that the results, instruments and lessons learnt from these projects can be used at their best. The Master Plan needs to be organized in timely steps comprising of milestones regarding cost and performance targets. The Master Plan development requires the separate preparation of detailed work and roll-out plans for the vehicle segments ‘passenger cars’, ‘buses’ and ‘other vehicles’ which will be checked against each other for coherence and then be integrated in the overall plan. In case of the bus segment a close relationship with the Hydrogen Bus Alliance (HBA) will be established via Element Energy who is already in charge of the Alliance’s secretariat. Here work can be based on previous HBA activities such as the HBA strategy paper. The Master Plan development will also take into account social and environmental impacts as well as the regulatory requirements of the activities planned in each vehicle segment. Furthermore, the project will prepare a criteria catalogue to identify regions / municipalities which are suitable to become hydrogen cluster regions.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.1.2 - Preparation for large-scale vehicle demonstrations in Europe		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		31-Dec-2010		12		12		NAVAS PEREZ		1,138,522		499,303		44		499,303.00		Ludwig-Boelkow-Systemtechnik GmbH		landinger@lbst.de		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Transport		na		N				No panel (Transport CSA)				no		no		no		No panel (Transport CSA)				Preparation for large-scale vehicle demo				Socio		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		0

		Call 2008		FP7		245224		HYDROSOL-3D		Scale Up of Thermochemical HYDROgen Production in a SOLar Monolithic Reactor: a 3rd Generation Design Study		HYDROSOL-3D aims at the preparation of a demonstration of a CO2-free hydrogen production and provision process and related technology, using two-step thermochemical water splitting cycles by concentrated solar radiation. This process has been developed in the frame of EU co-financed projects within FP5 and FP6. From the initial idea over the proof of principle and over several steps of improvement - that have awarded to project HYDROSOL the EU “2006 Descartes Prize for Collaborative Scientific Research” - the technology has recently reached the status of a pilot plant demonstration in a 100 kW scale showing that hydrogen production via thermochemical water splitting is possible on a solar tower under realistic conditions. The present project focuses on the next step towards commercialisation carrying out all activities necessary to prepare the erection of a 1 MW solar demonstration plant. HYDROSOL-3D concerns the pre-design and design of the whole plant including the solar hydrogen reactor and all necessary upstream and downstream units needed to feed in the reactants and separate and bottle the products. Two alternative options will be analyzed: adapting the hydrogen production plant to an already available solar facility or developing a new, completely optimised hydrogen production/solar plant. The most promising option will be analysed in detail, establishing the complete plant layout and defining and sizing all necessary components. Validation of pre-design components and process strategies by experiments (in laboratory, solar furnace, solar simulator and solar tower facilities) and a detailed techno-economic analysis covering market introduction will complement the project. The HYDROSOL-3D consortium has been built accordingly bringing together the experience and knowledge elaborated in all the R&amp;D work carried out up to the current status of HYDROSOL projects, with industrial leaders and innovative SME’s capable to bring the technology to maturity and to the market.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.2.3 - Water decomposition with solar heat sources		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		31-Dec-2012		36		5		LYMPEROPOULOS		1,729,085		984,375		57		984,375.00		CENTRE FOR RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY HELLAS		agk@cperi.certh.gr		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Concentrated solar		H2 production				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Concentrated solar - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H06 : High temperature thermo-electrical-chemical processes for water decomposition		Solar H2 production		Thermochemical		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Innovative H2 production						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2008		FP7		245202		IRAFC		Development of an Internal Reforming Alcohol High Temperature PEM Fuel Cell Stack		The main objective of the proposal is the development of an internal reforming alcohol high temperature PEM fuel cell. Accomplishment of the project objective will be made through: • Design and synthesis of robust polymer electrolyte membranes for HT-PEMFCs, which will be functional within the temperature range of 190-220oC. • Development of alcohol (methanol or ethanol) reforming catalysts for the production of CO-free hydrogen in the temperature range of HT PEMFCs, i.e. at 190-220oC. • Integration of reforming catalyst and high temperature MEA in a compact Internal Reforming Alcohol High Temperature PEMFC (IRAFC). Integration may be achieved via different configurations as related to the position of the reforming catalyst. The proposed compact system does away with conventional fuel processors and allows for efficient heat management, since the “waste” heat produced by the fuel cell is in-situ utilized to drive the endothermic reforming reaction. The targeted power density of the system is 0.15 W/cm2 at a cell voltage of 0.7 V. Thus, the concepts of a catalytic reformer and of a fuel cell are combined in a single, simplified direct alcohol (e.g. methanol) High Temperature PEM fuel cell reactor. The heart of the system is the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) comprising a high-temperature proton-conducting electrolyte sandwiched between the anodic (reforming catalyst + Pt/C) and cathodic Pt/C gas diffusion electrodes. According to the configuration and the operating conditions described above, the IRAFC is expected to be autothermal, highly efficient and with zero CO emissions. In addition, the direct consumption of H2 by the MEA (fuel cell) and the electrochemical promotion effect is expected to enhance the kinetics of reforming reactions, thus facilitating the efficient operation of the reforming catalyst at temperatures below 220°C.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.4.2 - Fuel supply technology for portable and micro Fuel Cells		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		30-Jun-2013		42		6		GIRON		2,427,822		1,424,147		59		1,424,150.00		ADVANCED ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES AE EREUNAS & ANAPTYXIS YLIKON & PROIONTONANANEOSIMON PIGON ENERGEIAS & SYNAFON SYMVOULEFTIKON Y PIRESION*ADVEN		j.kallitsis@upatras.gr		Transport		Cross_cutting		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Portable				N				6 - Cross-cutting		Portable		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		E03 : Fuel supply concepts for portable and micro FCs				PEMFC		estimated  MTR data										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2008		FP7		245294		ISH2SUP		In situ H2 supply technology for micro fuel cells powering mobile electronics appliances		In the project two novel solutions for fuelling micro fuel cells are studied and developed to a demonstration level. The primary application area is fuel cell based power sources of portable electronic appliances such as cell phones, mp3-players and laptop computers, but also similar niche products. A generally recognized fact is that today’s battery technology is not sufficient for many of those applications despite expected progress in the field due to the increasing number of features implemented. Fuel cell technology provides in principle a solution to the problem by enabling the use of chemical energy storages. The low temperature PEM technology is inherently feasible choice for consumer products because of the close-to-human nature of the applications provided that logistics of hydrogen can be solved. In the project we consider a solution, which combines hydrogen PEM with fuelling technology, where hydrogen is stored in a chemical form in a primary fuel and released in-situ on-demand bases. This provides benefits as to DMFC technology. The fuel cell using hydrogen can be made in a more compact size because of higher volumetric power density. The primary fuel can be stored in a disposable or recycled cartridge, which is changeable and logistically easily available. Two different technologies to produce hydrogen will be considered. One is based on NaBH as the fuel and the other on catalyzed electrolysis of methanol. The project has two main objectives: - Firstly, to show that the both technologies consider are feasible and fulfil the RCS requirements of mobile/portable electronic appliances in consumer markets. - Secondly, to find the best ways to build up logistics for fuelling using disposable or recycled cartridges. The power range targeted in the practical development work for demonstration is 5 – 20 W. Feasibility of the cartridge technologies and applications will be, however, explored in a wider range from 0.5 W up to 100 W level.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.4.2 - Fuel supply technology for portable and micro Fuel Cells		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		31-Mar-2013		39		4		GIRON		1,684,531		1,000,625		59		1,000,625.00		AALTO-KORKEAKOULUSAATIO		aarne.halme@tkk.fi		Energy		Cross_cutting		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Portable				N				6 - Cross-cutting		Portable		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		E03 : Fuel supply concepts for portable and micro FCs		Portable FC		DMFC		0		Fuel Cell		Fuel supply for portable								PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2008		FP7		245113		KEEPEMALIVE		Knowledge to Enhance the Endurance of PEM fuel cells by Accelerated LIfetime Verification Experiments		Small scale stationary Combined Heat and Power (µ-CHP) generation is foreseen as a significant future market for fuel cells. Among the fuel cell types, the Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) technology is by far dominating the small scale stationary demonstration and field trials (~90%). The PEMFC has advantages related to high electric efficiency and excellent load following properties. A major hurdle to commercialisation, however, is their insufficient lifetime under realistic operation conditions. KEEPEMALIVE aims to establish improved understanding of degradation and failure mechanisms, accelerated stress test protocols, sensitivity matrix and lifetime prediction models for Low Temperature PEMFC to enable a lifetime of 40 000h at realistic operation conditions for stationary systems, in compliance with performance and costs targets. Main KEEPEMALIVE targets are to establish a robust and efficient methodology to identify &amp; quantify main factors (and interactions) causing degradation/failure when imposed to stressing conditions and to characterise changes in PEMFC materials’ properties and corresponding performance losses using statistical designed experiments KEEPEMALIVE uses an integrated, iterative approach, using advanced statistical experiment design and result evaluation. Quantitative data obtained in situ from cell &amp;stack tests under stressing conditions, are complemented by ex situ testing of materials, revealing corresponding changes in properties. Joint efforts of SMEs, energy companies and research community, including links to other related European activities, will contribute to strengthening Europe’s competitiveness in this area.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.3.3 - Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		30-Jun-2013		42		9		ATANASIU		2,874,206		1,264,582		44		1,264,582.00		STIFTELSEN SINTEF		janssen@ecn.nl		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		micro-CHP		Stack		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S01: Degradation & lifetime fundamentals		Degradation		PEMFC		It can be used on transport and energy…I presume		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2008		FP7		245339		LOLIPEM		Long-life PEM-FCH &CHP systems at temperatures higher than100°C		The present proposal aims at the development of SPG&amp;CHP systems based on Polymeric Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell Hydrogen (PEMFCH). A drawback in the state-of-the-art systems is the too low operating temperatures (70-80°C) of PEMFCHs for cogeneration purposes. Operating temperatures above 100°C would have several advantages including easier warm water distribution in buildings, reduced anode poisoning due to carbon monoxide impurities in the fuel and improved fuel oxidation kinetics. A PEMFCH operating in the temperature range of 100-130°C is highly desirable and could be decisive for the development of SPG&amp;CHP systems based on PEMFCHs. The main objective of the present project is to give a clear demonstration that long-life SPG&amp;CHP systems based on PEMFCHs operating above 100°C can now be developed on the basis of recent knowledge on the degradation mechanisms of ionomeric membranes and on innovative synthetic approaches recently disclosed by some participants of this project. Main research tasks: (1) Develop long life (longer 40000 hrs) perfluoro sulfonic acid membranes and sulfonated aromatic polymer membranes operating at 100-130°C with current density of at least 4000A/m2; (2) Create new long-life catalytic electrodes and MEAs working in the above temperature range; (3) Perform accelerated ageing tests and long-term single cell tests to understand degradation mechanisms, to make lifetime predictions and to give input to objectives 1 and 2; (4) Develop a prototype of a modular SPG&amp;CHP system based on multi-PEMFCHs realized with the new long-life MEAs; (5) Benchmarking the single-cell and the modular prototype performance at temperatures above 100°C against the best literature results. The project will benefit from the synergy arising from the know-how of leading research groups of universities and research institutes as well as from the technical knowledge and expertise of industries and utility companies involved in fuel cell development and testing.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.3.3 - Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		31-Dec-2012		36		8		LYMPEROPOULOS		2,677,298		1,360,227		51		1,360,227.00		CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE		g.barbieri@itm.cnr.it		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		stationary - check size		Stack		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S01: Degradation & lifetime fundamentals		Degradation		PEMFC		0		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2008		FP7		245171		MCFC-CONTEX		MCFC catalyst and stack component degradation and lifetime: Fuel Gas CONTaminant effects and EXtraction strategies		High-T fuel cells like the MCFC are the best candidate for exploiting cleanly &amp;amp; efficiently non-conventional fuels of organic or waste-derived origin that are one of the keys to a sustainable energy infrastructure &amp;amp; have very strong potential, but the degradation caused by the contaminants in these fuels must be addressed. MCFC-CONTEX aims to tackle this problem from 2 sides: 1) investigating poisoning mechanisms caused by alternative fuels &amp;amp; determining precisely MCFC tolerance limits for long-term endurance; 2) optimizing fuel cleaning to achieve tailored degrees of purification according to MCFC operating conditions &amp;amp; tolerance. The 1st line of activity requires extensive &amp;amp; long-term cell testing, so in parallel methods will be sought to increase experimental effectiveness: a numerical model will be set up to simulate &amp;amp; predict the effects of contaminants, and as knowledge is gained of the poisoning mechanisms through the experimental &amp;amp; simulation campaigns, accelerated testing procedures will be conceived &amp;amp; validated. The 2nd line of investigation entails characterization &amp;amp; development of clean-up materials &amp;amp; processes, focusing on the most promising options to be selected at the start of the project. To carry out this research, real-time &amp;amp; highly accurate contaminant detection methods are necessary which have to be implemented in the fuel-clean-up-MCFC chain to monitor the fate of the harmful species &amp;amp; thus deduce their effects. This will be the 3rd line of activity. Outcome of the project will be: increased understanding of poisoning mechanisms &amp;amp; a set of operating conditions-dependent tolerance limits for the MCFC; a numerical model for prediction of contaminant-induced degradation effects; validated accelerated testing procedures; a prototypal clean-up system optimized for upgrading selected non-conventional fuel gases to established MCFC requirements; a reliable trace species detection system for monitoring of fuel quality &amp;amp; process control.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.3.3 - Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2010		30-Jun-2014		54		11		ATANASIU		4,132,859		1,841,833		45		1,841,832.55		AGENZIA NAZIONALE PER LE NUOVE TECNOLOGIE,L'ENERGIA E LO SVILUPPO ECONOMICO SOSTENIBILE		angelo.moreno@enea.it		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		MCFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S01: Degradation & lifetime fundamentals		Degradation		MCFC		0		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2008		FP7		245262		NEXPEL		Next-Generation PEM Electrolyser for Sustainable Hydrogen Production		The main objective of the NEXPEL project, a successful demonstration of an efficient PEM electrolyser integrated with Renewable Energy Sources, supports the overall vision to establish hydrogen as an energy carrier in a large range of applications in the near future. The very ambitious objectives in the call will be addressed by a top class European consortium which is carefully balanced between leading R&D organisations and major industrial actors from 4 member states. An iterative approach between system, sub systems and components will be applied to define its cost, performance and ecological targets. This will be accompanied by a design to cost exercise as part of the life cycle analysis. Efficiency greater than 75% will be achieved by - developing more effective electrodes - adapting highly conductive new membrane materials - increasing the operating temperature for increased kinetics - lowering the hydrogen cross over using denser membranes - increasing the system pressure to reduce pump losses A stack life time towards 40 000 h will be achieved by - reducing hydrogen cross over reducing chemical degradation by peroxides - developing more stable catalysts, porous current collectors and bipolar plates - designing stack which minimizes temperature and mechanical stress gradients - developing high efficient advanced power electronic minimising load stress for the electrolyser Reducing system costs to EURO 5,000/Nm3 is a major driving force and will be addressed by - replacing/reducing of expensive materials (PFSA membrane, Pt loading, titanium) - increasing the performance of components and sub-systems - simplifying the system - developing components suitable for mass production The consortium is confident that the dissemination and exploitation of the project will create considerable impact especially in terms of Europe’s energy security, reducing greenhouse gas emission and increasing Europe’s competitiveness.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.2.1 - Efficient PEM electrolysers		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		31-Dec-2012		36		7		DELPLANCKE		3,068,184		1,256,286		41		1,256,286.00		STIFTELSEN SINTEF		Magnus.S.Thomassen@sintef.no		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEME		Electrolysis		System		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H01 : Low-cost, low-temperature, high-efficiency electrolyser		Degradation		PEM		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis						H2 storage		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2008		FP7		245101		H2MOVES SCANDINAVIA		H2moves.eu Scandinavia		With this proposal the Scandinavian Hydrogen Highway Partnership (SHHP) applies for becoming the first EC funded European Lighthouse Project (LHP) for hydrogen fuel cell cars. Correspondingly, the LHP has been christened “H2moves Scandinavia” being synonymous to “H2moves.eu” as acronym for the cluster of European demonstration projects on hydrogen for transport. A state-of-the-art hydrogen refuelling station will be integrated in a conventional gasoline and diesel refuelling station in Oslo in early 2011, thus fulfilling all requirements specified in the call and offering the typical service profile of today’s conventional fuelling stations. The objective is to provide hydrogen in a normal retail setting with a fully integrated purchase interface and in an urban environment with probably the densest hydrogen fuelling station network anywhere in Europe. The user interface design will be intuitive, safe and easy to use, and the plan is to provide fully renewable hydrogen from electrolysis and hydropower. Ten Mercedes-Benz B-class F-CELL cars and an additional two Alfa Romeo MiTo fuel cell vehicles from Centro Ricerche FIAT will be provided for daily operation in Oslo and on specific tours in southern Norway and the whole SHHP region. In addition to these latest state-of-the-art fuel cell vehicles, five city cars from H2 Logic, mostly driven within the city of Oslo, will complement the vehicle fleet. The city cars will be based on a two-seater battery electric vehicle with a fuel cell range extender, being capable of up to 250 km driving range. Out of this fleet of customer cars, at least two cars (sedans and city cars) will be employed also on at least five European hydrogen vehicle demonstration tours. For the on-site refuelling of hydrogen during the vehicle demonstration tours H2 Logic will develop a mobile hydrogen refuelling concept for provision of almost 100% CO2 free hydrogen. A safety study will accompany the project to identify the certification gaps in Scandinavia to accelerate full commercialization of vehicles and fuelling stations. The project’s performance will be monitored and assessed versus benchmarks set in the beginning. The project’s results will be disseminated through a set of public reports. Communication with the JTI Programme Office, interested stakeholders and the public will be pursued.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.1.1 - Demonstration of hydrogen fuelled road vehicles and refuelling infrastructure		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		31-Dec-2012		36		10		NAVAS PEREZ		18,731,663		7,732,503		41		7,732,503.00		Ludwig-Boelkow-Systemtechnik GmbH		coordinator@H2moves.eu		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Car/HRS		NA		N				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Car		no		no		no		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T01 : Road vehicle large scale demonstration including refuelling infrastructure				Car		To diagnose the state of health of different SOFC systems										H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2008		FP7		245332		PREPAR-H2		Preparing socio and economic evaluations of future H2 lighthouse projects		Economic predictions indicate that many national economies are falling into financially difficult times. When this occurs, there is tendency to refocus priories and funds and less emphasis is placed on projects promoting environmental well-being. Prepar-H2 is unique because the partners draw upon five ongoing nationally funded demonstration H2 projects and updating 5th-6th EC framework projects in addition to the national projects, creating many benefits at a very low cost. The thrust behind Prepar-H2 is driven by a study-matrix composed for the Hy-Approval and HyFLEET:CUTE which revealed that social studies carried out in context with hydrogen demonstrations often lacked substantiation and consisted of preset and repetitive questionnaires than revealing dialogues. Often technical and demonstration projects, like some of the national projects referenced here, use vast resources for hardware while neglecting the human interface and cultural variations of both public and private perceptions as well as economic aspects. Integrating lessons learned from these H2 projects, Prepar-H2 will upgrade the social matrix through progressive interviews from a cross-disciplinary approach by involving all stakeholders throughout the entire duration of the project. Applying the same method and having accessibility to others who are involved with other alternative fuels, Prepar-H2 will simultaneously provide an economic comparison between H2, other alternative fuels and conventional fossil fuel. The final outcome will be a systematic social and economic data sets providing grounds for accompanying measures in future hydrogen lighthouse projects. More importantly, findings from Prepar-H2 will not only be applicable to future lighthouse projects but also have the flexibility to be applied to other H2 projects thereby successfully promoting H2 in societies through a thorough social and economic understanding of all stakeholders’ perceptions, attitudes and actions.		SP1-JTI-FCH-1.2 - Preparation for large-scale vehicle demonstrations in Europe 
SP1-JTI-FCH-5.1 - Planning of socio-economic activities		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		30-Jun-2011		18		5		NAVAS PEREZ		563,870		257,075		46		257,075.00		ICELANDIC NEW ENERGY LTD		skulason@newenergy.is		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Socio		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Socio		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		C02: Socio economic planning phase 2: Pathways and impact				0		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2008		FP7		245228		PRIMOLYZER		PRessurIzed PEM electrOLYZER		The primary objective of the PrimoLyser project is to develop, construct, and test a cost-minimised highly efficient and durable PEM-electrolyser stack aimed for integrated with domestic µCHPs through a combination of the following activities:
1) Specification done by the end-user(s);
2) Basic material R&D on catalyst & membrane to increase durability & efficiency while reducing cost;
3) Process development to fabricate high performance MEAs;
4) Engineering of a durable, reliable, and robust high pressure PEM stack through CFD modelling and design optimisation;
5) Continuous test for 2,000 hours together with a 1.5 kW µCHP; and
6) An evaluation headed by the end-user(s)

The key-targets for the stack are as follows:
A) Hydrogen production capacity: 1 Nm3/h;
B) Pressure: 10 MPa (100 bar);
C) 1.68 V @ 1.2 A/cm2 not only at BoL but also after 2,000 hours of continuous operation;
D) Cost: <5,000 € per Nm3 H2 production capacity per hour in series production; and
E) Durability: >20,000 hours @ constant load

Furthermore, the stack will be liquid cooled to enhance durability and enable easy heat utilisation. This is important as a PEM electrolyser operated with renewable will run when the electricity is cheap and therefore not simultaneous with the µCHP.
The PrimoLyser project is scheduled for 2.5 years. The present proposal is phase I in a 2 step development, where phase II will comprise BoP development & full integration of the electrolyser with a µCHP followed by a field test.
The Consortium is well balanced, with the following 6 partners complementing one another to achieve the project target goals: i) A PEM FC manufacturing company (IRD Fuel Cells A/S [SME], DK); ii) 3 research centres and universities VTT (FI), Åbo Akademi (FI) & ECN (NL); iii) A leading manufacturer of ion exchange polymers and membranes (Fumatech (DE)); and iv) A subsidiary utility company (Abengoa-Hynergreen [ES])		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.2.1 - Efficient PEM electrolysers 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.3.2 - Component and system improvement for stationary applications		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		30-Jun-2012		30		6		DELPLANCKE		2,619,754		1,154,023		44		1,154,023.00		IRD FUEL CELLS A/S (INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT A/S)		lgm@ird.dk		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEME		Electrolysis		Stack		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H01 : Low-cost, low-temperature, high-efficiency electrolyser		Degradation		PEM		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2008		FP7		245355		ROBANODE		Understanding and minimizing anode degradation in hydrogen and natural gas fuelled SOFCs		Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) are among the most promising fuel cell systems as they produce electric energy with high efficiency. Moreover, they are quite flexible concerning the use of hydrogen as well as of carbon based fuels, due to their high operation temperatures that allow for direct oxidation or reforming in the anode compartment, due to the catalytic action of the anode at these temperatures. In spite of their significant comparative advantages, especially for stationary applications, SOFCs have not been commercialized yet, due to their production cost as well as to their gradual degradation especially that of the anode electrodes, which results in limited lifetime. The key factors affecting anode degradation in hydrogen fuelled SOFCs are thermal sintering, electrochemical sintering and local oxidation (redox cycling) of the nickel particles. Additional anode degradation factors in SOFCs fed with natural or biogas are carbon deposition and sulfur poisoning. Although research on these issues is intensive, no major technological breakthroughs have been so far with respect to robust operation, sufficient lifetime and competitive cost. As a result, penetration of this quite promising technology to broad markets is not possible yet. The proposed project offers an effective methodology for a holistic approach of the SOFC anode degradation problem, through detailed investigation of the degradation mechanisms under various operating conditions and the prediction of the anode performance, degradation and lifetime on the basis of a robust mathematical model, which takes into account all underlying phenomena. In this respect, the ROBANODE project proposes a novel strategy for understanding degradation phenomena and addresses scientific and technological issues, which shall offer significant impact concerning successful implementation of both hydrogen and gaseous hydrocarbon, fuelled Solid Oxide Fuel Cells.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2008.3.3 - Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2010		31-Dec-2012		36		9		ATANASIU		3,335,550		1,568,530		47		1,568,530.00		FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY HELLAS		tonia@iceht.forth.gr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S01: Degradation & lifetime fundamentals		Degradation		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell		FCH performance phenomena						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256755		ADEL		Advanced Electrolyser for Hydrogen Production with Renewable Energy Sources		The ADEL project (ADvanced ELectrolyser for Hydrogen Production with Renewable Energy Sources) proposes to develop a new steam electrolyser concept named Intermediate Temperature Steam Electrolysis (ITSE) aiming at optimizing the electrolyser life time by decreasing its operating temperature while maintaining satisfactory performance level and high energy efficiency at the level of the complete system including the heat and power source and the electrolyser unit. The relevance of this ITSE will be assessed both at the stack level based on performance and durability tests followed by in depth post test analysis and at the system level based on flow sheets and energy efficiency calculations.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.2.3 - New generation of high temperature electrolyser		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		31-Dec-2013		36		13		DELPLANCKE		4,155,776		2,043,518		49		2,043,518.00		HTceramix SA		olivier.bucheli@htceramix.ch		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOE, HT		Electrolysis		Stack		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H05 : New generation of high temperature electrolyser		Materials		SOEC		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis								n.a.

		Call 2009		FP7		256764		ASTERIX3		Assessment of SOFC CHP systems build on the technology of HTceRamIX 3		The Asterix project consortium was initiated as a privately financed initiative in 2005 between EIFER/EDF, Dantherm, Danfoss and HTceramix. The objective of the collaboration was to evaluate HTceramix’s SOFC technology in perspective of development of a residential micro-CHP application with a strong and well defined market focus.

The project has achieved its goals in providing a serious evaluation of the feasibility of fuel cell based micro CHP. The viability of the technology has been validated and a proof of concept, for most aspects of the system, has been developed and tested. The CHP market segment we are targeting, as well as the next steps towards a full Proof of Concept system has been clearly defined:

The main objectives of this project are:

•   Improving lifetime, reliability and robustness of the overall system
•   Improve component quality
•   Increase robustness and tolerance to thermal cycling
•   Develop and integrate fully automated control of the system
•   Reduce cost and volume of the system
•   Increase thermal and electrical efficiency

Achieving these objectives will enable us to demonstrate a residential CHP concept fulfilling market requirements, and we can start working on the next step towards commercialization; validation of  fuel cell system readiness, field trials and preparation for scale production.

The Asterix consortium cover the entire value chain from R&D over stack core technology (HTceramics), systems integration (Dantherm) and heat management (Danfoss) to market access (via Eifer). Each partner brings a high level of expertise and specific competencies to the project.

With the recent involvement of CNR-ITAE in the consortium, we have now added the complementary competences to our consortium, which we are sure, can bring us successfully through the next phases towards market introduction.

All the partners in the project have extensive experience in working in nationally or EU funded consortia projects.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.5 - Proof-of- concept fuel cell systems		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		31-Dec-2014		48		4		ATANASIU		3,096,891		1,361,894		44		1,361,894.00		DANTHERM POWER A.S		clt@dantherm.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		SOFC		micro-CHP				N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		System  proof of concept		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		no		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell				Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2009		FP7		256627		CATION		Cathode subsystem development and optimisation		The main objectives of this proposal is to evaluate different process alternatives and find optimal process and mechanical solutions for the cathode and stack subsystems with the aim of having commercially feasible and technologically optimised subsystem solutions ready for future ~ 250 kWe atmospheric SOFC systems. The aspects taken into account in the development are mainly electrical efficiency, controllability, reliability, mass production and costs effectiveness of developed subsystems and individual components.

This project is focused on the development of SOFC system’s air side fluid and thermal management and mechanical solutions, i.e. cathode subsystem and individual components. In large SOFC systems the cathode subsystem is typically the largest source of auxiliary losses and a major factor decreasing electrical efficiency of the system. The reason for this is that almost all components are based on existing products developed for some other purposes and are not optimized for certain SOFC systems. By making cathode side components from the SOFC system point of view, i.e. optimizing the overall system solutions, significant improvements in terms of costs, reliability, performance and lifetime will be achieved. A parallel optimization of the anode subsystem is carried out in the EU funded ASSENT project.

The project will further focus on the integration of SOFC stacks in large systems. If large SOFC systems would be realized by simple multiplication of smaller SOFC stacks, the cost of the so-called Balance of Stack components would be very large. The Balance of Stack components includes air- and gas manifolding, stack compression, thermal insulation, electrical insulation, wiring, lead-in’s and sealing. Based on state-of-the-art SOFC stacks this project will develop scalable, cost-efficient Balance of Stack solutions suitable for ~ 250 kW SOFC systems.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.4 - Component improvement for stationary power applications		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		30-Jun-2014		42		7		ATANASIU		7,108,506		2,625,789		37		2,625,833.00		Teknologian tutkimuskeskus VTT Oy		jari.kiviaho@vtt.fi		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		SOFC		mid-sized CHP		Cell		N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		no		no		no		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S05: Improvement of components and their interaction		Components		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell				Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256848		CHIC		Clean Hydrogen in European Cities		The Clean Hydrogen in European Cities (CHIC) Project is the essential next step to full commercialisation of hydrogen powered fuel cell (H2FC) buses. CHIC will reduce the ‘time to market’ for the technology and support ‘market lift off’ – 2 central objectives of the Joint Undertaking.
CHIC will:
- Intensively test the technology to generate learning for the final steps towards commercialisation by operating a minimum of 26 H2FC buses in medium sized fleets in normal city bus operation, and substantially enlarging hydrogen infrastructure in 5 European regions.
- Embed the substantial knowledge and experience from previous H2FC bus projects (CUTE & HyFLEET:CUTE).
- Accelerate development of clean public transport systems in new European Regions.
- Conduct a life cycle based sustainability assessment of the use of H2FC buses in public transport, based on a triple bottom line approach considering environmental, economic and social aspects.
- Identify the advantages, improvement potentials, complementarities and synergies of H2FC buses compared with conventional and alternative technologies
- Build a critical mass of public support for the benefits of ‘green’ hydrogen powered transport, leading to increased visibility and political commitment across Europe.

The project is based on a staged introduction and build-up of H2FC bus fleets and the supporting infrastructure across Europe. A phased approach will link experienced cities and new cities in partnerships, greatly facilitating the smooth introduction of the new systems now and into the future. Using this arrangement the project will be linked to other projects fully funded from other sources and therefore magnifies the impact of the JTI.

In the context of the H2FC bus projects and progress achieved to this point, the expected results of CHIC will take the technology to the brink of commercialisation, leading in turn to very significant environmental & economic benefits to Europe and to the World.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.1.1 - Large-scale demonstration of road vehicles and refuelling infrastructure II		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2010		31-Dec-2016		81		26		NAVAS PEREZ		81,956,227		25,878,334		32		25,878,334.00		EVOBUS GMBH		kerstin.mk.mueller@daimler.com		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Bus/HRS		na		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Bus		1 - Transport DEMO		1/bus		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T01 : Road vehicle large scale demonstration including refuelling infrastructure				Bus		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2009		FP7		256673		D-CODE		DC/DC COnverter-based Diagnostics for PEM systems		The D-CODE project aims at developing and implementing on-line electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to have direct and meaningful information on the system status. EIS has been proven to be an effective diagnostic tool for laboratory tests. It will be implemented on-board thanks to a new DC/DC converter conceived by the D-CODE’s partners. The new hardware will be developed together with dedicated power electronics functions that will enable the measurement of the impedance spectrum. Dedicated on-line diagnosis algorithms will be implemented according to different approaches to effectively monitor faults or degradation mechanisms. Two stationary PEM fuel cell applications will be considered, namely low temperature power backup and high temperature CHP, these two configurations cover all the potential stationary use of PEM fuel cell systems. Extensive testing will be performed to validate the diagnostic strategies and evaluate their effectiveness in improving control actions aimed at optimizing operating conditions and increasing lifetime. The D-CODE diagnostic concept relies on the combination of power electronics hardware and diagnostic algorithms, whose functions can be easily extended to other applications of PEM fuel cell systems and, in perspective, to all FC technologies as well.

The D-CODE project’s outcomes are expected to improve management and operational capabilities of both low and high temperature PEM fuel cells, to enhance monitoring capabilities, increase maintenance time with higher MTBF and reduce degradation rate. These achievements are crucial and will foster the deployment of PEM fuel cells for on field use. The D-CODE project gathers together a group of research institutions and industries whose skills guarantee the required knowledge to convey the project from the EIS concept to its on-field implementation.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.3 - Operation diagnostics and control for stationary applications		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Mar-2011		31-May-2014		39		7		ATANASIU		2,215,767		1,173,818		53		1,173,818.00		UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI SALERNO		pianese@unisa.it		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		BPU		diagnosis		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Diagnostics and Control		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S04: Controls, modelling, diagnostics		Controls, modelling, diagnostics		PEMFC		0		Fuel Cell				Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2009		FP7		256693		DESIGN		DEGRADATION SIGNATURES IDENTIFICATION FOR STACK OPERATION DIAGNOSTICS		Today, main expectation for SOFC stationary systems competitiveness is to exceed a durability of 40 000 h, an objective which is not today reached except for very specific designs. A better understanding and detection of the failure mechanisms and the internal condition of stacks is of major importance for the introduction of the SOFC technology. If, massive SOFC stack or auxiliary failure can be easily detected by the control system, it is not currently the case for insidious abnormal operating conditions that accelerate the degradation of the SOFC stack, impacting seriously its performances other the long run and ultimately the life expectancy of the stack. These insidious phenomena can come either from within the stack itself (ex. a SRU distribution channel blocked), or from minor system failures (ex. abnormal decrease of performance of a fuel blower).
DESIGN sets out on the detection of slow and hidden phenomena that nevertheless have strong and detrimental long-term effects on the performance and durability of the SOFC stack. The project proposes to study the influence of slowly-damaging conditions on measures performed on the stack sub-components: the Cells, the Single Repeating Units (SRU) and smaller stacks. Identification of characteristic signatures of these degradation phenomena at the lower level will be subsequently transposed at the stack level, to provide a way to diagnose slow degradation phenomena in a commercial SOFC stack, through appropriate data processing of measures provided by limited sensors.
The main outputs of the project will be:
1.Identification of relevant sensors and signals to be monitored to diagnose degradation phenomena;
2.A data analysis methodology to be applied to measured signals;
3.A set of characteristic signatures for the different degradation phenomena at the local and stack level, to be compared with the actual sensor signal to diagnose long-term degradation conditions;
4.Recommendations for operation recovery.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.3 - Operation diagnostics and control for stationary applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2011		30-Jun-2014		42		8		ATANASIU		3,253,918		1,745,752		54		1,745,752.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		florence.lefebvre-joud@cea.fr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)		diagnosis		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Diagnostics and Control		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S04: Controls, modelling, diagnostics		Controls, modelling, diagnostics		SOFC				Fuel Cell				Proof of concept,
components				H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		Stack

		Call 2009		FP7		256810		FC-EUROGRID		Evaluating the Performance of Fuel Cells in European Energy Supply Grids		It has become apparent in the development of the Fuel Cell and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU) Multi Annual Implementation Plan (MAIP) and Annual Implementation Plans (API) that it is difficult to formulate precise targets and requirements for stationary fuel cell applications due to the complicated interaction of FC system operation with grid specifics and the differing goals of FC implementation in the Member States. Neither for efficiency and emission levels, for example, nor for more technical specifications like cycling ability and turn-down ratio can clear targets be set and benchmarks applied that are independent from the energy supply grid  environment the FC system is operating in.
Therefore it was decided to omit such targets from the JU programme, which on the other hand constitutes an unsatisfactory situation due to the lack of clear technical guidelines.
The project will contribute to solving this situation by collecting and reviewing information on stationary FC operations in various grid environments and application strategies. From this analysis and using information on competing technologies and their future development, benchmarks and targets for stationary fuel cell applications in Europe will be developed and coordinated with the relevant European stakeholders, as well as with the FCH JU and the Commission. These benchmarks will be essential in assessing the progress of the JU programme in improving fuel cell technology and the advantages fuel cells can offer over conventional technologies in the context of different energy supply grids.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.8 -Application specific targets for stationary power generation and related technology benchmark		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Oct-2010		31-Dec-2012		27		10		ATANASIU		805,931		588,982		73		588,982.00		THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM		r.steinbergerwilckens@bham.ac.uk		Energy		Cross_cutting		Stationary power generation & CHP		CSA		CSA		CSA		CHP (check size)		Socio		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Socio		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		S09 : Development of application targets and technology benchmark		Benchmarking		Socio		0		Fuel Cell				Tech neutral				HRS		n.a.		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256766		FITUP		Fuel cell field test demonstration of economic and environmental viability for portable generators, backup and UPS power system applications		A total of 19 market-ready fuel cell systems from 2 suppliers (ElectroPS, FutureE) will be installed as UPS/ backup power sources in selected sites across the EU. Real-world customers from the telecommunications and hotel industry will utilize these fuel cell-based systems, with power levels in the 1-10kW range, in their sites. These units will demonstrate a level of technical performance (start-up time, reliability, durability, number of cycles) that qualifies them for market entry, thereby accelerating the commercialisation of this technology in Europe and elsewhere. The demonstration project will involve the benchmarking of units from both fuel cell suppliers according to a test protocol to be developed within the project. It will employ this test protocol to conduct extensive tests in field trials in sites selected by final users in Italy, Switzerland and Turkey. The performance will be logged and analysed to draw conclusions regarding commercial viability and degree to which they meet customer requirements, as well as suggesting areas for improvement. A lifecycle cost analysis using data from the project will be carried out to determine economic value proposition over incumbent technologies such as batteries or diesel generators. The system producers use the results to obtain valuable first hand feedback from customers, optimise their systems as needed, and demonstrate commercial viability. On the other hand, final users from the telecommunications and hotel industry will experience first-hand the advantages of fuel cells for their applications under real world conditions. The optimisation potential is expected from the production process itself, from the installation of a significant amount of fuel cell systems and from the testing. The project will also develop a certification procedure valid in the EU27 under the lead of TÜV Süd.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.4.2 - Portable generators, backup and UPS power systems		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Nov-2010		30-Apr-2014		42		13		GIRON		5,289,901		2,475,825		47		2,475,978.00		ELECTRO POWER SYSTEMS		ilaria.rosso@electropowersystems.com		Energy		Energy		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		?		UPS/BUP				N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Demonstration of portable generators, back-up and UPS power systems		no		no		no		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		E07 : Demonstrate application readiness of stationary FCs		Back-up power, UPS		PEMFC		0		Fuel Cell				Back-up power				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256850		H2FC-LCA		Development of Guidance Manual for LCA application to Fuel cells and Hydrogen technologies		The project aims to develop a Guidance manual for LCA of FC and H2 based systems, training material and courses. The MANUAL will offer a step by step guidance, following the LCA Handbook  procedure, together with specific examples, targeting LCA practitioners in industry and researcher. FC and H2  are technologies with a broad range of functions, applications  and input processes thus we will adopt a flexible and modular approach, adapting the modularity of the ISO 14025.Proposed approach consists of 5 steps:
*Definition of product category groups for FC and H2 to allow a broader comparability among the different technologies, guaranteeing high accuracy.
*Development of common rules (PCR type documents) for product category, based on Consortium experience  and on FC and H2 LCA studies. PCR will  prescribe how to perform LCA study: life cycle stages, system boundaries, parameters to be covered, relevant impact categories, cut-off rules, allocation rules etc. Methodological issues will be defined on the basis of  ILCD Handbook that identifies  4 decision contexts  which require different Life Cycle Inventory modeling frameworks and LCI method approaches to be applied. Specific rules will also be defined to deal with the multifunctional processes (very relevant in the FC and H technologies)
*Consensus process on PCRs. Relevant stakeholders, with particular attention to the intended target audience, will be invited in workshops and discussion forum
*Development of the MANUAL, by the execution of full case studies to be used for illustrative purpose. It includes a step by step guided procedure on Goal and Scope definition, LCI, data collection and documentation for ILCD Data Network, Impact Assessment, Interpretation and Review, strictly adhering to the ILCD Handbook.
*Development of training material and courses on PCRs and MANUAL.
The approach allows technology developer producing  information modules of its own product and making it available in the Data Network		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.5.5 - Development of a framework for Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Oct-2010		30-Sep-2011		12		6		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		386,862		311,957		81		311,957.00		AGENZIA NAZIONALE PER LE NUOVE TECNOLOGIE,L'ENERGIA E LO SVILUPPO ECONOMICO SOSTENIBILE		angelo.moreno@enea.it		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Lifecycle Analysis / sustaiability		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Lifecycle Analysis / sustaiability		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		C05: Sustainability assessment software				LCA		0										H2 distribution		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256671		HYCOMP		Enhanced Design Requirements and Testing Procedures for Composite Cylinders intended for the Safe Storage of Hydrogen		Hydrogen storage is a key enabling technology for the use of hydrogen as an energy vector.  To improve volumetric and gravimetric performance, carbon fiber composite cylinders are currently being developed.  However, current standards governing the design, qualification and in-service inspection of carbon fiber composite cylinders do not allow cylinder design to be optimized.  In particular, safety factors for cycle life and burst pressure ratios appear to be conservative, which results in the cylinders being overdesigned and thus costly.  Furthermore, the requirements in these standards are often not based on degradation processes in composite materials but have been adapted from standards covering metallic cylinders.

To address these issues, HyCOMP will conduct pre-normative research on high-pressure type III and type IV composite cylinders for hydrogen storage and transport for automotive, stationary and transportable applications.  The project will generate all the data necessary to develop a comprehensive scientific and technical basis for fully justifying as well as improving the full set of requirements defined for ensuring the structural integrity of the cylinders throughout their service life, covering design type approval, manufacturing quality assurance, and in-service inspection.

The outcome of the project will be recommendations gathering broad support for improving the applicable European and international standards and regulation on high-pressure hydrogen cylinders for automotive, transport and stationary applications, as well as defining a strategy for implementing these changes. These recommendations will include performance-based design requirements, and improved procedures for type testing, batch testing and in-service inspections.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.1.5 - Pre-normative Research (PNR) on composite storage		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		31-Mar-2014		39		12		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,642,153		1,380,728		38		1,380,728.00		L'AIR LIQUIDE S.A		mathilde.weber@airliquide.com		Transport		Cross_cutting		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		na		H2 Storage		Pre-normative		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		T16: PNR on composite storage				Other issues		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2009		FP7		256823		HYFACTS		Identification, Preparation and Dissemination of Hydrogen Safety Facts to Regulators and Public Safety Officials		HyFacts aims to develop training material for Regulators and Public Safety Officials, which are responsible persons and work for entities, having to position themselves in the increasing number of upcoming installation of hydrogen-related technologies. The training material will focus on the fundamental aspects of hydrogen safety and on the safety approaches and criteria developed in standards and according to which hydrogen systems are engineered for the safe use of hydrogen under all circumstances.

Hydrogen (H2) and its related technologies are relatively new to institutions which are dealing with issues like building regulations, local regulations, public safety and permission of technical installations. Most of the staff of these institutions does not have the necessary knowledge to judge on safety aspects based on real facts but tend to take decisions on the basis of either obsolete or incomplete knowledge or refuse to take any decision at all. This situation leads to heavy delay of decisions or to technically unreasonable, costly and sometimes also very ineffective safety measures to obtain the approval for a hydrogen installation or the allowance to install or operate hydrogen related technologies.

Significant efforts will be devoted to identifying and prioritizing the audiences that would need to be trained to facilitate the commercialization of hydrogen and its related technologies. A vision and road-map for the establishment of permanent training activities for the targeted audiences by recognized institutions, along with the proposal specific initiatives will be an important outcome of the project.

A large amount of new data on the behaviour of hydrogen has been developed during the last years (e.g. HySafe). These are now being applied for the design of new products and applications. It is therefore very important that the persons in charge of ensuring public safety be trained on these new safety approaches.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.5.2 - Training initiatives for regulators		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Feb-2011		31-Jul-2013		30		6		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		1,400,631		1,044,409		75		1,044,409.00		TUV SUD Akademie GMBH		coordinator@hyfacts.eu		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Education		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Education		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		C09: Educational action for specific target groups				ET		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2009		FP7		256328		HYGUIDE		HyGuide		The overall goal of the call “SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.5.5 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT (LCA)” is to develop a specific guidance document for application to hydrogen and fuel cell technologies and related training material with courses for practitioners in industry and research. This is to be based on and in line with the International Reference Life Cycle Data System (ILCD) Handbook, co-developed by the European Commission's JRC-IES.
Our concept for this guidance document relates back to an international standardized procedure: the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD) System (ISO 14025), providing consistent information using common program and product category rules (PCR). HyGuide will be similar to a PCR.
To further improve acceptance and applicability, a strong and active involvement of all relevant stakeholders is foreseen.
To ensure compatibility with related tools in policy and industry context, the HyGuide will be prepared in line with the ILCD Handbook, in advice by the EC JRC-IES' “European Platform on LCA”.
The HyGuide will equally be coordinated with the consortium of the JTI call “Technology Monitoring and Assessment”.
The balanced, multidisciplinary project consortium features specifically experienced research, consultancy and industry partners and the EC: PE INT, USTUTT, KIT-G, the JRC-IE and the European Hydrogen Association (EHA). The EHA's key role is to involve industry members and support dissemination of the results to a broad audience (supporting action).
The expected outcomes of HyGuide include:
• A PCR-type guidance document - based on the ILCD handbook - that is scientifically sound, industry accepted and quality assured (reviewed),
• LCA study reporting templates, tailor-made to hydrogen and fuel cell technologies,
• Broad dissemination among LCA practitioners and industry, and
• A website, as a central information point and as a fully integrated component of the ILCD Data Network, with public and restricted access areas.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.5.5 - Development of a framework for Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Oct-2010		30-Sep-2011		12		5		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		524,793		366,318		70		366,318.00		PE INTERNATIONAL AG		m.faltenbacher@pe-international.com		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Lifecycle Analysis / sustaiability		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Lifecycle Analysis / sustaiability		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		C05: Sustainability assessment software				LCA		estimated  MTR data. Storage										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2009		FP7		256862		HYLIFT-DEMO		European demonstration of hydrogen powered fuel cell materials handling vehicles		The overall purpose and ambition of HyLIFT-DEMO is to conduct a large scale demonstration of hydrogen powered fuel cell materials handling vehicles, which enables a following deployment and market introduction starting no later than 2015.

The HyLIFT-DEMO project objectives are:

to conduct the demonstration of at least 11 units of fuel cell forklifts and fuel cell tow tractors with an integrated 3rd generation fuel cell system,

to conduct the demonstration of hydrogen refuelling infrastructure at end-user sites throughout Europe where the fuel cell material handling vehicles are to be demonstrated,

to conduct accelerated laboratory durability tests on fuel cell systems to validate life time and sensitivity to vibration exposure, reaching 4,000 hours in laboratory,

to validate value proposition & reaching of commercial and environmental targets by conducting data acquisition from the demonstration operation and validating reaching of performance targets on durability, efficiency and costs for 3rd generation technology,

to plan and secure initiation of R&D of 4th generation commercial products by ensuring that R&D of 4th generation fuel cell and hydrogen refuelling technology is initiated onwards reaching full commercial targets,

to plan and ensure initiation of a commercial market deployment by end of 2015 of hydrogen powered fuel cell forklifts and develop suggestions for deployment support mechanisms,

to secure RCS for enabling commercialisation by identifying future Regulation, Codes & Standard needs in order to enable commercial high volume certification & use of hydrogen powered fuel cell material handling vehicles and

to disseminate project results throughout Europe to the hydrogen and fuel cell industry as well as the material handling industry, motivating national and regional actors to also initiate development and commercialisation activities within the area.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.4.1 - Demonstration of fuel cellpowered materials handling vehicles and infrastructure		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		30-Jun-2014		42		10		GIRON		7,306,562		2,877,294		39		2,881,245.00		Ludwig-Boelkow-Systemtechnik GmbH		coordinator@hylift-demo.eu		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		MHV		na		N				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		MHV		no		no		no		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		E01: Demonstration of off-highway vehicles including refuelling infrastructure				MHV		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2009		FP7		256758		HYPROFESSIONALS		Development of educational programmes and training initiatives related to hydrogen technologies and fuel cells in Europe.		Today’s technicians and students are the next generation of potential fuel cell users and designers, and education now is a critical step towards the widespread acceptance and implementation of hydrogen fuel cell technology in the near future.
Development of training initiatives for technical professionals will be started aiming to secure the required mid- and long-term availability of human resources for hydrogen technologies.
The future initiatives have to be carried out for various educational levels and including industry, SMEs, educational institutions and Authorities. Coordination and cooperation are key factors to fulfil the objective: develop a well-trained work-force which will support the technological development.
Contact with other educational programs like Leonardo will be sought.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.5.1 - Development of educational programmes		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		31-Dec-2012		24		9		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		432,116		373,537		86		373,537.00		FUNDACION PARA EL DESARROLLO DE LAS NUEVAS TECNOLOGIAS DEL HIDROGENO EN ARAGON				Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Education		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Education		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		C08: Educational action with other programs				ET		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Demo

		Call 2009		FP7		256773		HYQ		Hydrogen fuel Quality requirements for transportation and other energy applications		Hydrogen-based energy conversion devices, especially proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFC), are known to be sensitive to hydrogen fuel impurities. In this context, adequate specification of hydrogen quality, as well as means of checking H2 fuel compliance, are crucial to warrant reliability of these devices. Besides, a technical and economical compromise between performance loss and purification levels has to be found: this is a key issue for all hydrogen stakeholders. Important international effort is currently being undertaken to develop Regulations, Codes and Standards (especially ISO/TC197/WG12) on this topic. This work is today mainly carried out by US DOE and Japan NEDO, and the HyQ project is being set up to enable the European industrial and scientific community to support actively this pre-normative research.  The strong partnership of HyQ involves large research organisations and major industrial players involved in the hydrogen economy (end-users, manufacturers and gas suppliers).
The first action of HyQ aims at identifying technological gaps from an extensive mapping on the various H2 production and purification pathways, and of current standardisation activities on the topic. In parallel, end-users specifications will be collected. On this basis, more appropriate methods will be proposed to determine acceptable impurity levels, as well as for checking H2 fuel quality, and in parallel, the technico-economical trade-off between H2 quality and generator performance will be quantified.
Cooperation with standardisation organisations will be ensured all along the project to promote European contribution. One of the main outcomes of HyQ will be a synthesis document gathering all procedures validated during the course of the project. This document will form the basis of the European recommendations of harmonized methods for hydrogen fuel quality testing for the different applications.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.1.6 - Pre-normative Research (PNR) on fuel quality		Closed		Terminated early and closed		Project closed		01-Mar-2011		02-May-2013		27		15		NAVAS PEREZ		3,719,818		1,385,219		37		1,385,219.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		olivier.lemaire@cea.fr		Transport		Cross_cutting		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		na		H2 specs		Pre-normative		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		T17: PNR on fuel quality				0		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256694		LOTUS		Low Temperature Solid Oxide Fuel Cells for micro-CHP applications		Since the requirements of micro-CHP systems in the European Union are becoming clearer, the technologies to reach these goals are emerging steadily. The high intrinsic electrical efficiency and the capability to be directly connected to existing heating circuits, make solid oxide fuel cells a preferred choice for this application. This proposal describes the project to build a prototype of a new generation SOFC system based on novel materials, which can run at significantly lower temperatures than today. The lower temperatures provide the opportunity to use less expensive materials and still increase the reliability of the components and thus of the whole system. State-of-the-art SOFC systems operate at much higher temperatures, which causes severe issues on degradation and limited lifetime of the materials. The novel materials will eliminate those problems and will also give a higher stability against reduction-oxidation cycles of the electrodes, bringing the technology a step further towards commercialisation.

The objective of the LOTUS project is to build and test a Low Temperature SOFC system prototype based on new SOFC technology combined with low cost, mass-produced, proven components. The use of a modular concept and design practices from the heating appliances industry will reduce maintenance and repair downtime and costs of the system.

The consortium gathered to work in this project is a combination of partners who have experience in:

1.   Defining the market requirements
2.   Translating these requirements into technical specifications and models
3.   Design and build a prototype system
4.   Test and validate the system
5.   Bringing the technology to market

This covers the whole value chain of the system under discussion.

The final result is a working prototype of the system, which shows that it is able to run in a laboratory environment mimicking real-life use, and is robust enough to be ready for the next phase of field trials		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.5 - Proof-of- concept fuel cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2011		30-Jun-2014		42		7		ATANASIU		2,954,984		1,632,601		55		1,632,601.00		HyGear Fuel Cell Systems B.V.		ellart.de.wit@hygear.nl		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		SOFC		micro-CHP				N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		System  proof of concept		no		no		no		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell				Proof of concept,
components				H2 production - Electrolyser		PEM		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256647		MAESTRO		MembrAnEs for STationary application with RObust mechanical properties		Low equivalent weight ionomers are required to reach the membrane conductivity and MEA performance targets for stationary operation and enable stationary PEMFC systems to achieve superior overall system yield to competitive technologies. Perfluorosulfonic acid ionomers (PFSA) demonstrate excellent properties in terms of chemical resistance in a fuel cell environment. In stationary applications, where the situation of deep MEA dehydration and frequent open circuit voltage events can be reasonably avoided, (this is not true in automotive applications) the most relevant failure mode in extended life time operation is associated with membrane mechanical failure. The use of a pre-formed inert support for mechanical stabilisation within the membrane has the drawback of reducing membrane specific conductivity, and this frequently imposes a reduction in membrane thickness to very low values. The objective of this proposal is to improve the mechanical properties of low equivalent weight state of the art perfluorosulfonic acid membranes using chemical, thermal, and processing and filler reinforcement methodologies by maintaining high proton conductivity. The baseline product for further development is the short side chain perfluoroionomer that already shows the best combination between ionic conductivity and mechanical stability. Stabilised membranes will be comprehensively characterised for their ex situ properties and screened and selected membranes will be integrated into MEAs and validation by  evaluating single cell performance and durability under conditions relevant for stationary operation and comparison with those of reference membrane materials and MEAs, including the development and application of accelerated stress testing. In the final phase of the project the most promising membranes will be tested in a 4000 h durability test, simulating 10% of the expected lifetime of a stationary system to have a realistic projection of the expected degradation at 40,000 h.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.2 - Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		31-Mar-2014		39		5		LYMPEROPOULOS		2,264,765		1,040,049		46		1,040,049.00		CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE		Deborah.Jones@univ-montp2.fr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		CHP (check size)		Cell		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Materials		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S02 : Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Materials		PEMFC		Definition of design requirements and testing procedures of
composite cylinders		Fuel Cell		Material						Fuel_Cell		DMFC		Stack

		Call 2009		FP7		256834		MOBYPOST		Mobility with hydrogen for postal delivery		Transport will probably experience its main revolution from the beginning of the industrial age. Developments around thermal engines meet technological limits and fossil origin fuel are more and more disparaged due to their worth impact on environment, climatic evolution and air or noise pollution in the cities.
Research is lead in different ways from years to purpose alternative energies to fossil fuel. Electricity driving and hydrogen fuel cells are promising solutions, but are not largely commercialised yet. Furthermore, hydrogen fuel cells face several challenges which need to be overcome: reliability and life time of the fuel cell, distribution networks absence.
MobyPost aims at implementing hydrogen and fuel cell technology at a middle level, based on an environmental respectful strategy, and including a significant experimentation which will enable to proof the viability of the technology and initiate its commercialisation in the field of market niches as material handling vehicles.
MobyPost proposes to develop the concept of electric vehicles powered by fuel cells for delivery application and a local hydrogen production and associated refuelling apparatus from a renewable primary energy source, using industrial buildings to produce hydrogen by electrolysis, roofs of the buildings being covered of photovoltaic solar cells able to supply electrolysis.
In contrast to most of the development strategies existing so far, MobyPost will implement low pressure solutions for hydrogen storage.
The project will lay on experimentation of two fleets of five vehicles, on two different sites for postal mail delivery of La Poste. Development of vehicles and the two refuelling stations associated will be realized considering all certifications processes required in order to implement experimentation in real operating conditions, and taking in account very closely public acceptance towards solutions that will be implemented.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.4.1 - Demonstration of fuel cell powered materials handling vehicles and infrastructure		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Feb-2011		30-Nov-2015		58		10		GIRON		8,254,073		4,251,064		52		4,262,057.00		UNIVERSITE DE TECHNOLOGIE DE BELFORT MONTBELIARD		michel.romand@utbm.fr		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		MHV		na		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		MHV		1 - Transport DEMO		no		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		E01: Demonstration of off-highway vehicles including refuelling infrastructure				MHV		0										H2 storage		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256856		NH34PWR		Ammonia based, fuel cell power for off-grid cell phone towers		The Cell Phone industry is a recent major business success story, with the EU significantly contributing and gaining from this success. (Three of the 5 cell phone equipment manufacturers are European (Ericsson; Nokia-Siemens; and Alcatel-Lucent) and many global cell phone companies are based in the EU (e.g. Vodafone, Orange, Telefonica).

The developed markets are saturated, and growth is focussed in developing countries (Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe), where the operators’ success has out-paced the electrical grid and power for cell phone towers is provided by inefficient, high maintenance, polluting and expensive diesel generators.

This consortium has developed a low-cost, fuel cell based, self-contained power system (the PowerCubeTM), together with the relevant refuelling capability (using ammonia as the fuel) to cost-effectively replace diesel generators in this market, with a 2-year pay-back and an 80% reduction in greenhouse gases. The market is worth €7.5Bn per annum.

This project will:

·         Develop economic manufacturing routes, developing cost and quality targets for manufacture and validating multiple component suppliers, to establish a sustainable approach towards commercialization.

·         Complete the build, deployment and remote measurement of 40 units, to validate the integrated fuel cell system readiness. Units will be tested in clusters of 10 units with multiple operators, countries and climates in Africa, Eastern Europe or Latin America.

·         Build a scalable ammonia fuel supply infrastructure based on Linde’s current NH3 distribution network. Validate reliable fuel delivery and its integration with the fuel cell system.

·         Define, test and prove the installation, maintenance  and repair procedures

·         Validate the cost savings and environmental benefits for operators, including end of life considerations

·         Pave the ground for a large-scale field demonstration		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.6 - Validation of integrated fuel cell systems readiness		Closed		Terminated early and closed		Project closed		01-Sep-2010		13-Mar-2013		31		6		ATANASIU		8,204,328		3,054,515		37		3,054,515.00		DIVERSEENERGY Ltd		alivesey@diverse-energy.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		CHP (check size)		off-grid micro-CHP				N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		System  proof of concept		no		no		no		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		PEMFC		0		Fuel Cell				Back-up power				H2 production - Electrolyser		SOEC		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256837		SHEL		Sustainable Hydrogen Evaluation in Logistics		Materials handling vehicles are currently powered by either electric motors based on lead-acid batteries or combustion engines employing diesel or liquefied petroleum gas. A number of disadvantages have been encountered with these current power systems and many efforts have been undertaken to find new ways to power the vehicles..
Here, fuel cells offer advantages over the competing electrochemical technology, including sustained high performance over the operating period and faster time to return the system to a full state.
The overall purpose of the SHEL project is to demonstrate the market readiness of the technology and to develop a template for future commercialization of hydrogen powered fuel cell based materials handling vehicles for demanding, high intensity logistics operations.
This project will demonstrate 10 FC forklift trucks and associated hydrogen refuelling infrastructure across 4 sites in Europe. Real time information will be gathered to demonstrate the advantages of using fuel cells to current technologies and fast procedures will be developed to reduce the time required for product certification and infrastructural build approval. Moreover, to ensure the widest dissemination of the results, the project will build a comprehensive Stake Holder Group of partners to pave the way for wider acceptance of the technology.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.4.1 - Demonstration of fuel cellpowered materials handling vehicles and infrastructure		Closed		Terminated early and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		23-Apr-2013		28		13		GIRON		4,680,613		2,443,095		52		2,443,095.00		FUNDACION CIDETEC		jlacunza@cidetec.es		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		MHV		vehicles		N				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		discontinued		no		no		no		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		E01: Demonstration of off-highway vehicles including refuelling infrastructure				0		PEM, AE.. MTR march 2015 +/- ? results so far										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2009		FP7		256776		PREMIUM ACT		Predictive Modelling for Innovative Unit Management and Accelerated Testing Procedures of PEFC		Premium Act is an ambitious project on the durability of PEFC (Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cells), targeting one of the main hurdles still to overcome before successful market development of stationary fuel cell systems. PEFC systems are now very near, or even already comply with market requirements for cost and performance. But durability targets, up to several tens of thousands of hours, are much more difficult to reach.

Premium Act proposes a very innovative approach, combining original experimental work on PEFC systems, stacks and MEAs (Membrane Electrodes Assembly), including locally resolved studies of components durability, components characterisation using the most advanced techniques in order to quantify ageing phenomena, and an original mechanistic, multi-scale modelling approach able to take into account materials degradation processes and all reactions occurring and competing at each instant in a PEFC.

These combined experimental and modelling tools will provide understanding of the fundamentals of degradation, with new insight on the coupling of degradation mechanisms in PEFC components, thus enabling the consortium to innovate on:
-   operating strategies, enhancing lifetime of given MEAs in a given stack and system,
-   the design of a lifetime prediction methodology based on coupled modelling and composite accelerated tests experiments.
Premium Act will establish this innovative approach on two strategic fuel cell technologies for stationary markets: DMFC power generators and CHP systems fed by reformate hydrogen, both sharing similar MEA materials. This will show that the strategy is adaptable to the multiple PEFC requirements and give a competitive edge to European providers of stationary fuel cell systems.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.1 - Fundamentals of fuel cell degradation for stationary power application		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Mar-2011		28-Feb-2014		36		7		LYMPEROPOULOS		5,370,190		2,513,251		47		2,513,251.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		sylvie.escribano@cea.fr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		CHP (check size)		Modeling		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S01: Degradation & lifetime fundamentals		Degradation		PEMFC		0		Fuel Cell		FCH performance phenomena						H2 production - Electrolyser		AE		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256768		RAMSES		Robust Advanced Materials for metal Supported SOFC		The RAMSES project aims at developing an innovative high performance, robust, durable and cost-effective Solid Oxide Fuel Cell based on the Metal Supported Cell concept i.e. the deposition of thin ceramic electrodes and electrolyte on a porous metallic substrate. Both planar and tubular cells will be developed. By considering advanced materials tailored for this cell design, such cells will be able to operate at 600°C on methane steam reforming, with an ASR of 0.8 Ohm.cm² for planar cells and 1.0 Ohm.cm² for tubular cells and a degradation rate of 30 mOhm.cm²/khr. In addition it will be able of withstanding thermal/redox combined cycles. The achievement of such performance needs several key-developments to be addressed: first the manufacturing of a durable metallic substrate; second the deposition of the ceramic layers without affecting the substrate microstructure, with a special emphasis on the dense electrolyte deposition; third the proof-of-concept via the integration of the cells into a short stack, supported by inspection techniques to evaluate the good quality of components at each step of the process; and finally testing activities to determine the performance and durability of cells and stacks, and to investigate specific identified failure mechanisms.
A cross multidisciplinary consortium has been defined to obtain each competence needed for the project, gathering 9 organisations from 4 member states (France, Italy, Sweden, Spain) and one associated country (Norway). In addition an IPHE country (Canada) with a significant background in the development of Metal Supported Cells will be associated to this project.
The partnership covers all competences necessary to develop the new SOFC, embracing powder suppliers (HÖGANÄS, BAIKOWSKI), experts in materials and cell developments (CNRS-BX, CEA, SINTEF, IKL, NRC), testing (CEA, NRC, IKL), components and stack development and production (SP, IKL, COPRECI, NRC) and inspection techniques (AEA).		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.2 - Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		31-May-2014		41		10		LYMPEROPOULOS		4,712,209		2,140,334		45		2,140,334.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		julie.mougin@cea.fr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Materials		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S02 : Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Materials		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2009		FP7		256730		SCOTAS-SOFC		Sulphur, Carbon, and re-Oxidation Tolerant Anodes and Anode Supports for Solid Oxide Fuel Cells		The project will demonstrate a new full ceramic SOFC cell with superior robustness as regards to sulphur tolerance, carbon deposition (coking) and re-oxidation (redox resistance). Such a cell mitigates three major failure mechanisms which today have to be addressed at the system level. Having a more robust cell will thus enable the system to be simplified, something of particular importance for small systems, e.g. for combined heat and power (CHP). The new ceramic based cell will be produced by integrating a new, very promising class of materials, strontium titanates, into existing, proven SOFC cell designs. Cost effective and up-scalable processes will be developed for the fabrication of supports and cells. In an iterative process the cell performance at defined tolerance levels will subsequently be improved by adjustments of the fabrication on full cell level according to identified failure mechanisms. Cells with matching performance but improved sulphur, coling and re-oxidation tolerance compared to state-of-the-art Ni-cermet materials will finally be demonstrated in a real system environment.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.2 - Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Oct-2010		31-Dec-2013		39		5		ATANASIU		4,340,487		1,701,770		39		1,701,770.00		DANMARKS TEKNISKE UNIVERSITET		peho@dtu.dk		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Materials		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S02 : Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Materials		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell		Material						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Demo

		Call 2010		FP7		278899		DESTA		Demonstration of 1st European SOFC Truck APU		Within the DESTA project the first European SOFC (“Solid Oxide Fuel Cell”) Truck APU (“Auxiliary Power Unit”) will be demonstrated. SOFC technology offers big advantages compared to other fuel cell technologies due to compatibility to conventional road fuels like diesel. Within the last years significant improvements have been made to bring SOFC stack technology and APU BoP components to prototype and product level. The project will begin with APU requirement definition for application of an SOFC APU into an US type Volvo heavy-duty truck. In parallel the test conditions for the vehicle test and off-vehicle tests will be elaborated. Due to huge development efforts at Eberspächer and AVL at project begin of DESTA already 2 SOFC APU systems will be available at laboratory prototype level. These 2 APU systems (in each case 3) will be tested based on an accelerated test profile for at least 1 year. Based on the test results and additional investigations a benchmark of the 2 systems will be performed by the independent research institute Forschungszentrum Jülich. Based on this benchmark and derived recommendations the 2 systems will be merged and optimized to one final DESTA SOFC APU. In this process the most promising approaches from both systems will be identified and realized in the final DESTA SOFC APU. In parallel to the system test and development TOFC will focus on SOFC stack optimization. In this project the decision has been made to focus on ASC stacks to due high maturity of this technology. This technology is already very close to industrialization. But the stacks still have to be improved in terms of start-up time, lifetime  and sulphur tolerance which will be performed in WP3. Finally the optimized DESTA SOFC APU systems will go into tests. On the one hand the truck demonstration and on the other hand laboratory systems tests (performance, long-time, vibration, salt spray,..) will be performed.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.1.5 - Auxiliary Power Units for Transportation Applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2012		30-Jun-2015		42		5		NAVAS PEREZ		10,441,619		3,874,272		37		3,874,272.00		AVL LIST GMBH		juergen.rechberger@avl.com		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		SOFC		APU				N				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		APU		1 - Transport DEMO		1/forklifts & APU		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T14 : Auxiliary Power Units (APU) for rail and maritime application		APU for trucks		proof of concept		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2009		FP7		256885		SOFC-LIFE		Solid Oxide Fuel Cells – Integrating Degradation Effects into Lifetime Prediction Models		Long-term stable operation of Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) is a basic requirement for introducing this technology to the stationary power market. Degradation phenomena limiting the lifetime can be divided into continuous (baseline) and incidental (transient) effects.
This project is concerned with understanding the details of the major SOFC continuous degradation effects and developing models that will predict single degradation phenomena and their combined effect on SOFC cells and single repeating units.
The outcome of the project will be an in-depth understanding of the degradation phenomena as a function of the basic physico-chemical processes involved, including their dependency on operational parameters. Up to now research has rarely succeeded in linking the basic changes in materials properties to the decrease in electro-chemical performance at the level of multi-layer systems and SOFC cells, and even up to single repeating units.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.3 - Operation diagnostics and control for stationary applications		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		31-Dec-2013		36		13		ATANASIU		5,649,854		2,418,620		43		2,418,620.00		FORSCHUNGSZENTRUM JUELICH GMBH		l.g.j.de.haart@fz-juelich.de		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)		Modeling		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S01: Degradation & lifetime fundamentals		Degradation		SOFC		DMFC, PEMFC		Fuel Cell		FCH performance phenomena						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2009		FP7		256653		SSH2S		Fuel Cell Coupled Solid  State Hydrogen Storage Tank		The main objective of SSH2S is to develop a full tank-FC integrated system according to the requirements of the call and to demonstrate its application on a real system. A new class of material for hydrogen storage (i.e. MM'(BH4)n mixed boroydrides) as well as an allready known system (Li-Mg-N-H) will be explored. A new concept of solid state hydrogen tank (i.e. combination of two materials) will be investigated. The application of hydrogen tank on real system will be experimented with a 1 kW prototype on High Temperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane (HTPEM) fuel cells. On the basis of the results obtained in the first part of the project, a ON/OFF milestone will be considered. If suitable performances will be obtained for the prototype integrated system, a scale up of the tank will be applied to a 5 kW APU.
The final goal is to clearly demonstrate the applicability of the proposed integrated system in real applications. This final step in the project will allow a critical analysis of the system cost.
For this goal, a consortium has been developed with the following expertises:
•   Materials development, synthesis and characterisation: UNITO, IFE, KIT, JRC
•   Tank design and production: DLR, TD, KIT, UNITO, JRC
•   Tank-FC integration and demonstration: DLR, TD, SER, CRF, UNITO
The consortium is well balanced among research centres, for basic materials research and modelling, and industries, for system development and test. All research centres are members of N.ERGHY and one industry is member of the IG of the FCH-JU. Two industries are SME.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.2.4 - Improved solid state hydrogen storage systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Feb-2011		31-Mar-2015		50		8		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,501,748		1,595,685		46		1,613,878.00		UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI TORINO		marcello.baricco@unito.it		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		Storage		H2 Storage		na		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		H2 storage - cm		no		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H09 : Solid and liquid H2 storage				Other issues		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Benchmarking

		Call 2009		FP7		256721		STAYERS		STAYERS
Stationary PEM fuel cells with lifetimes beyond five years		Economical use of PEM fuel cell power for stationary applications demands a lifetime of the fuel cells of at least 5 years, or more than 40,000 hours of continuous operation. The prospect of large scale application for automotive use has focused PEM research on low cost production techniques with practical lifetimes of the fuel cells of 5,000 hours. For the stationary use, especially in the chemical industry and in remote areas, robustness, reliability, and longevity are often more important than the cost of the initial investment. For stationary generators the yearly cost of maintenance and overhaul are expected to be much larger than for intermittent applications such as automotive- and back-up power.

To reach the high goals of the project, basic material research is given maximum attention. The durability of all components of a stack of PEM fuel cells, especially that of the Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA), rims and seals, cell (bipolar) plates, and flow field is of paramount importance for a stationary power generator.

Project STAYERS is dedicated to the goal of obtaining 40,000 hours of PEM fuel cell lifetime  employing the best technological and scientific means. Apart from materials research it also requires a detailed investigation of degradation mechanisms and their mitigation during continuous operation. Factors relevant for the balance of plant (BOP) will also be addressed. These are the operating temperature, degree of humidification of fuel and air, and the excess ratio with respect to the stoichiometry of the supplied gases. The effect of possible contaminants should be taken into account.

A lifetime of 40,000 hours, if defined as the time elapsed until 10 % of the initial voltage is lost, is equivalent with an average voltage decay rate of 1.5μV/h. To establish this lifetime within the 26,000 hours of a three years project advanced materials research and development will be combined with models and accelerated tests.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.2 - Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)
SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.3.1 - Fundamentals of fuel cell degradation for stationary power application		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2011		30-Jun-2014		42		5		ATANASIU		4,305,717		1,938,497		45		1,938,497.00		NEDSTACK FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY BV		jorg.coolegem@nedstack.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S01: Degradation & lifetime fundamentals		Degradation		PEMFC		0		Fuel Cell		FCH performance phenomena						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2009		FP7		256703		TRAINHY-PROF		Building Training Programmes for Young Professionals in the Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Field		Fuel Cells and Hydrogen remain new topics to European professionals’ training agenda(s), despite considerable progress in the integration of these subjects into, for instance, university curricula. Especially those professions with less of a basic materials and process engineering orientation will suffer from a lack of information during their academic or vocational training courses (i.e. manufacturing, component & systems design, etc.). This fact constitutes a major problem for the up-starting European companies in fuel cell and hydrogen business, since the availability of candidates with a FC&H background is low and the basic training of employees has to be provided internally.
The project contributes to tackling this training deficit by devising a system of vocational education and training (VET) for post-graduate engineers and scientists, either at a PhD level of education or already employed by a company. Based on an evaluation of current activities, including the many summer schools and short courses already being offered in Europe, a curriculum concept will be developed that offers a system of courses and distance teaching that can be attended in parallel to other studies or professional work. Elements of this concept are to be tested and evaluated. Two groupings of stakeholders (academic institutions as cooperation partners and industry as end user) will be involved in order to gain broad acceptance of the programme developed across the variety of European education systems.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.5.1 - Development of educational programmes		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Oct-2010		30-Sep-2012		24		5		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		381,371		269,105		71		269,105.00		THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM		r.steinbergerwilckens@bham.ac.uk		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Education		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Education		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		C08: Educational action with other programs				ET		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Demo

		Call 2010		FP7		278195		C3SOFC		Cost Competitive Component integration for StatiOnary Fuel Cell power		Solid oxide fuel cells for stationary power have been researched since the late 1980s as potentially high efficiency and environmentally friendly means to generate electricity. Since that time substantial progress has been made however obstacles remain to reach industrial exploitation.
For end users, the cost of electricity not only the cost of the fuel cell is of primary concern. This cost is driven by: the capital cost of the installed plant; the net plant efficiency that determines the fuel cost; the availability of the plant due to the reliability and ease of maintenance; and the emissions of pollutants including NOx and CO2 that may limit where the plant can be sited or incur additional costs. Most of these parameters are driven by the balance of plant which is hence critical to the success of SOFCs and to reaping their enormous benefits for Europe.
Hybrid SOFCs offer the best potential for low cost and high efficiency but are also the most challenging in terms of balance of plant. Many components need to work together in a high temperature and pressure environment. Finding low cost and reliable solutions is therefore demanding and suitable ‘off the shelf’ components are not available.
By changing the scale at which balance of plant functions are integrated, the C3SOFC project aims to develop solutions that satisfy the functional specifications of different users and achieve the corresponding measurable targets in terms of availability and cost. Large components with thermal expansion challenges will be reduced from system to block scale. Others requiring fabrication will be reduced to a scale where they can be integrated with other components manufactured by mass production techniques such as pressing. The future system architecture will be fault tolerant, greatly enhancing plant reliability.
The final C3SOFC outcome will enable a technology and field demonstration that exceeds all the criteria of cost, performance and availability defined within the call.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.3.3 - Component improvement for stationary power applications		Closed		Terminated early - 0 payments		Not started		01-Oct-2011		01-Oct-2011		0		6		ATANASIU		7,868,776		0		0		4,001,529.00		ROLLS-ROYCE FUEL CELL SYSTEMS LIMITED		philip.butler@rrfcs.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		SOFC		CHP (check size)				N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		no		no		no		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		0		mid-term rev, beg 2014? D1.1		Fuel Cell		Fuel cell cost and component issues						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2010		FP7		279075		COMETHY		Compact multifuel-energy to hydrogen converter		Sustainable decentralized hydrogen production requires development of efficient fuel-flexible units adaptable to renewable sources.
CoMETHy aims at developing a compact steam reformer to convert reformable fuels (methane, bioethanol, glycerol, etc.) to pure hydrogen, adaptable to several heat sources (solar, biomass, fossil, refuse derived fuels, etc.) depending on the locally available energy mix.
The following systems and components will be developed:
• a structured open-celled catalyst for the low-temperature (< 550°C) steam reforming processes
• a membrane reactor to separate hydrogen from the gas mixture
• the use of an intermediate low-cost and environmentally friendly liquid heat transfer fluid (molten nitrates) to supply process heat from a multi fuel system.
Reducing reforming temperatures below 550°C by itself will significantly reduce material costs.
The process involves heat collection from several energy sources and its storage as sensible heat of a molten salts mixture at 550°C. This molten salt stream provides the process heat to the steam reformer, steam generator, and other units.
The choice of molten salts as heat transfer fluid allows:
• improved compactness of the reformer;
• rapid and frequent start-up operations with minor material ageing concerns;
• improved heat recovery capability from different external sources;
• coupling with intermittent renewable sources like solar in the medium-long term, using efficient heat storage to provide the renewable heat when required.
Methane, either from desulfurized natural gas or biogas, will be considered as a reference feed material to be converted to hydrogen. The same system is flexible also in terms of the reformable feedstock: bioethanol and/or glycerol can be converted to hydrogen following the same reforming route.
The project involves RTD activities ion the single components, followed by proof-of-concept of the integrated system at the pilot scale (2 Nm2/h of hydrogen) and cost-benefit analysis.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.2.2 - Development of fuel processing catalyst, modules and systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Dec-2011		31-Dec-2015		49		12		LYMPEROPOULOS		4,933,250		2,484,095		50		2,484,095.00		AGENZIA NAZIONALE PER LE NUOVE TECNOLOGIE,L'ENERGIA E LO SVILUPPO ECONOMICO SOSTENIBILE		alberto.giaconia@enea.it		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Reforming (multifuel)		Other H2 production routes				Y		Y		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Reforming		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H02: Fuel processing catalyst, modules & systems		Multi-fuel reforming		fuel processor		results so far		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		H2 reformer								n.a.

		Call 2010		FP7		278796		DELIVERHY		Optimisation of Transport Solutions for Compressed Hydrogen		Compressed hydrogen trailers are cost efficient for near term distribution. However, with the currently used 20 MPa trailers the supply of larger refuelling stations would result in multiple truck deliveries per day, which is often not acceptable. In order to increase the transported quantities, lighter materials and higher pressure must be adopted. The cost increase of the hydrogen trailers resulting from advanced technology can be off-set by the distribution cost savings from increased truck capacity.
This project will assess the effects that can be achieved by the introduction of high capacity trailers composed of composite tanks with respect to weight, safety, energy efficiency and greenhouse gas emissions.
Transport of compressed hydrogen today is strictly regulated by international and regional regulations. New materials and product capacities available today have the potential to increase the payload of a single trailer from about 350 kg hydrogen today to more than 1000 kg. Materialising this potential is therefore of great importance for the efficient distribution of hydrogen to refuelling stations with high throughput. This will require changes to existing Regulations, Codes and Standards (RCS) in particular for proof pressures higher than 65 MPa and tubes larger than 3000 litres. Adopting these changes is a time consuming process and will only happen if authorities are convinced that the necessary safety precautions are taken care of to achieve a level of safety at least as high as observed with today’s distribution technologies for hydrogen.
The proposed project will address these challenges by means of a detailed assessment of safety, environmental and techno-economic impacts of the use of higher capacity trailers and subsequently by the development of a preliminary action plan leading to a Roadmap for the required RCS amendments, which will be communicated to the authorities in charge.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.2.6 - Feasibility of 400b+ CGH2 distribution		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jan-2012		31-Dec-2013		24		6		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		1,249,566		719,502		58		719,502.00		Ludwig-Boelkow-Systemtechnik GmbH		coordinator@deliverhy.eu		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Transport		Transport		na		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Distribution/handling - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Feasibility of 400b+ distribution		H2 delivery		400+ bars distribution		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		H2 storage issues						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2010		FP7		277844		FCGEN		Fuel Cell based power generation		For truck applications the increasing demand for electrical power when the vehicle stands still has lead to an increasing need for an on-board electric power generator which operates with high efficiency and very low emissions. A fuel cell based auxiliary power unit (APU), with a diesel fuel processor is regarded as one of the most interesting options since it combines high efficiency, low emissions and the use of the same fuel as the main engine. The overall objectives of FCGEN wer to develop and demonstrate a proof-of-concept complete fuel cell auxiliary power unit in a real application, onboard a truck. However, the vehicle demonstration objective was changed to laboratory demonstration as the project partner, CRF, who was responsible for the vehicle demonstration work package and providing the demonstration truck has left the project after 24 months and it was not possible for the FCGEN consortium to find a suitable replacement for CRF. The APU system consisting of a low-temperature PEM fuel cell, a diesel fuel processor and necessary balance of plant components will be designed to meet automotive requirements regarding e.g. size, mechanical tolerances, durability etc. High targets are set for energy efficiency and therefore this will significantly lead to emissions reductions and greener transport solutions in line with EU targets. A key point in the project is the development of a fuel processing system that can handle logistic fuels. A fuel processor consisting of autothermal reformer, desulphurization unit, water-gas-shift reactor, reactor for the preferential oxidation of CO, will be developed. The fuel processor will be developed for and tested on standard available low sulphur diesel fuel both for the European and US fuel qualities. Another key point is the development of an efficient and reliable control system for the APU, systems, including both hardware and software modules. In the final demonstration, the fuel cell based APU will be tested in laboratory environment as the first step in a defined plan towards Vehicle demonstration.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.1.5 - Auxiliary Power Units for Transportation Applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2011		31-May-2015		43		9		NAVAS PEREZ		9,309,998		4,010,884		43		4,342,854.00		INSTITUT JOZEF STEFAN		bostjan.pregelj@ijs.si		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		APU				N				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		APU		1 - Transport DEMO		1/forklifts & APU		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T14 : Auxiliary Power Units (APU) for rail and maritime application		APU for trucks		proof of concept		0												n.a.		0

		Call 2010		FP7		278054		DURAMET		Improved durability and cost-effective components for new generation Solid Polymer Electrolyte Direct Methanol Fuel Cells		The main objective of the DURAMET project is to develop cost-effective components for direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) with enhanced activity and stability in order to reduce stack costs and improve performance and durability. The project concerns with the development of DMFCs for application in auxiliary power units (APU) as well as for portable systems. The target temperature for DMFCs in APU applications is 120-130 °C. To overcome the methanol cross-over and dehydration problems of perfluorosulphonic membranes, such as Nafion, or the slow start-up and electrolyte leaching in hot methanol solution of phosphoric acid-doped polybenzoimidazole membranes, the efforts for APU applications will be focused on new polyphosphonic acid functionalised polymers. Cost-effective sulphonated polysulfone hydrocarbon membranes with better resistance than Nafion to methanol  cross-over as well as to the drag of Ru ions will be developed for portable applications. For both applications improved durability electro-catalysts will be developed with the aim to reduce  costs, degradation and noble metals content. The work will address the development of cost-effective Pd catalysts or noble metal-free  materials, the latter especially for high temperature applications. These systems will be dispersed on Ti-suboxides supports in order to stabilize the metallic phase through a strong metal-support interaction (SMSI). This will reduce electrochemical corrosion phenomena which in most cases are promoted by the degradation of carbonaceous supports. To validate the new membranes and electro-catalysts materials,  specific development of membrane-electrode assembly will be carried out with  tailored hydrophobic-hydrophilic electrode characteristics. The new developed components will be thus validated in short stacks to assess their performance and durability under practical operation. Specific attention will be devoted to the exploitation, dissemination and the training of young researchers.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.4.4 - Components with advanced durability for Direct Methanol Fuel Cells		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Dec-2011		30-Nov-2014		36		9		GIRON		2,956,874		1,496,617		51		1,496,617.00		CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE		arico@itae.cnr.it		Energy		Energy		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		DMFC		APU/portable		APU/portable		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Next generation stack and cell design		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		E04 : Durability of micro FCs under typical operating conditions		Portable FC		DMFC		Development of a flexible membrane reformer operating at LT to convert different fuels  and adaptable to different heat sources		Fuel Cell		Fuel cell cost and component issues						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2010		FP7		278824		ELYGRID		Improvements to  integrate high pressure alkaline electrolysers for electricity/H2 production from renewable energies to balance the grid.		ELYGRID Project aims at contributing to the reduction of the total cost of hydrogen produced via electrolysis couple to Renewable Energy Sources, mainly wind turbines, and focusing on mega watt size electrolyzes (from 0,5 MW and up). The objectives are to improve the efficiency related to complete system by 20 % (10 % related to the stack, and 10 % electrical conversion) and to reduce costs by 25%. The work will be structured in 3 different parts, namely: cells improvements, power electronics, and balance of plant (BOP). Two scalable prototype electrolyzers will be tested in facilities which allows feeding with renewable energies (photovoltaic and wind)		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.2.1 - Efficient alkaline electrolysers		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Nov-2011		31-Dec-2014		38		11		DELPLANCKE		3,701,178		2,105,017		57		2,105,017.00		FUNDACION PARA EL DESARROLLO DE LAS NUEVAS TECNOLOGIAS DEL HIDROGENO EN ARAGON		pmarcuello@hidrogenoaragon.org		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		AE		Electrolysis				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - alkaline		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H01 : Low-cost, low-temperature, high-efficiency electrolyser		Proof of concept (PoC)		AE		0						Electrolysers				Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2010		FP7		278192		HIGH V.LO-CITY		Cities speeding up the integration of hydrogen buses in public fleets		Several European bus manufacturers consider the hybrid fuel cell (FCH) bus as the most promising technology to facilitate the decarbonisation of public transport. By leveraging the experiences of past fuel cell bus projects, implementing technical improvements that increase efficiency and reduce costs of FCH buses, as well as introducing a modular approach to hydrogen refuelling infrastructure build-up, the High V(Flanders).L(Liguria) O(ScOtland)-City project aims at significantly increasing the “velocity” of integrating these buses on a larger scale in European bus operations.
•   The project will address the following key issues: Increase energy efficiency of the buses and reduce cost of ownership:
o   hydrogen consumption down to 7–9 kg H2/100km
o   integrating latest drive train and battery technologies
o   availability of 90% without the need of permanent support
o   >12.000 hours warranty and decreased additional warranty cost
o   increase lifetime of key components as fuel cells and batteries.
o   investment cost <1,3 million euro
•   Reduce the cost of hydrogen supply:
o   Liguria: linking with renewable hydrogen sources
o   Antwerp: using by-product hydrogen from industry
o   Aberdeen: making use of an existing hydrogen production and distribution mechanisms and eventually Scotland’s extensive wind energy resources
•   Consolidate past, current and future fuel cell bus demonstration activities by creating an active dissemination network of Hydrogen Bus Centres of Excellence in collaboration with the Hydrogen Bus Alliance, Global Hydrogen Bus Platform, CHIC Dissemination task force and JTI hydrogen bus demonstration projects. More specifically High V.LO City will:
o   Building on the experience of Van Hool the USA (21 buses 2005-2010) and Oslo (5 buses 2011)
o   Link Liguria, Antwerp, and Aberdeen, with already existing activities in United Kingdom (London), the Netherlands (Amsterdam and Arnhem), Germany (Cologne, Hamburg, Berlin), Spain (Madrid, Barcelona) and Italy (Bolzano and Milano).		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.1.1 - Large-scale demonstration of road vehicles and refuelling infrastructure III		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2012		31-Dec-2018		84		13		NAVAS PEREZ		29,243,442		13,491,724		46		13,491,724.00		VAN HOOL N.V.		paul.jenne@vanhool.be		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Bus/HRS		na		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Bus		1 - Transport DEMO		1/bus		no		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T01 : Road vehicle large scale demonstration including refuelling infrastructure				Bus		0												n.a.

		Call 2010		FP7		278921		FCPOWEREDRBS		Demonstration project for power supply to telecom stations through FC technology		FC and H2 may represent an enabling  technology for a wider diffusion of Radio Base Station “energized”  by renewable energy sources. While the expected higher energy efficiency already has an attractive potential for these applications, the energy storage potential of H2 (either locally produced or stored in bottles) is even more interesting as it could extend significantly the number of hours of unattended operation which very much determines the overall energy cost for these installation. This is an instrumental feature of H2 and FC which could favour the further diffusion of mobile applications in remote sites.
To clearly demonstrate this potential a minimum of 17 sites of really operating off-grid Radio Base Stations will be equipped with an integrated power generation system using Fuel Cell technology and H2 and tested for a significant period. This very large demonstration program will be used to assess the readiness of available technological solution to make the potential viable and demonstrate the industrial readiness of the fuel cell technology in this early market. These units will demonstrate a level of technical performance (start-up time, reliability, durability, number of cycles) that qualifies them for market entry, thereby accelerating the commercialization of this technology in Europe and elsewhere.
The RBSPoweredFCH2 Project consortium integrates different EU FC and H2 related technology maker with a market leader for Telecom Systems and with R&D institution. This peculiar opportunity is also fundamental to pursue a bottom-up approach which allows to modify the energy requirements and load profile of the energy utilization to fit in an optimum way the performances expected for the Fuel Cell system.
The demonstration project will involve the benchmarking of different technical configurations for fuel cells integrated with other local Renewable Energy sources (mainly PV but also wind). One of the key factor for this off-grid application market		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.4.2 - Demonstration of industrial application readiness of fuel cell generators for power supply to off-grid stations, including the hydrogen supply solution		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2012		31-Dec-2015		48		6		GIRON		10,591,649		4,221,270		40		4,221,270.00		ERICSSON TELECOMUNICAZIONI		giancarlo.tomarchio@ericsson.com		Energy		Energy		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		FC MeOH, FC H2, diesel		off-grid micro-CHP				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Demonstration of portable generators, back-up and UPS power systems		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		E07 : Demonstrate application readiness of stationary FCs		Back-up power, UPS		SOFC		0						Back-up power				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2010		FP7		278727		HYTEC		Hydrogen Transport in European Cities		This proposal focuses on creating two new European hydrogen passenger vehicle deployment centres in London and Copenhagen – cities that are widely recognised as synonymous with the goal of developing and then adopting ultra-low carbon urban transport solutions.
The HyTEC project will also create genuine links between the new and existing hydrogen passenger vehicle demonstration projects across Europe, with a view to informing ongoing strategic planning for hydrogen rollout and also ensuring a ‘common voice’ towards the expansion of the hydrogen vehicle fleet in Europe towards commercialisation. To do so, a fleet of passenger cars will be deployed in Oslo, one of the early demonstration centres, continuing the rollout of the hydrogen vehicles at this site.

The goal of the project is to implement stakeholder inclusive vehicle demonstration programmes that specifically address the challenge of transitioning hydrogen vehicles from running exemplars to fully certified vehicles utilised by end-users and moving along the pathway to providing competitive future products.
A European consortium of 17 members from 5 member states has been assembled to deliver the project, which will:
•   Demonstrate 25 new hydrogen vehicles in the hands of real customers, in two vehicles classes: taxis (5), passenger cars (19). In addition fuel cell hybrid hydrogen scooters will be demonstrated as a proof of concept in London and at Ride and Drive type events. The passenger cars will be supplied by leading global OEMs.
These will be supported by new hydrogen refuelling facilities, which together with existing deployments in each city will lead to two new city based networks for hydrogen fuelling. These networks work on different concepts, one based on on-site production (Copenhagen) and the second on hydrogen delivery (London), allowing different pathways to be tested and compared.
•   Analyse the results of the project, with an expert pan-European research team. The analysis will consider the full well to wheels life cycle impact of the vehicles and associated fuelling networks, demonstrate the technical performance of the vehicles and uncover the non-technical barriers to wider implementation.
•   Plan for future commercialisation of the vehicles, as well as providing an approach for the rollout of vehicles and infrastructure, which builds on the demonstration projects.
•   Disseminate the results of the project widely to the public to improve hydrogen awareness. This will be supported by targeted dissemination to, other regions, key industrial stakeholders and policy makers.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.1.1 - Large-scale demonstration of road vehicles and refuelling infrastructure III		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2011		31-Aug-2015		48		17		NAVAS PEREZ		29,256,316		11,948,532		41		11,948,532.00		AIR PRODUCTS PLC		rained@airproducts.com		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Car/HRS		NA		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Car		1 - Transport DEMO		1/cars		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T01 : Road vehicle large scale demonstration including refuelling infrastructure				Car		0										H2 production - Electrolyser		SOEC		System

		Call 2010		FP7		278538		HY2SEPS-2		Hybrid Membrane - Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) Hydrogen Purification Systems		The main goal of the proposed work is the design and testing of hybrid separation schemes that combine membrane and Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) technology for the purification of H2 from a reformate stream that also contains CO2, CO, CH4, and N2. The general objectives comply with SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.2.3: “Development of gas purification technologies”, which is part of the application area SP1-JTI-FCH.2: “Hydrogen production & distribution”.
A hybrid process should combine the very high throughput and purity of a PSA process with a membrane separation process which has lower operating costs. As a result a hybrid process is expected to increase the overall H2 recovery without sacrificing its purity. Furthermore, it provides the means for co-producing CO2 stream ready for capture and sequestration.
In order to achieve this goal the following scientific and technological objectives have been identified the proposed two year project:
•Optimization of the carbon membrane synthesis procedure and scale–up of their production.
•Detailed characterization & generation of transport & adsorption data for the adsorbent and membrane materials
•Investigate the benefits of using layered adsorbents on the PSA performance.
•Simultaneous design, control and optimization of a hybrid PSA membrane separation system.
•Evaluation of membrane material performance under real operating conditions.
•Assembly and testing of a hybrid membrane – PSA separation system.
•Investigation of the potential of generating a CO2 rich stream ready for capture.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.2.3 - Development of gas purification technologies		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Nov-2011		31-Oct-2013		24		5		LYMPEROPOULOS		1,606,279		825,321		51		825,321.00		FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY HELLAS		theo@iceht.forth.gr		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SMR		H2 purification				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Reforming-cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H03: Gas purification technologies		H2 purification		purification technologies		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Innovative H2 production								n.a.

		Call 2010		FP7		278534		HYINDOOR		Pre-normative research on safe indoor use of fuel cells and hydrogen systems		This project addresses the issue of safe indoor use of hydrogen and fuel cells systems (priority 4.6 of the call FCH-JU-2010-1) for early markets (forklift refuelling and operation, back-up power supply, portable power generation, etc.): It aims to provide scientific and engineering knowledge for the specification of cost-effective means to control hazards specific to the use of hydrogen indoors or in confined space and developing state-of-the-art guidelines for European stakeholders.
Specific knowledge gaps need to be closed in the areas of indoor hydrogen accumulations, vented deflagrations, and under-ventilated jet fires. A focus on foreseeable release conditions for fuel cell systems in the prescribed power range and enclosure characteristics related to early markets will feed the precise formulation of analytical, numerical and experimental studies to be performed in the project.
The generated knowledge will be described in the state-of-the-art safety guidelines including contemporary engineering tools and recommendations to provide safe introduction of fuel cells and hydrogen in early markets.
The recommendations will be formulated for integration into ongoing or new Regulations Codes and Standards activities to be implemented at national and international levels.
The consortium includes key players in the field comprising industry (Air Liquide, HFCS), research organisations (CEA, KIT-G, HSL, JRC, NCSRD), academia (UU), and an actor in RCS development (CCS Global Group).
The outputs of the project will be disseminated to the hydrogen safety community through different channels including international and national associations (IA-HySafe, EHA, EIGA, etc.), standard development organisation (ISO, CEN, etc.), national regulators (e.g. HSE/HSL in the UK) and educational/training programs (e.g. MSc course in Hydrogen Safety Engineering and International short course and advanced research workshop series “Progress in Hydrogen Safety“ at Ulster).		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.4.6 - Prenormative research on the indoor use of hydrogen and fuel cells		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		02-Jan-2012		01-Jan-2015		36		10		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		3,657,760		1,528,974		42		1,528,974.00		L'AIR LIQUIDE S.A		beatrice.lhostis@airliquide.com		Energy		Cross_cutting		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		na		H2 Safety		Pre-normative		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		6 - Cross-cutting		no		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		PNR & RCS  in-door use of FCs		H2 safety		PNR		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage								Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2011		FP7		303451		HYLIFT-EUROPE		Large scale demonstration of fuel cell powered material handling vehicles		The aim of HyLIFT-EUROPE is to demonstrate more than 200 fuel cell material handling vehicles and associated refuelling infrastructure at 5-20 sites across Europe, making it the largest European trial of hydrogen fuel cell material handling vehicles so far and the world’s first large scale demonstration of airport tow tractors. This will continue efforts of the ongoing FCH JU supported HyLIFT-DEMO project.
In the HyLIFT-EUROPE project the partners will demonstrate fuel cell systems in material handling vehicles from the partners STILL and MULAG and potentially from non-participating OEMs. STILL will purchase fuel cell systems from suppliers according to the FCH JU purchasing rules (“principles of economy, efficiency and effectiveness”). MULAG will integrate fuel cell systems from the partner DTP. Fuel cell vehicles from other non-participating OEMs may also be demonstrated depending on identified customer needs. The high volume combined with the FCH JU support is enabling a cost-neutral demonstration operation for vehicle-users. Dialogues have been established with 33 vehicle-users with a combined fleet of 2,097 vehicles of the types targeted for demonstration.
At the vehicle-user sites 5-20 hydrogen refuelling stations (HRSs) will be deployed using the latest technology by Air Liquide. To arrive at the target hydrogen price of 8-12 €/kg (average target < 10 €/kg) dispensed at the pump, vehicle deployment locations will be chosen close to hydrogen production locations whenever possible in order to arrive at the lowest hydrogen supply cost.
The project partners cover the entire value chain and all the disciplines and technologies required for providing fully working hydrogen powered fuel cell material handling solutions ranging from fuel cell system providers, vehicle manufacturers, infrastructure operators and SME companies.
The partners will also plan and ensure initiation of supported market deployment beyond 2015 and validation performance targets on durability, efficiency and costs from the demonstration activities. Project results and experiences will be disseminated throughout Europe targeting early adopters of hydrogen vehicles, focused on European airports and large industrial users of material handling vehicles, as well as on key policy and industry stakeholders.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.4.1 - Demonstration of fuel cell-powered Material Handling vehicles including infrastructure		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2013		31-Dec-2017		60		13		GIRON		22,318,685		9,263,194		42		9,263,194.00		Ludwig-Boelkow-Systemtechnik GmbH		hubert.landinger@lbst.de		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		MHV		na		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		MHV		1 - Transport DEMO		no		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		E01: Demonstration of off-highway vehicles including refuelling infrastructure		0		MHV		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2010		FP7		278855		HYTIME		Low temperature hydrogen production from second generation biomass		The aim of HyTime is to deliver a bioprocess for decentral H2 production from 2nd generation biomass with a productivity of 1-10 kg H2/d. The novel strategy in HyTime is to employ thermophilic bacteria which have shown superior yields in H2 production from biomass in the previous FP6 IP HYVOLUTION.
Biomass in HyTime is grass, straw, molasses or unsold organic goods from supermarkets. The biomass is fractionated and converted to H2 at high efficiency unique for thermophilic fermentation. Dedicated bioreactors and gas upgrading devices for biosystems will be constructed to increase productivity. The H2 production unit will be independent of external energy supply by applying anaerobic digestion to valorize residues. HyTime adds to the security of supply H2 from local sources and eradicates geopolitical dependence.
HyTime builds on HYVOLUTION with 5 partners expanding their research efforts. Three new industrial partners, 2 of which are NEW-IG members, have joined this team with specialist expertise in 2nd  generation biomass fractionation and gastechnology. This way a pan-european critical mass in agro- and biotechnological research, the energy and hydrogen sector is assembled to enforce a breakthrough in bioH2 production. The participation of prominent specialists with interdisciplinary competences from academia (1 research institute and 2 universities) and industries (3 SMEs and 2 industries) warrants high scientific quality and rapid commercialization by exploitation of project results and reinforces the European Research Area in sustainable issues.
The partners in HyTime have a complementary value in being developers or stake-holders for new market outlets or starting specialist enterprises stimulating new agro-industrial activities to boost the realization of H2 from renewable resources. The concept of HyTime will facilitate the transition to a hydrogen economy by increasing public awareness of the benefits of a clean and renewable energy carrier.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.2.4 - Low temperature H2 production processes		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2012		30-Jun-2015		42		9		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,057,250		1,606,900		53		1,609,026.00		STICHTING DIENST LANDBOUWKUNDIG ONDERZOEK		pieternel.claassen@wur.nl		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Biological		Other H2 production routes				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Bio-based (wo reforming) - cm		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		5/low carbon H2 production from other routes		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H08: Low-temperature H2 production processes		Biomass reforming		low-tem H2 production		MTR 1/09/2015		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Innovative H2 production						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2010		FP7		278177		IDEALHY		Integrated Design for Efficient Advanced Liquefaction of Hydrogen		Hydrogen is an important energy carrier as a viable future clean transport fuel. H2-fuelled vehicles are affordable, infrastructure investments are manageable and H2 and electric mobility are required to meet future CO2 emission targets. Plans are made to implement H2-refuelling infrastructure in Germany followed by roll-out over Europe by 2015. Logistically, liquid H2 appears the only viable option to supply the larger stations in the medium term. Without developing a liquefaction capacity, there is a serious risk to H2-infrastructure development and implementation. However, at present liquefaction of H2 is expensive, energy intensive and relatively small scale. Reduction of liquefaction costs via technology development and increased competition is crucial.

IDEALHY is an enabling project for viable, economic liquefaction capacity in Europe, to accelerate rational infrastructure investment, and enable the rapid spread of H2-refuelling stations across Europe. The IDEALHY project researches, develops and scales-up data and designs into an optimised design for a generic liquefaction process at a scale of 30-50 te/day, representing a very substantial upscale over proposed and existing LH2-plants. The project also develops a detailed strategic plan for a prospective large-scale demonstration of efficient H2-liquefaction with options for location. The focus is to improve substantially efficiency and reduce capital costs of liquefaction through innovations, including linking LH2 production with LNG terminal operations to make use of available cryogenic temperatures for pre-cooling. Supporting economic and lifecycle assessment of the resulting gains in energy efficiency will be made, together with a whole chain assessment based on near term market requirements.

IDEALHY will be undertaken by a partnership comprising world leaders in H2 distribution and liquefaction technologies, research institutes, academic partners and pioneering SME suppliers to the liquefaction indus		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.2.5 - Preparation of demonstration of efficient large-scale hydrogen liquefaction		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Nov-2011		31-Oct-2013		24		8		LYMPEROPOULOS		2,117,530		1,295,541		61		1,295,541.00		SHELL GLOBAL SOLUTIONS INTERNATIONAL B.V.		jurgen.j.louis@shell.com		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Liquefaction		H2 liquefaction				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Distribution/handling - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H10 : Large-scale H2 liquefaction		H2 liquefaction		H2 storage		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		H2 storage issues						H2 distribution		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2010		FP7		278674		LASER-CELL		Innovative cell and stack design for stationary industrial application using novel laser processing techniques		The alkaline fuel cell (AFC) is one of the most efficient devices for converting hydrogen into electricity. Project LASER CELL will develop a novel, mass producible AFC and stack design for stationary, industrial applications utilising the latest laser processing technology. This economically viable, sophisticated technology will enable design options, not previously possible, that will revolutionise the functionality and commercial viability of the AFC.

Key parameters that will dictate fuel cell and stack design are; safety, reduced part count, easy of assembly, durability, optimised performance, recyclability and increased volumetric power density in a way which delivers a cost of under €1,000 per kW. To realise this vision, proprietary cell and stack features that have never before been incorporated into an AFC system will be employed and deliver a flawlessly functioning stack.

In order to achieve these ambitious objectives, the consortium comprises world leading specialists in the fields of alkaline, polymer electrolyte and solid oxide fuel cells, advanced laser processing technologies, conductive nano composites, polymer production and large scale, stationary power plants.

A cell design tool, based on physical and cost models, will be produced. This disseminated tool will provide design rational for material selection and geometric design and will be applicable for all low temperature fuel cells.

Commercially viable porosity forming processes developed in this project will enable organisations working with other fuel cell types to re-evaluate the fabrication and design of their core technologies. Furthermore, other sectors that will benefit are; solar cell, aviation, medical and automotive.

Having the ability to convert ‘waste’ hydrogen into electricity and being the ‘pull through’ technology for carbon capture and storage (CCS), AFCs could play a crucial role in helping the EU meet its reduced CO2 emission targets and improve its energy security.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.3.2 - Next generation cell and stack designs		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Contract		01-Dec-2011		30-Nov-2014		36		6		ATANASIU		2,877,090		1,421,757		49		1,421,757.00		AFC ENERGY PLC		mboland@afcenergy.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		AFC		stationary - check size		stationary - check size		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Next generation stack and cell design		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		AFC		mid term report data?		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production								n.a.

		Call 2010		FP7		277916		METPROCELL		Innovative fabrication routes and materials for metal and anode supported proton conducting fuel cells		PCFC is one of the most promising technologies to reach the requirements related to cogeneration application, especially for small power systems (1-5 kWel). The investigation in the concept of advanced thin-film ceramic fuel cell technology at operating intermediate temperature between 400 and 700 °C  aims at improving the characteristics (thermal cycling, heat transfer, current collection,.) as well as lowering drastically the costs of the system.
The aim of METPROCELL is to develop innovative Proton Conducting Fuel Cells (PCFCs) by using new electrolytes and electrode materials and implementing cost effective fabrication routes based on both conventional wet chemical routes and thermal spray technologies. Following a complementary approach, the cell architecture will be optimised on both metal and anode type supports, with the aim of improving the performance, durability and cost effectiveness of the cells.
Specific objectives:
- Development of novel electrolyte (e.g. BTi02, BCY10/BCY10) and electrode materials (e.g. NiO-BIT02 and NiO-BCY10/BCY10 anodes) with enhanced properties for improved proton conducting fuel cells dedicated to 500-600°C.
- Development of alternative manufacturing routes using cost effective thermal spray technologies such detonation spraying (electrolytes and protective coatings on interconnects) and plasma spraying (anode).
- Development of innovative proton conducting fuel cell configurations to be constructed on the basis of both metal supported and anode supported cell designs.
- To up-scale the manufacturing procedures based on both conventional wet chemical methods and thermal spraying for the production of flat Stack Cells with a footprint of 12 x 12 cm.
- Bring the proof of concept of these novel PCFCs by the set-up and validation of prototype like stacks in two relevant industrial systems, namely APU and gas/micro CHP.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.3.1 - Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Dec-2011		31-May-2015		42		8		DELPLANCKE		3,447,874		1,822,255		53		1,822,255.00		FUNDACION TECNALIA RESEARCH & INNOVATION		maria.parco@tecnalia.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PCFC (Proton Conducting FC)		stationary - check size		stationary - check size		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Materials		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S02 : Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Materials		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production								n.a.

		Call 2010		FP7		278257		METSAPP		Metal supported SOFC technology for stationary and mobile applications		State of the art SOFC technology for stationary as well as for transportation application is to date being demonstrated with either planar or tubular ceramic anode-supported or electrolyte-supported SOFC cells. However, the SOFC technology faces many challenges when it comes to commercialization, since cost reduction, reliability and extended lifetime is required. In order to improve durability and cost efficiency of the cells the stacks and the system much of the development has in the past been focused on lower operation temperature, increased power density and material savings based on reduced cell and stack component thickness. Nevertheless, most of the demonstrations with ceramic cells in real system operation have until now revealed problems regarding these issues in combination with low robustness. Attention to these issues has especially been paid in connection with SOFC technology for mobile application, such as in APUs.  Modelling studies as well as recent practical experience has proved how up-scaling of cells and stacks to larger more industrially relevant sizes generally leads to lower reliability in real system operation and intolerance towards system abuse and operation failures. These observations conform to the statistical distribution of mechanical properties governing the probability of failure of cells based on ceramic materials, whether it is for mobile or for stationary applications.
The aim of the METSAPP project is to develop novel cells and stacks based on a robust and reliable up-scale-able metal supported technology with the following primary objectives:
1. Robust metal-supported cell design, ASRcell < 0.5 Ohmcm2,  650 C; 2. Cell optimized and fabrication upscaled for various sizes; 3. Improved durability for stationary applications, degradation < 0.25%/kh; 4. Modular, up-scaled stack design, stack ASRstack < 0.6 Ohmcm2, 650 C; 5. Robustness of 1-3 kW stack verified; 6. Cost effectiveness, industrially relevance, up-scale-ability illustrated.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.3.1 - Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2011		31-Dec-2015		50		10		ATANASIU		8,021,950		3,366,631		42		3,396,469.00		DANMARKS TEKNISKE UNIVERSITET		rase@dtu.dk		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Materials		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S02 : Materials development for cells, stacks and balance of plant (BoP)		Materials		SOFC				Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2010		FP7		278525		MMLRC=SOFC		Working towards mass manufactured, low cost and robust SOFC stacks		Lightweight SOFC stacks are currently being developed for stationary applications such as residential CHP units, for automotive applications such as APU and for portable devices. They supply electrical efficiencies of up to 60%, a high fuel flexibility, being able to operate on syn-gas from Diesel reforming as well as LPG, methane or hydrogen, and promising costs due to greatly reduced amounts of steel interconnect material.
The project proposal addresses a novel design solution for lightweight SOFC stacks that decouples the thermal stresses within the stack and at the same time allows optimal sealing and contacting. In this way the capability for thermal cycling is enhanced and degradation of contacting reduced. Performance is increased since the force needed for secure contacting is now independent of the force required to secure gas tightness of the sealing joints.
The design is highly suitable for industrial manufacturing and automated assembly. The industrial partners will build up the necessary tools and appliances for low cost production of repeating units and the automated quality control, stacking and assembly of stacks.
In mobile and portable applications the requirements for thermal cycling are high. It is therefore essential that lightweight stacks have excellent thermal cycling and rapid start-up capabilities. The stack design supplies a compensation of thermo-mechanical stresses between cell and cell frame / repeating unit. Thin steel sheets with protective coating are used for the sake of cost reduction and sufficient stack lifetime, also for stationary applications. The latter will also benefit from improved start-up times, since this allows a more flexible and load-oriented operation.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.3.2 - Next generation cell and stack designs		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2012		30-Jun-2015		42		8		TSIMIS		4,727,248		2,067,975		44		2,067,975.00		THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM		r.steinberger@fz-juelich.de		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		stationary - check size		Stack		N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Next generation stack and cell design		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell		Fuel cell cost and component issues								Other issues		System

		Call 2010		FP7		278138		NEMESIS2+		New method for superior integrated hydrogen generation system 2+		Decentralized hydrogen production at refuelling stations has great potential to accelerate market introduction of hydrogen-powered vehicles. Based on the outcome of the previous NEMESIS project under FP6 the overall objective of the proposed NEMESIS 2+ project is the development of a small-scale hydrogen generation prototype capable of producing 50 standard cubic metres of hydrogen per hour from diesel and biodiesel at refuelling stations. Reduction of hydrogen production costs and an increase of reliability and efficiency of  the hydrogen generation system will be the major objectives.
Special emphasis will be placed on liquid desulphurisation prior to the catalytic conversion step. Based on the promising results from the NEMESIS project, a desulphurisation module based on liquid adsorption for continuous operation will be built and tested with fossil diesel, biodiesel and biodiesel blends. Thereby severe problems relating to catalyst deactivation can be avoided or at least minimized. This will be supplemented by the development of sulphur-tolerant reforming and water gas shift catalysts and the development of catalyst regeneration strategies. The liquid desulphurisation module will be connected to a reformer module based on a modified steam reforming technology owned by HyGear. By a subsequent water gas shift stage and a pressure swing adsorption unit a hydrogen purity of 5.0 (99,999 %) is achieved. In order to be able to run on liquid fuels as well as on off-gas from the hydrogen purification unit, a dedicated dual fuel burner will be developed within NEMESIS2+. Once the prototype modules (desulphurisation module, multi-fuel catalyst, reformer module) are integrated into the prototype unit the system will be tested for at least 1000 hours. Work will be completed by a techno-economic evaluation of the prototype hydrogen generation system (Cost analysis, Study on integration into refuelling stations).		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.2.2 - Development of fuel processing catalyst, modules and systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2012		30-Jun-2015		42		7		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,393,341		1,614,944		48		1,614,944.00		DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FUER LUFT - UND RAUMFAHRT EV		stefan.martin@dlr.de		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Reforming (from (bio)diesel)		Other H2 production routes		fuel feed		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Reforming		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H02: Fuel processing catalyst, modules & systems		Biogas reforming		fuel processor		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		H2 reformer								n.a.

		Call 2010		FP7		278997		REFORCELL		Advanced multi-fuel reformer for fuel cell CHP systems		Distributed power generation via Micro Combined Heat and Power (m-CHP) systems, has been proven to overcome disadvantages of centralized plant since it can give savings in terms of Primary Energy consumption and energy costs. The main advantage is that m-CHP systems are able to recover and use the heat that in centralized systems is often lost. Wide exploitation of these systems is still hindered by high costs and low reliability due to the complexity of the system.
REforCELL aims at developing a high efficient heat and power cogeneration system based on: i) design, construction and testing of an advanced reformer for pure hydrogen production with optimization of all the components of the reformer (catalyst, membranes, heat management etc) and ii) the design and optimization of all the components for the connection of the membrane reformer to the fuel cell stack.
The main idea of REforCELL is to develop a novel more efficient and cheaper multi-fuel membrane reformer for pure hydrogen production in order to intensify the process of hydrogen production through the integration of reforming and purification in one single unit.
To increase the efficiency and lifetime of the reformer, novel stable catalysts and high permeable and more stable membranes will be developed. Afterwards, suitable reactor designs for increasing the mass and heat transfer will be realized and tested at laboratory scale. The most suitable reactor design will be scaled up at prototype scale (5 Nm3/h of pure hydrogen) and tested in a CHP system.
The connection of the novel reformer within the CHP will be optimized by designing heat exchangers and auxiliaries required in order to decrease the energy losses in the system. The project aims to increase the electric efficiency of the system above 45% and the overall efficiency above 90%.
A complete lifecycle analysis of the system will be carried out and cost analysis and business plan for reformer manufacturing and CHP system will be supplied.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.3.3 - Component improvement for stationary power applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Feb-2012		31-Dec-2015		47		11		TSIMIS		5,546,195		2,857,211		52		2,857,211.00		FUNDACION TECNALIA RESEARCH & INNOVATION		alberto.garcia@tecnalia.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		PEMFC		micro-CHP		SMR unit		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S05: Improvement of components and their interaction		Components		PEMFC		0						Proof of concept,
components				H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2010		FP7		278732		RESELYSER		Hydrogen from RES: pressurised alkaline electrolyser with high efficiency and wide operating range		The project RESelyser develops high pressure, highly efficient, low cost alkaline water electrolysers that can be integrated with renewable energy power sources (RES) using an advanced membrane concept, highly efficient electrodes and a new cell concept. A new concept with a three electrolyte loop system will be developed demonstrating even higher performance than conventional two electrolyte loop systems. This three electrolyte loop system will use a new separator membrane with internal electrolyte circulation and an adapted cell to improve mass transfer, especially gas evacuation. Intermittent and varying load operation connected to an RES will be addressed by improved electrode stability and a cell concept for increasing the gas purity of hydrogen and oxygen especially at low power as well as by a system concept. Electrolysers up to 10 kW with 2 Nm^3/h hydrogen production will be realized in the project. The primary pressure of the electrolyser will be up to 50 bar (without the use of a compressor) to reduce the power loss for hydrogen compression to a minimum. All components of the system will be analyzed for their costs and developed to reduce the system price such that hydrogen can be produced at system costs of 3000 € per (Nm^3/h) plant capacity. An  extrapolation to a primary electrolyser pressure of 100-150 bar is considered.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.2.1 - Efficient alkaline electrolysers		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2011		30-Apr-2015		42		4		DELPLANCKE		2,888,957		1,484,358		51		1,484,358.00		DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FUER LUFT - UND RAUMFAHRT EV		regine.reissner@dlr.de		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		AE		Electrolysis		System		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - alkaline		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		5/low carbon H2 production from other resources		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H01 : Low-cost, low-temperature, high-efficiency electrolyser		Proof of concept (PoC)		AE		Why in this group? It is about evaluation, safety factors, codes, standars. Why not CC&SA group?		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis						H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2010		FP7		278798		SOFCOM		SOFC CCHP with poly-fuel: operation and maintenance		If we consider a new energy framework, based on the concepts of sustainability, energy security using local resources, maximization of the exergy efficiency of the whole system, a possible solution could be based on the following criteria:
•   Combined cooling, heat and power (CCHP) plants;
•   Small-medium size plants locally distributed;
•   Plants with maximization of the energy recovery from the primary sources: maximum exergy efficiency of the whole system;
•   Flexibility in the use of local primary sources (biogas, bio-syngas, bio-fuels);
•   Easy and efficient CO2 separation from the plant exhaust
Among the technologies which could satisfy these criteria, a new technology is gaining more and more interest: energy systems based on Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC) which, in the medium term, could become one of the most interesting technologies able to address the above criteria.
The proposal is an applied research project devoted to demonstrate the technical feasibility and the energy and environmental advantages of CCHP plants based on SOFC fed by different typologies of biogenous primary fuels (locally produced), also integrated by a process for the CO2 separation from the anode exhaust gases.
The research activity will address the scientific, technical, economical management of two proof-of-concepts of complete energy systems based on SOFCs, through real in-field demonstration units. Several issues will be pointed out, like high efficiency integration designs, impact of pollutants on SOFC and fuel processing units, gas cleaning, operation in CCHP configuration, carbon sequestration module.
The activities developed by each Partner, in the different areas of the proposed research, have the ultimate goal of assembling, testing and validate the two proof-of-concept systems.
In order to guarantee the success of the Demonstration activity, it is also integrated with: Lab-scale Activities (preliminary to the real demonstration activities); Conceptual and Analysis Activities		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.3.4 - Proof-of-concept and validation of integrated fuel cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2011		30-Apr-2015		42		11		ATANASIU		6,250,227		2,937,752		47		2,937,753.00		POLITECNICO DI TORINO		massimo.santarelli@polito.it		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		SOFC		mid-sized CCHP		fuel feed		N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		System  proof of concept		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		SOFC		There is no data to extract in the PRD report						Proof of concept,
components						n.a.		0

		Call 2010		FP7		278804		SOFT-PACT		Solid oxide fuel cell micro-CHP field trials		A consortium has been formed to validate solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) micro CHP technology in a real market environment. The consortium consists of a utility company, a heating system manufacturer, a fuel cell company and a software company specialising in microgeneration control systems and virtual power plants. The project consists of two phases:

Phase 1: Deployment of forty BlueGen™ 2 kWe SOFC generators with domestic hot water cylinders or thermal stores (Pathfinder systems). Subject to location a boiler upgrade may also be included

Phase 2: To design, build and deploy sixty 1-2 kWe SOFC micro-CHP units based on current prototype test systems (integrated systems with condensing boilers)

The SOFC Technology chosen has a very high electrical efficiency (initially 60% LHV) and low thermal output which allows for 24/7 operation throughout the year. Deployment of units will be in occupied residential locations with a small number also being installed in test homes to provide reference data with the existing tests of prototype units and as a baseline for the field trial systems.

The field trial demonstration will last for 36 months and provide the following outputs

1.Power generation export to the grid from fully integrated Fuel Cell systems and fleet management

2.Systems capable of being integrated into a future Smart Grid

3.Component optimisation and supply chain development;

4.Installation and field support workforce training and capability build;

5.Systems capable of integrating into existing power and heat infrastructures;

6.Validation of the system efficiency, cost and lifetimes compared against JTI targets;

7.Identification of barriers or risks hindering full commercialisation;

8.Feedback to the RD&D activities on required mitigations

9.Environmental sustainability via life cycle analysis;

10.Promotion of the project to a wider audience and prospective customer via website, vase studies and marketing material		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.3.5 - Field demonstration of stationary fuel cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Contract		08-Jul-2011		07-Oct-2014		40		4		ATANASIU		10,312,703		3,950,893		38		3,950,893.00		E.ON NEW BUILD & TECHNOLOGY LIMITED		andrew.thomas@eon.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		SOFC		micro-CHP				N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Market capacity build and field demonstration		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S07 : Validation of integrated systems readiness		micro-CHP demonstration		SOFC		0						µCHP				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2011		FP7		303467		HYTRANSIT		European Hydrogen Transit Buses in Scotland		Hydrogen buses have the potential to play a significant role in expanding the use of hydrogen in the transport sector. To date, however hydrogen bus demonstrations have been focussed on urban buses only, leaving other public transit applications completely unaddressed. In addition, only a limited number of European regions have had the chance to trial hydrogen bus technology, which means the technology is relatively unknown to the majority of European bus operators.
HyTransit will trial a fleet of six hybrid fuel cell buses in daily fleet services, together with one state of the art hydrogen refuelling station in Aberdeen (Scotland) for over three years. This project is designed to contribute to the commercialisation of hydrogen buses in Europe by:
•   Bringing together an industrial consortium from across Europe to deliver the project, including buses from Van Hool (Belgium) and state of the art refuelling technology from BOC (UK).
•   Develop six A330 hybrid fuel cell buses specifically modified for long sub-urban routes.
•   Generating new Intellectual Property for Europe by developing the concept design for the world’s first hybrid fuel cell coach for long-route transit applications.
•   Exposing the six buses to real world operation with exactly the same service requirements as diesel buses, with 14 hours and 270km per day operation.
•   A state of the art hydrogen refuelling station will be constructed to serve the bus fleet. The station will be based on ionic compressors, configured to allow a refuelling speed of up to 120 grams per second. The station will house an electrolyser system for on-site hydrogen production.
•   Taking the first step for a large-scale rollout of hydrogen buses in Scotland. The next logical step after this project is Scottish Government support for the deployment of a minimum of 50 buses. This project will be the first step to realising this vision for Scotland.
The overall project objective is to prove that a hybrid fuel cell bus is capable of meeting the operational performance of an equivalent diesel bus on demanding UK routes (including urban and inter-urban driving), whilst considerably exceeding its environmental performance.
This will be achieved by bringing together a primarily industrial consortium from five member states to develop, deploy and then monitor the buses in day to day service, with an overarching aim to demonstrate an operational availability for the buses equivalent to diesel (over 90%).
The project will also address the main commercial barrier to the technology (namely bus capital cost) by deploying state of the art components, which will reduce the unit cost of the bus to below 1.1 million euros for the first time.
Results of the project will be widely disseminated to the general public. In addition, a more targeted approach will be adopted towards the key stakeholders who will be responsible for decisions on the next steps towards commercialisation of the technology.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.1 - Large-scale demonstration of road vehicles and refuelling infrastructure IV		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Jan-2013		30-Jun-2017		54		8		NAVAS PEREZ		16,321,166		6,999,999		43		6,999,999.00		BOC LIMITED		hamish.nichol@boc.com		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Bus/HRS		na		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Bus		1 - Transport DEMO		1/bus		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T01 : Road vehicle large scale demonstration including refuelling infrastructure				Bus		0										H2 production - Electrolyser		PEM		System

		Call 2010		FP7		278862		TEMONAS		TEchnology MONitoring and ASsessment		TEMONAS is an advanced TEchnology MONitoring and ASsessment tool combining state-of-the-art methodology and IT-implementation.

The objective of the TEMONAS is to provide an integrated TEMONAS tool specifically tailored for the needs of the FCH JU program progress evaluation. TEMONAS will take the many existing technology monitoring and assessment frameworks a step further in providing a transparent methodology allowing a targeted, objectivised comparison and evaluation of project results and technology achievements. This tool enables the continuous assessment of FCH JU progress versus its objectives and in respect to incumbent or competing new technology as well as current market and policy developments.

The main functionalities of the tool are:
•   Data Input/Management
•   TMA Report outputs
•   Technology Assessment
•   Technology Monitoring

The project will complete the methodologies for these functionalities and also perform their implementation in a comprehensive IT tool. Input data, stored in standardised formats and passing quality validation, will be used for benchmarking and multi-criteria evaluation as well as processed towards Technology and Commercial Readiness Levels (TRL-CRL). Finally the fully reproducible results are summarised in a partial automatically generated report, containing executive portfolios, as base for a fact based decision process of FCH JU.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.5.1 - Development of a Framework for Technology Monitoring and Assessments (TMA)		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Sep-2011		31-May-2013		21		7		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		1,800,602		1,132,046		63		1,132,046.00		CLAASSEN INDUSTRIE MANAGEMENT TRADING GMBH		peter.claassen@climt.at		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Technology Monitoring Assessment / Other		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Technology Monitoring Assessment / Other		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		C03: Technology Monitoring Assessment -framework and development action				TMA		0										H2 safety		Tech neutral		Support activity

		Call 2010		FP7		279190		TOWERPOWER		Demonstration of FC-Based integrated generator systems to power off-grid cell phone towers, using ammonia fuel		The Cell Phone industry is a recent major business success story, with the EU significantly contributing and gaining from this opportunity. (Three of 4 cell phone network equipment manufacturers are European (Ericsson; Nokia-Siemens; and Alcatel-Lucent) and many global cell phone companies are based in the EU (e.g. Vodafone, Orange, Telefonica etc).
The developed markets are saturated, and growth is focussed in developing countries (Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe), where the operators’ success has out-paced the electrical grid, and power for cell phone towers is provided by inefficient, high maintenance, polluting and expensive diesel generators.
This consortium has developed a low-cost, FC-based integrated generator system (the PowerCube™), together with the relevant fuelling capability (using ammonia as the fuel), to cost-effectively replace diesel generators in this market and with an 80% reduction in greenhouse gases. The market is worth €8.5Bn per annum.
This project will deploy a field demonstration project comprising 40-60 PowerCubes to demonstrate:
• Integrated FC based systems with sufficient power generation capacity and redundancy  to power 40-60 off-grid cell phone sites.
• Proof of suitable supply chain (maintenance, spare parts, and fuel) and field support capabilities
• Capability of systems to integrate with the existing power systems requirements
• Advantages over incumbent technologies (twin diesel generators) and advantages over wind/solar battery prototypes
• Compliance with all relevant Regulatory Codes and Standards
Feedback from the demonstration project will be fed into additional RD&D activities to mitigate any potential barriers or risks preventing subsequent full implementation
An environmental sustainability assessment will be completed by means of Life Cycle Assessments studies.
The results and benefits will be widely disseminated to a wider audience including potential customers and industrial stakeholders.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.4.2 - Demonstration of industrial application readiness of fuel cell generators for power supply to off-grid stations, including the hydrogen supply solution 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.3.5 - Field demonstration of stationary fuel cell systems		Alive		Terminated early (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2011		31-Oct-2014		36		5		ATANASIU		9,403,106		4,936,631		53		4,936,631.00		DIVERSEENERGY Ltd		awillox@diverse-energy.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		CHP (check size)		off-grid micro-CHP				N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Demonstration of portable generators, back-up and UPS power systems		no		no		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S07 : Validation of integrated systems readiness		Back-up power, UPS		PEMFC		0						Back-up power				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2011		FP7		303457		PURE		Development of auxiliary power unit for recreational yachts		IIn Europe there is a very narrow technology base in portable fuel cell systems which can be applicable for various areas like emergency and remote power, recreational applications, personal portable power and educational devices. The PURE project targets these markets with the primary focus on maritime applications with a device, which will be portable, low weight and volume, based on improved HT PEM fuel cell technology. This proposal describes the project in which a fuel cell system will be designed, build, tested and demonstrated with emphasis on meeting all major technical requirements the codes and standards required to be integrated in a maritime application.
The objective of the PURE project is to create a system fueled by propane/LPG, which is converted into a hydrogen rich stream and subsequently fed into a HT PEM stack based on PBI technology. In the end the system delivers electric power to a cover the hotel power demand of a small yacht. The use of off-the-shelf, mass-produced components and design practices both developed in previous European funded projects will result in a small system which is low cost and able to reach the specifications.
The consortium gathered to work in this project is a combination of partners who have experience in:
1. Defining the market requirements, codes and standards of the system
2. Translating these requirements into technical specifications and models
3. Designing and building prototype systems
4. Testing and validating the systems in laboratory environment and through real life
demonstration in a yacht.
This covers the value chain of the system under discussion.
The final result will be two working prototypes of the PURE system, which will be demonstrated under laboratory environmental condition and in a real ship to show that it is robust enough to be ready for the next phase of field trials.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.4.4 - Research, development and demonstration of new portable Fuel Cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2013		30-Jun-2016		42		5		GIRON		2,884,876		1,641,194		57		1,665,796.00		HyGear Fuel Cell Systems B.V.		ellart.de.wit@hygear.nl		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		APU				Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		APU		1 - Transport DEMO		no		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		Research, development and demonstration of new portable Fuel Cell systems		APU for recreational vehicles		yachts		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303435		ARTIPHYCTION		Fully artificial photo-electrochemical device for low temperature hydrogen production		Leaves can split water into O2 and H2 at ambient conditions exploiting sun light. James Barber, one of the key players of ArtipHyction, elucidated Photosystem II (PSII), the enzyme that governs this process. In photosynthesis, H2 is used to reduce CO2 and give rise to the various organic compounds needed by the organisms or even oily compounds which can be used as fuels. However, a specific enzyme, hydrogenase, may lead to non-negligible H2 formation even within natural systems.
Building on the pioneering work performed in a FET project based on natural enzymes (www.solhydromics.org) and the convergence of the work of the physics, materials scientists, chemical engineers and chemists involved in the project, an artificial device will be developed to convert sun energy into H2 with close to 10% efficiency by water splitting at ambient temperature, including:
-) an electrode exposed to sunlight carrying a PSII-like chemical mimic deposited upon a suitable transparent electron-conductive porous electrode material (e.g. ITO, FTO)
-) a membrane enabling transport of protons via a pulsated thin water gap
-) an external wire for electron conduction between electrodes
-) a cathode carrying an hydrogenase-enzyme mimic over a porous electron-conducting support in order to recombine protons and electrons into pure molecular hydrogen at the opposite side of the membrane.
A tandem system of sensitizers will be developed at opposite sides of the membrane in order to capture light at different wavelengths so as to boost the electrons potential at the anode for water splitting purposes and to inject electrons at a sufficiently high potential for effective H2 evolution at the cathode. Along with this, the achievement of the highest transparence level of the membrane and the electrodes will be a clear focus of the R&D work.
A proof of concept prototype of about 100 W (3 g/h H2 equivalent) will be assembled and tested by the end of the project for a projected lifetime of >10,000 h.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.2.6 - Low-temperature H2 production processes		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-May-2012		31-Oct-2015		42		8		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,594,581		2,187,040		61		2,187,040.00		POLITECNICO DI TORINO		guido.saracco@polito.it		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		photo-electrochm.		Electrolysis				Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Photo-electrochemical		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		5/low carbon H2 production from other routes		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H08: Low-temperature H2 production processes		Solar H2 production		Photoelectrolysis		Mid-term report april 2014 (month 18)-D1.1		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Innovative H2 production								n.a.

		Call 2011		FP7		303476		BEINGENERGY		Integrated low temperature methanol steam reforming and high temperature polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell		Hydrogen is foreseen to be the energy vector of the future. However, there are still significant barriers to store and transport hydrogen, especially in small portable applications. The success of a portable Fuel Cell system depends to a large extent on the fuel supply that should be accomplished in a cost-effective and comfortable manner.
The present project proposes a power supply comprising a methanol steam reformer and high temperature polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (HT-PEMFC) operating at the same temperature. The heat integration of these two units originates an increase of up to 14% of the overall efficiency; when reformer and fuel cell operate at the same temperature, the heat involved in the endothermic steam reforming reaction can be supplied by the highly exothermic fuel cell. Moreover, the heat integration also originates a much simpler and compact unit and then robust power supply that can meet and exceed the targets defined by the project call. Because the catalyst characteristics and the low operating temperature, the reformer originates a reformate stream poor in CO (<0.1%), which increases the performance and lifetime of the fuel cell. This remarkable improvement is primarily possible because the development achieved by a team member of a very high active methanol steam reforming catalyst family that can catalyze effectively this reaction at temperatures as low as 170°C.
The new integrated power supply will be a landmark in the development of a fuel cell power supply for mass consumption.
Additionally, it is considered the development and study of a composite palladium membrane for incorporating in the reformer and of an ionic liquid supported polymer membrane selective for CO2 removal from reformate streams operating up to 200°C and the characterization of developed catalysts towards the low temperature steam reforming of dimethyl ether. These are fundamental developments needed for the foreseen new generation of combined power supplies.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.4.4 - Research, development and demonstration of new portable Fuel Cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2012		29-Feb-2016		42		8		TSIMIS		4,220,423		2,245,244		53		2,245,244.00		UNIVERSIDADE DO PORTO		mendes@fe.up.pt		Energy		Energy		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		PEMFC		CHP (check size)				Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Demonstration of portable generators, back-up and UPS power systems		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		no		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		E05 : Demonstration of portable and micro FCs for various applications		Portable FC		PEMFC		0						Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2011		FP7		303428		BOR4STORE		Fast, reliable and cost effective boron hydride based high capacity solid state hydrogen storage materials		BOR4STORE proposes an integrated, multidisciplinary approach for the development and testing of novel, optimised and cost-efficient boron hydride based H2 storage materials with superior performance (capacity more than 8 wt.% and 80 kg H2/m^3) for specific fuel cell applications.

Building on the results of past and ongoing EC funded projects on H2 storage, BOR4STORE aspires to tackle the S&T challenges that still hinder the practical use of the extremely attractive boron hydrides. The technical objectives of the project reflect an innovative and carefully designed strategy involving
(a) new methods for the synthesis and modification of stable and unstable boron hydrides, as well as their combinations resulting in Reactive Hydride Composites and eutectic mixtures,
(b) systematic and rationalised investigation of the effect of special catalysts and additives, and
(c) adaptation of scaffolding concepts,
in an attempt to use all possible ways for understanding and tailoring the key aspects of boron hydrides H2 storage performance (storage capacity, reaction pathways and enthalpies, hydrogenation/dehydrogenation kinetics, cycling stability).

The most promising material(s), to be indicated by rigorous a downselection processes, will be used for the development of a prototype laboratory H2 storage system that will be integrated and tested in connection with a 1 kW SOFC (representative for fuel cell applications e.g. for stationary power supply).

Special attention will be given, practically for the first time, to significant cost reduction by pursuing cost efficient material synthesis and processing methods (target material price <50 EUR /kg) but also by investigating the level of tolerable impurities of the new materials (target system price 500 EUR /kg of stored H2).		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.2.4 - Novel H2 storage materials for stationary and portable applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2012		30-Sep-2015		42		9		LYMPEROPOULOS		4,070,711		2,273,682		56		2,273,682.00		HELMHOLTZ-ZENTRUM GEESTHACHT ZENTRUM FUR MATERIAL- UND KUSTENFORSCHUNG GMBH		klaus.taube@hzg.de		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Hydrides		H2 Storage				Y		Y		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		H2 storage		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Novel H2 storage materials for stationary and portable applications		H2 storage materials		storage materials		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		H2 storage issues								n.a.		0

		Call 2011		FP7		303415		SAPIENS		SOFC auxiliary power in emissions/noise solutions		This project aims to design, optimise and build several 200W mSOFC stacks and to integrate them into hybrid power systems comprising the fuel cell, a battery and appliances found in a recreational vehicle (RV).  Additional components of the system are a gas processor to clean up the autogas propane fuel plus other equipment for electrical, mechanical and control balance of plant (BOP).  All these components will be constituents of an entire fuel cell power generator which will first be tested in the lab and, after further optimisation and miniaturisation, in an RV platform.  The project is primarily aimed at the RV platform from Autosleepers, an SME based in the UK, but other applications such as boats, ambulances and environmental testing vehicles will also be studied.   Propane was chosen as the the fuel because of its superior energy density compared to hydrogen and methanol, and also because it is the generally preferred fuel for auxiliary systems on RVs, such as cookers, fridges and water heaters.  Autogas propane is widely available at filling stations throughout Europe.  The SOFC was chosen because it can convert propane while also providing low noise, low emissions and heat for hot water supply.
The overall objectives are:
Develop the fuel cell power supply to fit the RV
Test the Autogas propane fuel
Study the needs of the market to reduce the risks of commercialisation
Improve the SOFC in terms of materials, lifetime, performance and costs
Innovate on noise reduction and emissions
Provide several fuel cells for testing optimisation and proving
To test long term durability and cycling for obtaining approvals
To disseminate by getting real users to apply the new device and report results across Europe
Impact will be substantial because the general public will be using these RVs.  Also three special conferences will be organised to disseminate information, ten refereed publications will be submitted and patents will be published on the innovations.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.4.4 - Research, development and demonstration of new portable Fuel Cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2012		31-Oct-2015		36		7		BOILLOT		2,369,507		1,591,590		67		1,591,590.00		ADELAN LTD		Kevin.kendall@adelan.co.uk		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		SOFC		APU				Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		APU		1 - Transport DEMO		no		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		Research, development and demonstration of new portable Fuel Cell systems		APU for recreational vehicles		boats, ambulances etc		0										H2 safety		Tech neutral		Support activity

		Call 2011		FP7		303458		CLEARGEN DEMO		The Integration and demonstration of Large Stationary Fuel Cell Systems for Distributed Generation		Certain industries, such as chemical production or petroleum refining have been identified as producing quantities of by-product hydrogen that can be used to produce clean, load-following power on a distributed basis, reducing reliance on fossil fuels. While the chemical production industry generally acknowledges the potential value of stationary fuel cell applications, the lack of multiple megawatt-scale European reference sites is a significant barrier to widespread adoption.
The CLEARgen Demo proposal aims to address this need. DANTHERM (Denmark), supported by Ballard Power Systems (Canada), will make design improvements to the existing ClearGen(tm) system, building parts for a one-megawatt fuel cell system to meet the specific requirements of European customers. DANTHERM will also manage the project. HDF (France) will design installations, integrate, commission and operate the system at a demonstration site provided by AQUIPAC (France), validating and maintaining system performance over the duration of a two and a half year demonstration period. HDF will also realize all procedures for permitting, will prepare the site and will install facilities. JEMA (Spain) will be in charge of electrical integration of the fuel cell system to injecting electricity in the public grid. The CNRS-ICMCB (France) will be responsible for data analysis and dissemination of results. The total project duration is approximately sixty-five months.

The objectives of the CLEARgen Demo Project are:
1)   The development and construction of a large scale fuel cell system, purpose-built for the European market,
2)   The validation of the technical and economic readiness of the fuel cell system at the megawatt scale, and
3)   The field demonstration and development of megawatt scale system at a European chemical production plant.
The demonstration site was chosen for the ability to provide a strong reference case so as to convince future operators of the relevance of large scale stationary fuel cell applications.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.3.6 - Field demonstration of large stationary fuel cell systems for distributed generation and other relevant commercial or industrial applications		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2012		31-Dec-2019		92		8		ATANASIU		8,578,143		4,590,095		54		4,600,000.00		DANTHERM POWER A.S		peb@dantherm.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		large CHP				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Market capacity build and field demonstration		no		no		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S07 : Validation of integrated systems readiness		Industrial CHP demonstration		PEMFC		0						Proof of concept,
components						n.a.

		Call 2011		FP7		303411		DON QUICHOTE		Demonstration of new qualitative concept of hydrogen out of wind turbine electricity		The project “Don Quichote” aims at the long-term demonstration of the readiness of the technology of the combination of renewable electricity and hydrogen; facts-based data generated in this project is the base for analysis for further deployment and implementation of combined systems “renewable electricity – hydrogen”. Linked to the technical demonstration emphasis will be put on analysis of regulation, codes, standards, on LCA/LCI, on total cost of ownership and on implementation ways all over Europe.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.2.1 - Demonstration of MW capacity hydrogen production and storage for balancing the grid and supply to a hydrogen refuelling station		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Oct-2012		30-Sep-2017		60		9		DELPLANCKE		4,946,134		2,954,846		60		2,954,846.00		HYDROGENICS EUROPE NV		rschmid@hydrogenics.com		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEME		Electrolysis				Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electroliser - PEM		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Demonstration of MW capacity hydrogen production and storage for balancing the grid and supply to a hydrogen refuelling station		Proof of concept (PoC)		PEM		0						Electrolysers				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2011		FP7		303472		EDEN		High energy density Mg-based metal hydrides storage system		EDen aims at building a forefront scientific, technological and industrial expertise in energy storage and recovery system. In the past years hydrogen has been indicated as an advantageous energy carrier under many points of view, mainly environment preservation and high energy density.
The necessity of hydrogen on specific mobile applications and energy backup system is promoted by the growing demand of sustainable solutions and the interface of discontinuous renewable energies.
Hydrogen storage is well known to be the major bottleneck for the use of H2 as energy carrier and despite the huge scientific and industrial effort [fig.1] in developing a novel practical solution for the hydrogen storage, actually there are few storage systems available for nice markets.
The request for energy storage systems is growing as fast as the energy availability from renewable sources, consequently the market is demanding for more performing systems, safer and economic.
It is emerged from the past EU projects (STORHY, NESSHY, COSY, NANOHY, FLYHY) that the hydrogen storage in solid state is the better solution to seek. Between the materials studied for solid state hydrogen storage, Magnesium based systems represent nowadays the major candidate able to meet the industrial storage targets: they have proper gravimetric and energetic density (typical >7 wt.%, ≥ 100 kg H2/m3) and suitable charging and discharging time and pressure.
The main barrier to the wide use of the Magnesium based materials in hydrogen storage system is represented by two limitations: the working temperature of about 300°C and the high heat of reaction, around 10Wh/g.
More specifically, EDen project aims to overtake these limitations by developing and realising an efficient hydrogen storage system that brings together available solutions from the market, the results of the EU projects on hydrogen storage and the development of novel solution for the storing material.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.2.4 - Novel H2 storage materials for stationary and portable applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Oct-2012		30-Jun-2016		45		7		LYMPEROPOULOS		2,653,574		1,524,900		57		1,524,900.00		FONDAZIONE BRUNO KESSLER		crema@fbk.eu		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Hydrides		H2 Storage		na		Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		H2 storage		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		5/H2 storage, handling and distribution		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Novel H2 storage materials for stationary and portable applications		H2 storage materials		storage materials		estimated  MTR data		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		H2 storage issues						H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2011		FP7		300081		ELECTROHYPEM		Enhanced performance and cost-effective materials for long-term operation of PEM water electrolysers coupled to renewable power sources		The overall objective of the ELECTROHYPEM project is to develop cost-effective components for proton conducting membrane electrolysers with enhanced activity and stability in order to reduce stack and system costs and to improve efficiency, performance and durability. The focus of the project is concerning mainly with low-cost electrocatalysts and membrane development. The project is addressing the validation of these materials in a PEM electrolyser (1 Nm3 H2/h)  for residential applications in the presence of renewable power sources. The aim is to contribute to the road-map addressing the achievement of a wide scale decentralised hydrogen production infrastructure. Polymer electrolytes developed in the project concern with novel chemically stabilised ionomers and sulphonated PBI or polysulfone hydrocarbon membranes, as well as their composites with inorganic fillers, characterised by high conductivity and better resistance than conventional Nafion membranes to H2-O2 cross-over and mechanical degradation under high pressure operation. Low noble-metal loading nanosized mixed-oxides (IrRuMOx) oxygen evolution electrocatalysts, highly dispersed on high surface area conductive doped-oxide (TiNbOx, TiTaOx, SnSbOx) or sub-oxides (Ti4O7-like ) will be developed together with novel supported non-precious oxygen evolution electrocatalysts prepared by electrospinning. After appropriate screening of active materials (supports, catalyst, membranes, ionomers) and non-active stack hardware (bipolar plates, coatings) in single cell and short stack, these components will be validated in a PEM electrolyser prototype operating at high pressure in a wide temperature range. The stack will be integrated in a system and assessed in terms of durability under steady-state operating conditions as well as in the presence of current profiles simulating  intermittent conditions.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.2.7 - Innovative Materials and Components for PEM electrolysers		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jul-2012		30-Jun-2015		36		6		DELPLANCKE		2,842,312		1,352,771		48		1,352,771.00		CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE		arico@itae.cnr.it		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEME		Electrolysis		System		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electroliser - PEM		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		5/low carbon H2 production from other resources		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Innovative Materials and Components for PEM electrolysers		Materials		PEM		CC or RTD? I should say CC		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis						H2 distribution		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2011		FP7		303462		ENE.FIELD		European-wide field trials for residential fuel cell micro-CHP		ene.field will deploy up to 1,000 residential fuel cell Combined Heat and Power (micro-CHP) installations, across 11 key Member States. It represents a step change in the volume of fuel cell micro-CHP (micro FC-CHP) deployment in Europe and a meaningful step towards commercialisation of the technology.
The programme brings together 9 mature European micro FC-CHP manufacturers into a common analysis framework to deliver trials across all of the available fuel cell CHP technologies. Fuel cell micro-CHP trials will be installed and actively monitored in dwellings across the range of European domestic heating markets, dwelling types and climatic zones, which will lead to an invaluable dataset on domestic energy consumption and micro-CHP applicability across Europe.
By learning the practicalities of installing and supporting a fleet of fuel cells with real customers, ene.field partners will take the final step before they can begin commercial roll-out. An increase in volume deployment for the manufacturers involved will stimulate cost reduction of the technology by enabling a move from hand-built products towards serial production and tooling.
The ene.field project also brings together over 29 utilities, housing providers and municipalities to bring the products to market and explore different business models for micro-CHP deployment.
The data produced by ene.field will be used to provide a fact base for micro FC-CHP, including a definitive environmental lifecycle assessment and cost assessment on a total cost of ownership basis.
To inform clear national strategies on micro-CHP within Member States, ene.field will establish the macro-economics and CO2 savings of the technologies in their target markets and make recommendations on the most appropriate policy mechanisms to support the commercialisation of domestic micro-CHP across Europe. Finally ene.field will assess the socio-economic barriers to widespread deployment of micro-CHP and disseminate clear position papers and advice for policy makers to encourage further roll out.

Fourth Amendment
Changes to the DOW in light of the fourth amendment include:
-   Beneficiary GDF SUEZ has changed its legal name  to ENGIEDescriptions of financial flows from partner manufacturers are added to the DOW as annexes;
-   Considering the inclusion of new partners, units and budgets are accordingly reallocated:
o   for additional units and budget: Viessmann and SOLIDPower
o   for reduction of budget and number of units: RBZ, Dantherm, Hexis
-   Due to a slow start in trial deployment, the deployment period for units will be extended until September 2016.

To protect the confidentiality of some of the information provided by the CHP suppliers in the project, this project description document has two sections. The first main section describes the overall intent of the project and summary information from each of the suppliers. The Addendum 1 is a selection of Letters of intent applying to the project for deployment of units from ene.field associates.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.3.7 - Field demonstration of small stationary fuel cell systems for residential and commercial applications		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2012		31-Aug-2017		60		29		ATANASIU		52,351,062		25,907,169		49		25,971,605.00		THE EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE PROMOTION OF COGENERATION VZW		md@cogeneurope.eu		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		SOFC & PEMFC		micro-CHP				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Market capacity build and field demonstration		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S07 : Validation of integrated systems readiness		micro-CHP demonstration		SOFC		0						µCHP				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2011		FP7		303024		EURECA		Efficient use of resources in energy converting applications		EURECA develops the next generation of µ-CHP systems based on advanced PEM stack technology.
The idea is to overcome the disadvantages of complex gas purification, gas humidification and the low temperature gradient for the heat exchangers in a heating system. EURECA will develop a new stack generation based on PEM technology with operating temperatures of 90°C to 120°C. Thus results in a less complicated and therefore in a more robust µ-CHP system with reduced costs.
The development of a new stack generation includes various parallel working tasks. EURECA will optimize materials to operate in that temperature range – including membrane and bipolar plate materials. Also the catalyst will be improved with a lower platinum loading – design target
< 0.2g/kW. The stack design and the flow field of the bipolar plates will be optimized for the operating conditions. All development steps will be supported by state-of-the-art modeling. As the final step the developed stack will be integrated in an adapted µ-CHP system to achieve proof-of-concept in the target application.
Important part of the project is the validation of the design targets. The µ-CHP system – including the reformer – is expected to operate at an electrical efficiency of 40%. Lifetime tests with defined test procedures on single cells and short stacks will indicate a stack lifetime of approx. 12.000 h. In all development processes the partners have agreed to a design-to-cost approach. This includes the producibility in series production processes. A cost assessment will indicate the cost savings by the less complicated system.
The consortium is well balanced along the supply chain. Component suppliers and system designers are backed by research institutions. High quality of the development process is of top priority to all partners. Therefore the consortium will agree at the beginning of EURECA on specific quality and management procedures - including contingency planning measurements.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.3.1 - Next generation stack and cell design		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jul-2012		31-Aug-2015		38		9		DELPLANCKE		6,299,714		3,557,293		56		3,557,293.00		EWE-Forschungszentrum für Energietechnologie e. V.		alexander.dyck@next-energy.de		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		micro-CHP		Stack		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Next generation stack and cell design		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		4/Materials and subsystem design and prod		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		PEMFC		start date?		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						H2 storage		n.a.

		Call 2011		FP7		303429		EVOLVE		Evolved materials and innovative design for high-performance, durable and reliable SOFC cell and stack		Evolve focuses on an innovative concept for SOFC, particularly for the anode compartment, enable cell operation at reduced temperature of 750 °C. Targeting the full removal and or replacement of Nickel as electrocatalysts at the anode side by electronic conducting ceramic oxides,this concept is expected to enhance the durability and reliability of SOFC while exhibiting performance level comparable to main-stream anode-supported cells. It is thus targeted:
-to reduce the amount of Nickel in the current collector
-to replace Nickel within the Anode Functional Layer by the a composite LST-CGO modified by catalysts: Co/Fe-Pd or alternatively Rh-CGO and Ru-CGO.
The main objectives of EVOLVE are:
- the demonstration at the stack level of a SOFC implementing an innovative substrate resilient toward redox cycles with higher durability than mainstreams Metal Supported Cells implementing porous ferritic stainless steel substrates and cyclability than mainstreams anode supported cells implementing the Ni based cermet.
- the identification of innovative combinations of advanced materials with reduced amount of nickel, showing improved tolerance against Sulfur poisoning compared to mainstreams nickel based cermet Anode and higher resilience against redox cycles.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.3.1 - Next generation stack and cell design		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2012		31-Oct-2016		48		8		DELPLANCKE		5,711,232		3,105,093		54		3,105,093.00		DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FUER LUFT - UND RAUMFAHRT EV		remi.costa@dlr.de		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		stationary - check size		stationary - check size		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Next generation stack and cell design		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell		Material						H2 storage		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2011		FP7		301782		FLUMABACK		Fluid management component improvement for back up fuel cell systems		The FluMaBack (Fluid Management component improvement for Back up fuel cell systems) project aims at improving the performance, life time and cost of balance of plant (BOP) components of back up fuel cell systems specifically developed to face back-out periods of around 1,000h/year for specific markets: USA, Africa and North Europe where hard operative conditions are present (high and low temperatures). The improvement of system components addressed in this project will benefit both back-up and CHP applications.
The project focuses on new design and improvement of BOP components for utilization in PEMFC based stationary power applications, aimed at:
-   improving BOP components performance, in terms of reliability;
-   improving the lifetime of  BOP component both at component and at a system level;
-   reducing  cost in a mass production perspective;
-   simplifying the manufacturing/assembly process of the entire fuel cell system.
While in recent years the performance and durability of the PEMFC have increased and the cost has decreased at the same time, performance, durability and costs of BOP components have basically stayed the same. So, for improvements on performance, durability and cost of the fuel cell system, R&D dedicated on BOP components have become essential. The project is focussed on the most critical BOP components with the largest potential for performance improvement and cost reductions:
- Air and fluid flow equipments, including subcomponents and more specifically blower and recirculation pumps
-  Humidifier
-  Heat exchanger
Specific targets in terms of efficiency, lifetime and cost have been pointed out for each BOP component to be developed.
The project will have a duration of 3 years to guarantee the achievement of all project targets.
The consortium consists of large and small entities which are R&D centres, BoP components developers and manufacturers, fuel cells stack and fuel cell system developers and manufacturers. Partners are located throughout the EU: Italy, Spain, The Netherland and Slovenia.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.3.3 - Component improvement for stationary power applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jul-2012		30-Jun-2015		36		10		TSIMIS		3,999,006		2,482,969		62		2,773,700.00		ELECTRO POWER SYSTEMS		ilaria.rosso@electropowersystems.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		PEMFC		mid-sized CHP		Components		N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S05: Improvement of components and their interaction		Components		PEMFC		Nothing to extract						Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303485		SWARM		Demonstration of Small 4-Wheel fuel cell passenger vehicle Applications in Regional and Municipal transport		This project will establish a demonstration fleet of small passenger vehicles that builds on and expands existing hydrogen refuelling infrastructure. Three European regions will be participating in this effort: the UK (the Midlands and Plymouth), the Brussels area and Wallonia, and the Weser-Ems region in NorthWest Germany. Each of these regions will deploy a new hydrogen refuelling site to close the gaps in a continuous ‘hydrogen highways’ that leads from Scotland via the Midlands to London, connecting to Brussels and on to Cologne and Hamburg/Scandinavia/Berlin via Bremen.
The vehicles employed are low-cost, high fuel-efficiency, hybridised, light-weight passenger cars specifically designed for city and regional transport. These vehicles provide a complementary pathway to commercialisation to the large Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) of hydrogen fuel cell options, by allowing near-term rollout on a commercial basis to a wide range of users – in parallel with the planned rollouts for large OEM vehicles from 2015. Their deployment regions will gain the infrastructure, public exposure and technological understanding to act as seed locations for future large scale OEM vehicle rollout.
In view of the lower vehicle costs, this project will deploy an unprecedented number of road vehicles for a demonstration project, with three OEM’s contributing 20, 10 and 20 vehicles respectively to the project. These will be put in the hands of users in a variety of real-life operating environments. An extensive data monitoring exercise will run throughout the demonstration phase, allowing the reliability of the vehicles tested by different users to be evaluated and leading to recommendations for the improvement of future, fully commercial vehicle designs.
The three European regions will deploy several hydrogen refuelling stations, adding a total of 3 new stations to existing supply sites, contributing to some of the first regional hydrogen refuelling clusters in Europe. Each region will as a consequence either own a high-standard filling station with = high capacity (200 kg/day) and high performance (70 MPa) refuelling technology (Wallonia, Weser-Ems), or build on existing smaller stations of lower capacity and pressure (UK, Midlands and Plymouth).
The project will be a near-commercial stepping stone and will include a reach-out activity timed to coincide with OEM’s commercialisation plans in the post-2015 period, to attract further vehicles to the newly developed infrastructures - by offering cost effective and readily available focal points for additional hydrogen fleets developing around these regions. Therefore supplementing the SWARM fleet and infrastructure by more vehicles and hydrogen filling stations supplied through other projects and separate funding.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.1 - Large-scale demonstration of road vehicles and refuelling infrastructure IV		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Oct-2012		31-Mar-2017		54		18		NAVAS PEREZ		15,660,430		6,822,808		44		6,978,277.00		Element Energy Limited		rst@planet-energie.de		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Car/HRS		NA		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Car		no		no		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T01 : Road vehicle large scale demonstration including refuelling infrastructure				Car		There is no data to extract in the PRD report										H2 production - Electrolyser		PEM		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325381		HAWL		Large scale demonstration of substitution of battery electric forklifts by hydrogen fuel cell forklifts in logistics warehouses.		HAWL project aims at demonstrating competitiveness, technical maturity and user acceptance of hydrogen fuel cell powered forklift trucks fleets in a logistics warehouse environment in Europe, as an alternative to battery powered trucks operation.

Electric forklift trucks have gained popularity in Europe due to efficiency of engines, absence of noise and of emissions at point of use. The main issue they have to address is battery management. Limited autonomy of batteries and voltage drops at end of discharge lead to complex battery swapping, and recharge processes.

A few fuel cell initiatives have started in Europe in the material handling segment, however nearly all operators use a mix of forklift trucks of different types and no fuel cell vendor has yet proposed a wide enough range of products to allow a full warehouse fleet conversion, necessary to suppress battery operations and obtain the benefits expected from the technology.

The new generation of fuel cell products and refuelling infrastructure that HyPulsion, Air Liquide and OEMs intend to develop in the frame of the HAWL project, are expected to bring productivity gains for the end users, due to faster and simpler refuelling and longer expected autonomy, while reaching the cost and performance targets needed for wide commercialization.

The HAWL consortium, which gathers major companies in the field of fuel cells, forklift trucks, hydrogen distribution and dispensing and warehouse logistics, will undertake to prove productivity gains and reach or exceed economic breakeven in operations, using the technology on full fleets.

The consortium within a 3-year time frame will:
- solve relevant safety and acceptance issues,
- pass required certification steps,
- obtain necessary operating permits,
- deploy and operate 200 Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 trucks, as well as refuelling systems in multiple warehouses,
- jointly measure, assess and demonstrate the actual productivity;

The consortium has set up a funding scheme where the grants for technology providers are used to accelerate product development, while the grants for end-users are used to limit deployment risks by helping finance local work and maintenance for the duration of the demonstration.

All individual members of the consortium have a direct interest in further development of the technology, no commercial restriction is agreed between the partners and a specific communication effort is undertaken within the program. These characteristics combined with the market audience of the consortium as a whole should maximize the dissemination potential of any positive result of the HAWL demonstration program.

The HAWL project is a unique opportunity for the consortium members and for the European industry to start the first full size deployments of fuel cells technology in the material handling vehicle segment.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.4.1 - Demonstration of fuel cell powered material handling equipment vehicles including infrastructure		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2013		31-Aug-2016		36		7		GIRON		8,623,185		4,278,555		50		4,278,555.00		AIR LIQUIDE HYDROGEN ENERGY		laurent.ferenczi@airliquide.com		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		MHV		na		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		MHV		1 - Transport DEMO		1/forklifts & APU		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		E01: Demonstration of off-highway vehicles including refuelling infrastructure				MHV		Mid-term report dec 2014 (month 18)-D1.4										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2012		FP7		325342		HYCARUS		Hydrogen cells for airborne usage		In order to meet the increasing pressure to reduce fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions, airlines are seeking alternative sources to power non-propulsive aircraft systems. The next generation of aircraft is heavily investigating the use of non-fossil fuel to generate electrical power for non-essential applications (NEA). Hydrogen fuel cells are actively being pursued as the most promising means of providing this power. Fuel cells also have the added benefits of no pollution, better efficiency than conventional systems, silent operating mode and low maintenance. The by-products from the fuel cells (heat, water and oxygen depleted air) will also have a positive impact on the global aircraft efficiency when they are harnessed and reused within the aircraft system.
The HYCARUS project will design a generic PEM fuel cell system compatible of two NEA, then develop, test and demonstrate it against  TRL6 . A secondary electrical power generation model for a business executive jet will be run. The application will be tested with the fuel cell system and the storage system under flying conditions. Furthermore, investigations will be made to understand how to capture and reuse the by-products.
The HYCARUS project will extend the work already completed in the automotive sector, particularly for safety codes and standards, and develop these for use in airborne installation and applications. Improvements in terms of efficiency, reliability, performance, weight /volume ratio, safety, cost and lifetime under flight conditions at altitude and under low ambient temperatures (mainly in the air) will also be examined.
The HYCARUS project also aims to foster a better and stronger cooperation between all the agents of the sector: Aeronautics equipment and systems manufacturers, aircraft manufacturers, system integrators and fuel cell technology suppliers.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.1.6 - Fuel cell systems for airborne application		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2013		30-Apr-2017		48		10		GIRON		10,515,604		5,219,265		50		5,219,265.00		Zodiac Aerotechnics SAS		Christophe.Elleboode@zodiacaerospace.com		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		APU				Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		APU		1 - Transport DEMO		no		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T10 : Fuel cell systems for H2-fuelled airborne platforms				APU		0										HRS				System

		Call 2011		FP7		303417		HYUNDER		Assessment of the potential, the actors and relevant business cases for large scale and seasonal storage of renewable electricity by hydrogen underground storage in Europe		Scope and background of project
In the 4th call of the European FCH JU (AIP 2011) a project has been called to map out the relevance of hydrogen underground storage. The focus being on seasonal energy storage at large scale, the potential, application profile, impact of and schedule to implement this concept may differ across Europe. In recent studies a clear profile for various large-scale storage concepts / technologies has been elaborated for Germany, and here specifically the northern regions, with involvement of the public sector and industry.
Utilizing this knowledge, also actors in other regions have started to assess the individual geographic hydrogen underground storage potential in their respective region such as in Spain and the UK and show interest to commercially deploy this concept.

Expected results

The idea behind the project is to establish a European initiative supporting the deployment of hydrogen energy storage in underground storage caverns at large scale, benchmark their storage potential in relation to the energy market and competing storage technologies, and to identify and assess application areas, stakeholders, safety, regulatory framework and public acceptance.
The general concept of the project foresees case studies for five representative European regions benchmarking against the results from ongoing German industry projects. Each of these case studies will consider the competitiveness of hydrogen storage against other large scale energy storage concepts, the geologic potential for hydrogen storage in the region, and how to embed the hydrogen energy storage in the energy market. The perspective of the cases studies is potential business cases for each region and the development of an Implementation Plan at European scale.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.5.1 - Assessment of benefits of H2 for energy storage and integration in energy markets		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		18-Jun-2012		17-Jul-2014		25		12		LYMPEROPOULOS		1,766,516		1,193,273		68		1,193,273.00		FUNDACION PARA EL DESARROLLO DE LAS NUEVAS TECNOLOGIAS DEL HIDROGENO EN ARAGON		lcorreas@hidrogenoaragon.org		Cross_cutting		Energy		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		Storage		H2 Storage		na		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		H2 storage - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Assessment of H2 storage of RE				Others		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325323		SAFARI		Sofc Apu For Auxiliary Road-truck Installations		SAFARI aims to design, optimise and build 5 100We SOFC stacks, and to integrate then into 2 truck cab power systems comprising both rapid heating planar SOFC from ALM and microtubular SOFC from ADE, together with a battery and appliances found in a modern truck manufactured by IVECO.  Additional components of the system are a gas processor to clean up the molecules from liquefied natural gas (LNG) plus other equipment for Balance of Plant (BoP) and heater/chiller.  All these components will be constituents of a fuel cell unit which will first be tested in the lab and , after further miniaturisation, in a truck platform.  SAFARI is primarily focussed on trucks at HAR who run a fleet of LNG trucks, but the project will also consiser other options including buses and delivery vehicles using LNG.  Trials will be undertaken in the UK especially  to comply with approvals for codes and standards, as well as assessing the economic fleet potential.  LNG was selected as the fuel because it is increasing in importance for trucks across the EU, with lower costs and much lower emissions than diesel trucks. Also, LNG is widely available throughout the EU with long-term supplies guaranteed for the next two centuries.  The SOFC was chosen because it can operate readily on LNG, while providing low emissions, low noise and good heat/chilling available. In addition it is modular with potential for extending truck applications.  The main benefit for the truck maufacturer is reduced emissions fom LNG boil-off.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.4.3 - Research and development on fuel supply concepts for micro fuel cell systems 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.4.4 - Demonstration of portable fuel cell systems for various applications		Alive/suspended		Suspended		Suspended		01-Jan-2014		31-Dec-2016		36		6		BOILLOT		2,425,215		1,522,157		63		1,522,157.00		ADELAN LTD		k.kendall@bham.ac.uk		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		SOFC		APU				N				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		APU		no		no		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		E05 : Demonstration of portable and micro FCs for various applications		APU for trucks		APU		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621219		HYFIVE		Hydrogen for innovative vehicles		HyFIVE is an ambitious European project including 15 partners who will deploy 110 fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) from the five global automotive companies who are leading in their commercialisation (BMW, Daimler, HONDA, Hyundai and Toyota).

Refuelling stations configured in viable networks will be developed in three distinct clusters by deploying 6 new stations linked with 12 existing stations supplied by Air Products, Copenhagen Hydrogen Network, Danish Hydrogen Fuel, ITM Power, Linde and OMV.

The project’s scale and pan-European breadth allow it to tackle all of the final technical and social issues which could prevent the commercial roll-out of hydrogen vehicle and refuelling infrastructure across Europe. Research tasks will ensure these issues are analysed and that the learning is available for the hydrogen community across Europe. Issues include:

•   Demonstrating that the vehicles meet and exceed the technical and environmental expectations for FCEVs
•   Establishing best practice on supporting FCEVs in the field, including new procedures for equipping maintenance facilities, training dealers, establishing a spare parts regime etc.
•   Using the stations in the project to understand progress on solutions to the outstanding technical issues facing HRS
•   Investigating the challenges of using electrolysers to generate renewable hydrogen
•   Understanding the impact of operating a network for filling stations operated by different suppliers, with different hydrogen supply modes
•   Understanding the buying characteristics of the earliest adopters, who will procure vehicles despite high costs and limited infrastructure
•   Providing evidence on the likely trajectory of the commercialisation of FCEVs in Europe

The project will disseminate the results of this demonstration to opinion formers and decision makers across Europe to improve public readiness for the technology and encourage supportive policies and investment decisions.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.1.1 - Large-scale demonstration of road vehicles and refuelling infrastructure VI		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2014		30-Sep-2017		42		17		NAVAS PEREZ		38,445,635		17,970,566		47		17,970,566.00		GREATER LONDON AUTHORITY		simona.dinu@london.gov.uk		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Car/HRS		NA		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Car		1 - Transport DEMO		1/cars		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T01 : Road vehicle large scale demonstration including refuelling infrastructure				Car		0										H2 production - Electrolyser		SOEC		System

		Call 2013-2		FP7		633174		3EMOTION		Environmentally Friendly, Efficient Electric Motion		The 3EMOTION project will provide policymakers and financing institutions with the necessary arguments to invest in Fuel Cell Buses (FCB) as a cost effective strategy to accelerate the reduction of harmful local emissions while offering attractive co-modality options for commuters. By leveraging the experiences of earlier FCB demonstrations in overcoming the last technical and economic barriers, as well as significantly increasing the number of bus operators involved with FCBs, the project will support the achievements anticipated in the upcoming FCH-JU Bus Commercialisation Study, 2014. More specifically, the project will:
•   Lower H2 consumption for FCB’s to less than 9kg/100km (a 30% improvement over the FCH JU targets)
•   Integrate latest drive train, fuel cells & battery technologies to lower the TCO and increase their actual lifetime
•   Ensure Availability >90% without the need of permanent technical support, a major advance compared to that achieved under current FCH-JU projects
•   Increase warranties (>15,000 hours) and improved delivery times of key components
•   Reduce bus investment costs to 850K€ for a 13m bus (a reduction of 35% over the current generation of vehicles)
A pan-European consortium of public & private actors will achieve these challenging targets and objectives by:
•   Operating 27 FCB in 5 leading EU cities: London, Rome, Flanders, Rotterdam, Cherbourg (6 already existing)
•   Developing 3 new Hydrogen Refuelling Station (HRS)
•   Conducting an evaluation assessment of the use of FCB & HRS (environment, economic, social) using the existing MAF
•   Identifying the transferability model for accelerating the commercialisation of FCB’s in the EU by comparing their latest performances with conventional/alternative technologies
•   Consolidating and extending the network of H2 Bus Centres of Excellence to the project sites, in collaboration with the H2 Bus Alliance Global H2 Bus Platform and UITP.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.1.1 - Large-scale demonstration of road vehicles and refuelling infrastructure VI		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2015		31-Dec-2019		60		14		GIRON		41,891,579		14,999,983		36		14,999,983.00		VAN HOOL N.V.		flip.bamelis@vanhool.be		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Bus/HRS		na		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Bus		no		no		no		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T09 : Components for hydrogen refuelling stations				Bus		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2011		FP7		303461		LIQUIDPOWER		Fuel cell systems and hydrogen supply for early markets		The LiquidPower project addresses the topic “SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.4.3 aiming on developing a new generation fuel cell systems for the early markets of back-up-power/telecom (BT) and material handling vehicles (MH) as well as a new innovative hydrogen supply method based on onsite methanol reforming. The LiquidPower project objectives are:

R&D of a fuel cell system for Back-up-power and Telecom applications (BT), reaching full commercial market targets by 2015.

R&D of a fuel cell system for material handling vehicles (MH), reaching full commercial market targets by 2015.

R&D of a methanol reformer for onsite Hydrogen supply, enabling supply of low cost hydrogen for the early markets of BT and MH. Focus on reduced system cost and improved efficiency and outlet pressure.

For each of the developed technologies, laboratory tests are to be conducted in order to validate reaching of the technical and market targets

Continued R&D efforts are to be planned and secured initiated as well as securing patents on the developed technologies.

The participating companies are to plan and secure initiation of following commercialisation & product maturation in order to ensure a commercial exploitation of the developed technologies.

Project results and experiences are to be disseminated throughout Europe to the hydrogen and fuel cell industry as well as the BT and MH industries, in order to identify further collaboration partners up- and downstream the value chain.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.4.3 - Research and development of 1-10kW fuel cell systems and hydrogen supply for early market applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Oct-2012		31-May-2016		44		4		TSIMIS		3,822,390		1,999,872		52		1,999,872.00		DANTHERM POWER A.S		kfj@dantherm.com		Transport		Energy		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		reformer/PEMFC		BPU/off-grid, MHV				Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Components and intergration		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		Research and development of 1-10kW fuel cell systems and hydrogen supply for early market applications		Back-up power, UPS		PEMFC		There is no data to extract in the PRD report												n.a.

		Call 2011		FP7		303422		MATHRYCE		Material testing and recommendations for hydrogen components under fatigue		The deployment of a large hydrogen infrastructure with societal acceptance relies on the development of appropriate codes and standards to ensure safety. While hydrogen infrastructures are gradually being built all over the world, there exist no international standard to properly ensure fitness for service of pressure vessels subject to hydrogen enhanced fatigue. For example, high pressure compressors and pressure buffers in FCV refuelling stations experience cyclic loading due to pressure variation. The MATRHYCE project aims to develop and provide an easy to implement vessel design and service life assessment methodology based on lab-scale tests under hydrogen gas. This methodology will be based on selection and further development of the most appropriate, reliable and easy to handle lab-scale test under hydrogen pressure to quantify the hydrogen induced fatigue of a material. The results shall be transferable, allowing to design a component and to assess its lifetime without full scale tests. At least three types of lab-scale tests will be carried out and carefully analysed to address the fatigue of pressure vessel steels without and under hydrogen pressure. The proposed rationale will be finally validated by means of fatigue tests under hydrogen pressure on full scale components. The obtained results and conclusions will allow prioritized recommendations to support ongoing or new RCS initiatives at the international level. Indeed, this project will provide data and methodology necessary to improve European and International standards on high-pressure components exposed to hydrogen-enhanced fatigue. The project aims to support and speed up the build of a safe and harmonised Hydrogen supply network in Europe.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.2.8 - Pre-normative research on design and testing requirements for metallic components exposed to H2 enhanced fatigue		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Oct-2012		30-Sep-2015		36		7		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		2,446,373		1,296,249		53		1,296,249.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		laurent.briottet@cea.fr		Energy		Cross_cutting		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		na		H2 Storage		Pre-normative		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		6 - Cross-cutting		6/prenormative research & safety issues		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		PNR & RCS		H2 safety		PNR		estimated  MTR data										Fuel_Cell		AFC		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303484		NOVEL		Novel materials and system designs for low cost, efficient and durable PEM electrolysers		Water electrolysis based on PEM technology has demonstrated its applicability to produce hydrogen and oxygen in a clean and safe way. Systems have been demonstrated in a wide range of niche applications with capacities from << 1 Nl/hrs to 30 Nm^3/hrs.

PEM electrolysers offer efficiency, safety and compactness benefits over alkaline electrolysers. However, these benefits have not been fully realised in distributed hydrogen generation principally due to high capital costs.

Principal reasons for high capital costs of present state of the art PEM electrolyser are:
-   use of expensive materials (noble metals, perfluorinated ion-exchange membranes),
-   high material usage (e.g. catalyst loading, thickness of bipolar plates),
-   limited durability of the main components (membrane, electrode, current collectors and bipolar plates),
-   complex stack design

This project will take advantage of the progress beyond the state of the art achieved by the partners involved in the NEXPEL project. In the initial phase of this project, durability studies of electrolyser stacks developed in NEXPEL will be performed. The stacks will be run at different operating conditions (low pressure, constant load, fluctuating load coupled with RES). Invaluable data and post mortem analyses can be extracted from this demonstration part of NEXPEL and fed into the further development of novel materials for and design of cost competitive, high efficiency, small scale PEM electrolysers for home/community use.

The functionality of the novel materials will be proved on the laboratory scale with a small electrolysis stack in the 1-kWel range. By minimising electrochemical losses in the stack, a system design will be developed which enables an overall efficiency > 70 % (LHV). The improved materials will also be made available to current developers of PEM electrolysers to allow them to quantify the benefits, and to provide early feedback that will drive ongoing performance improvements		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.2.7 - Innovative Materials and Components for PEM electrolysers		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2012		31-Aug-2016		48		9		DELPLANCKE		5,923,912		2,663,357		45		2,663,357.00		STIFTELSEN SINTEF		magnus.s.thomassen@sintef.no		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEME		Electrolysis		Stack		Y		Y		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electroliser - PEM		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Innovative Materials and Components for PEM electrolysers		Materials		PEM		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2014		H2020		671438		H2ME		Hydrogen Mobility Europe		Hydrogen Mobility Europe (H2ME) brings together Europe’s 4 most ambitious national initiatives on hydrogen mobility (Germany, Scandinavia, France and the UK). The project will expand their developing networks of HRS and the fleets of fuel cell vehicles (FCEVs) operating on Europe’s roads, to significantly expand the activities in each country and start the creation of a pan-European hydrogen fuelling station network. In creating a project of this scale, the FCH JU will create not only a physical but also a strategic link between the regions that are leading in the deployment of hydrogen. The project will also include ‘observer countries’ (Austria, Belgium and the Netherlands), who will use the learnings from this project to develop their own hydrogen mobility strategies. The project is the most ambitious coordinated hydrogen deployment project attempted in Europe. The scale of this deployment will allow the consortium to: • Trial a large fleet of FCEVs in diverse applications across Europe - 200 OEM FCEVs (Daimler and Hyundai) and 125 fuel cell range-extended vans (Symbio FCell collaborating with Renault) will be deployed • Deploy 29 state of the art refuelling stations, using technology from the full breadth of Europe’s hydrogen refuelling station providers. The scale will ensure that stations will be lower cost than in previous projects and the breadth will ensure that Europe’s hydrogen station developers advance together • Conduct a real world test of 4 national hydrogen mobility strategies and share learnings to support other countries’ strategy development • Analyse the customer attitude to the FCEV proposition, with a focus on attitudes to the fuelling station networks as they evolve in each country • Assess the performance of the refuelling stations and vehicles in order to provide data of a sufficient resolution to allow policy-makers, early adopters and the hydrogen mobility industry to validate the readiness of the technology for full commercial roll-out.		FCH-01.7-2014 - Large scale demonstration of refuelling infrastructure for road vehicles		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Jun-2015		31-May-2020		60				GIRON		62,617,739		32,000,000		51		32,000,000.00				ben.madden@element-energy.co.uk		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		IA		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Car/HRS		NA		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Car		no		1/cars		no		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		T01 : Road vehicle large scale demonstration including refuelling infrastructure																Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2015		H2020		700092		BIG HIT		Building Innovative Green Hydrogen systems in an Isolated Territory: a pilot for Europe		BIG HIT will create a replicable hydrogen territory in Orkney (Scotland) by implementing a fully integrated model of hydrogen production, storage, transportation and utilisation for heat, power and mobility. BIG HIT will absorb curtailed energy from two wind turbines and tidal turbines on the islands of Eday and Shapinsay, and use 1.5MW of PEM electrolysis to convert it into ~50 t pa of hydrogen. This will be used to heat two local schools, and transported by sea to Kirkwall in 5 hydrogen trailers, where it will be used to fuel a 75kW fuel cell (which will provide heat and power to the harbour buildings, a marina and 3 ferries when docked), and a refuelling station for a fleet of 10 fuel cell vehicles. The project employs a novel structure to manage the hydrogen trading, and dissemination that includes a follower territory and associations of over 1640 isolated territories.		FCH-03.2-2015: Hydrogen territories		No yet started		Ongoing		Ongoing		01-May-2016		30-Apr-2021		60				GIRON		7,246,102.50		5,000,000.00		68		5,000,000.00				jsimon@hidrogenoaragon.org				Over-arching				IA		IA		Demo		PEME, PEMFC		Overarching		na		N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700350		H2ME2		Hydrogen Mobility Europe 2		Hydrogen Mobility Europe 2 (H2ME 2) brings together action in 8 European countries to address the innovations required to make the hydrogen mobility sector truly ready for market.  The project will perform a large-scale market test of hydrogen refuelling infrastructure, passenger and commercial fuel cell electric vehicles operated in real-world customer applications and demonstrate the system benefits generated by using electrolytic hydrogen solutions in grid operations.
H2ME 2 will increase the participation of European manufacturers into the hydrogen sector, and demonstrate new vehicles across a range of platforms, with increased choice: new cars (Honda, and Daimler), new vans (range extended vehicles from Renault/Symbio and Renault/Nissan/Intelligent Energy) and a new medium sized urban delivery truck (Renault Trucks/Symbio). H2ME 2 develops an attractive proposition around range extended vehicles and supports a major roll-out of 1,000 of these vehicles to customers in France, Germany, Scandinavia and the UK.  1,230 new hydrogen fuelled vehicles will be deployed in total, trebling the existing fuel cell fleet in Europe.
H2ME 2 will establish the conditions under which electrolytic refuelling stations can play a beneficial role in the energy system, and demonstrate the acquisition of real revenues from provision of energy services for aggregated electrolyser-HRS systems at a MW scale in both the UK and France. This has the further implication of demonstrating viable opportunities for reducing the cost of hydrogen at the nozzle by providing valuable energy services without disrupting refuelling operations.
H2ME 2 will test 20 new HRS rigorously at high level of utilisation using the large vehicle deployment.  The loading of stations by the end of the project is expected to average 20% of their daily fuelling capacity, with some stations exceeding 50% or more.  This will test the HRS to a much greater extent than has been the case in previous projects.		FCH-03.1-2015: Large scale demonstration of Hydrogen Refuelling Stations and FCEV road vehicles - including buses and on site electrolysis		No yet started		In preparation		In preparation		01-May-2016		30-Jun-2022		74				NAVAS PEREZ		106,223,890.71		34,999,549.00		33		34,999,549.00				ben.madden@element-energy.co.uk				Over-arching				IA		IA		Demo		PEMFC		Car/HRS		NA		N				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2009		FP7		256798		PEMICAN		PEM with Innovative low cost Core for Automotive applicatioN		Up to now, much work has been performed on the catalyst but much on the active layers’ structure and on the two other major components (carbon and electrolyte) whereas they do have a major impact on the MEA’s performance and on Pt utilization.

Based on this analysis, PEMICAN proposes to reduce the Pt loading for automotive application down to 0.15 gram of Pt per kW, by a twofold approach:
1.to increase Pt utilization and power density by improving effective transport properties of ALs by tuning some properties of the electrolyte and by adding special carbon blacks in order to improve catalyst, electrolyte distribution and water management;
2.to reduce Pt loading by controlling its distribution: very thin layer on the anode side and gradients of Pt on the cathode side. These structured layers will be defined in order to optimise the utilization of the Pt.
The combination of these two approaches will allow reducing the total mass of Pt for a given power density.

Whereas the main objective of PEMICAN is to develop and manufacture MEAs with reduced quantity of Pt, it is supported by numerical modelling to help defining the best Pt distribution. Special structural and electrochemical characterizations will be done to improve the existing models and to analyse the performance of our MEAs as a function of manufacturing processes and properties of components. Performance and durability tests under automotive conditions will be performed and analysed.

PEMICAN will demonstrate gains in terms of Pt cost (g Pt/kW) obtained by improving the design and properties of the ALs. Its results will be useful also In the future when non pure Pt is available.

The Consortium is built-up on the expertises of 6 European organisations with complementary skills: 2 Research Institutes (CEA and INASMET), 1 University (IMPERIAL COLLEGE), 2 industrial suppliers (SOLEXIS, TIMCAL) and 1 automotive OEM (OPEL). Among these partners, 4 of them are active members of the FCH JTI.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2009.1.3 - Development and optimisation of PEM FC electrodes and GDLs		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Apr-2011		31-Mar-2014		36		8		NAVAS PEREZ		3,955,219		1,861,352		47		1,861,352.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		joel.pauchet@cea.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		MEAs		N				2 - Research activities for transport applications		MEAs		no		no		no		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T05 : New catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies (MEA)				PEMFC		Hydrogen fuel Quality requirements for transportation and
other energy applications										H2 production - Electrolyser		PEM		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303445		STACKTEST		Development of PEM fuel cell stack reference test procedures for industry		In this project proposal, industry wide harmonized test procedures for PEFC stacks shall be developed and validated. The proposal builds on experiences gained in the FCTESTNET, FCSTEQA series of projects taking up the methodology developed there and expanding it to the test of PEFC stacks. Furthermore, experiences of individual consortium members have long time experience in international standardization. Performance / functional, durability and safety outputs for vehicle propulsion, stationary and portable applications shall be addressed.
Generic test modules addressing the effects of outputs to the variation of a single test parameter shall be defined and experimentally validated on a stack level. From these building blocks, selected application oriented test programs shall be derived and validated as well. A two phase approach is pursued starting with an initial selection and definition phase followed by experimental validation. Subsequently, a review is carried out followed by a second validation phase.
The consortium mainly consists of experienced research organizations, all working in close contact with and providing testing services to industry. The test modules and test programs are expected to be methodologically sound and independent. Contact to industrial practice will be established by the implementation of an industrial advisory group consisting of selected key stakeholders along the value chain of the fuel cell industry. The consortium will liaise with international standardization activities and contribute to the improvement of existing standards by pre-normative research and – if deemed necessary – initiate new work item proposals on performance and endurance testing of PEFC stacks.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.5.4 - Development of EU-wide uniform performance test schemes for PEM fuel cell stacks		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2012		31-Aug-2015		36		11		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		5,637,780		2,909,898		52		2,909,898.00		ZENTRUM FUER SONNENENERGIE- UND WASSERSTOFF-FORSCHUNG, BADEN-WUERTEMBERG		ludwig.joerissen@zsw-bw.de		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Pre-normative				Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		6 - Cross-cutting		6/prenormative research & safety issues		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		Stack testing				PNR		I think it is more appropriate in the Proof of concept (PoC) group										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2010		FP7		278629		SUAV		Microtubular solid oxide fuel cell power system developement and integration into a mini-UAV		SUAV aims to design, optimise and build a 100-200W mSOFC stack, and to integrate it into a hybrid power system comprising the mSOFC stack and a battery. Additional components of the system are a fuel processor to generate reformate gas from propane and other electrical, mechanical and control balance of plant (BoP).

All these components will be constituents of an entire fuel cell power generator which will first be tested in the lab and, after further optimisation and miniaturisation, in a mini UAV platform. SUAV is primarily aiming at platforms like the CopterCity UAV platform from Survey Copter (France) but will consider other options (in particular fixed wing vehicles) too.

Propane was chosen as the fuel due to its superior energy density compared to hydrogen, whichever storage technique is used. The SOFC was chosen since it can convert reformate (i.e. CO/H2-mixtures) to electricity, as compared to other types of fuel cell that require very pure hydrogen, which significantly reduces fuel processing.

The design of the mSOFC power generator will be primarily driven by the weight and volume available in the mini-UAV. The project intends to optimise mission duration, while efficiency is of less concern. It will open opportunities for exploitation in other light-weight man-portable applications.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2010.4.5 - Research and development on new portable and micro Fuel Cell solutions		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Dec-2011		30-Nov-2015		48		10		GIRON		3,796,031		2,109,518		56		2,109,518.00		HyGear Fuel Cell Systems B.V.		ellart.de.wit@hygear.nl		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		UAV		Stack		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications				1 - Transport DEMO		no		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		E05 : Demonstration of portable and micro FCs for various applications		mini-UAV design		SOFC														n.a.		0

		Call 2011		FP7		303482		ARTEMIS		Automotive PEMFC range extender with high temperature improved MEAs and stacks		ARTEMIS is a collaborative project whose aim is to develop new high temperature PEMFC MEAs for operation up to at least 130 °C, and preferably 150 to 180 °C, and their validation in a stack for automotive application as a range extender.
There is increasing industrial interest in developing HT-PEMFC systems in conjunction with Diesel or methanol-reformer to continuously charge batteries onboard of automotive vehicles, thus extending the range to several hundred kilometers, using the existing infrastructure for hydrocarbon fuels. HT-PEMFC systems are being developed commercially for backup-systems in remote areas or developing countries where a long operation time is required when the grid fails. Hydrogen supply for those applications is, in the present infrastructure scenario, rather difficult and expensive, leading to the combination of reformers with HT-PEMFC as an attractive option.
High temperature fuel cells offer advantages for the overall system. HT-PEM fuel cells require less balance of plant components and thus have reduced ancillary loads, and they offer high tolerance to CO and other pollutants, meaning that either lower quality hydrogen can be used on an onboard reformer integrated to use readily available hydrocarbon fuels (gasoline  or diesel in the case of range extender to an ICE, or others, bioethanol for example in the case of a range extender to a battery).
The purpose of ARTEMIS is to develop and optimise alternative materials for a new generation of European MEAs which could be integrated into a 3 kWe high temperature PEMFC stack, while reducing cost and increasing durability. The MEAs will be based on new and alternative polybenzimidazole type membranes and improved catalytic layers providing low catalyst loading and high efficiency at high temperature as well as a high tolerance to pollutants. The MEAs should offer long and stable properties under various conditions of operation relevant to the range extender application.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.5 - Next generation European MEAs for transportation applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Oct-2012		31-Dec-2015		39		6		BOILLOT		2,822,692		1,747,884		62		1,747,884.00		CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE		Deborah.Jones@univ-montp2.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Transport		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		MEAs		2 - Transport RTD		no		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T05 : New catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies (MEA)				PEMFC		Mid-term report jul 2014 (month 18)-D1.5										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2011		FP7		298300		T-CELL		Innovative SOFC architecture based on triode operation		The development of Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs) operating on hydrocarbon fuels (natural gas, biofuel,LPG) is the key to their short to medium term broad commercialization. The development of direct HC SOFCs still meets lot of challenges and problems arising from the fact that the anode materials operate under severe conditions leading to low activity towards reforming and oxidation reactions, fast deactivation due to carbon formation and instability due to the presence of sulphur compounds. Although research on these issues is intensive, no major technological breakthroughs have been so far with respect to robust operation, sufficient lifetime and competitive cost.
T-CELL proposes a novel electrochemical approach aiming at tackling these problems by a comprehensive effort to define, explore, characterize, develop and realize a radically new triode approach to SOFC technology together with a novel, advanced architecture for cell and stack design. This advance will be accomplished by means of an integrated approach based both on materials development and on the deployment of an innovative cell design that permits the effective control of electrocatalytic activity under steam or dry reforming conditions. The novelty of the proposed work lies in the pioneering effort to apply Ni-modified materials electrodes of proven advanced tolerance, as anodic electrodes in SOFCs and in the exploitation of our novel triode SOFC concept which introduces a new controllable variable into fuel cell operation.
In order to provide a proof of concept of the stackability of triode cells, a triode SOFC stack consisting of at least 4 repeating units will be developed and its performance will be evaluated under methane and steam co-feed, in presence of a small concentration of sulphur compound.
Success of the overall ambitious objectives of the proposed project will result in major progress beyond the current state-of-the-art and will open entirely new perspectives in cell and stack designs.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.3.1 - Next generation stack and cell design		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2012		29-Feb-2016		42		8		TSIMIS		3,424,168		1,796,267		52		1,796,267.00		CENTRE FOR RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY HELLAS		dtsiplak@cperi.certh.gr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Next generation stack and cell design		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		4/Materials and subsystem design and prod		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		SOFC		Mid-term report aprox oct/nov 2014		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303454		TRISOFC		Durable solid oxide fuel cell tri-generation system for low carbon buildings		The project (TriSOFC) aims to develop and evaluate the performance of the first-of-its-kind LT-SOFC tri-generation system for low carbon buildings. The system is based on the integration of LT-SOFC stack and a novel liquid desiccant unit.

A 1.5kW low-cost durable LT-SOFC tri-generation prototype system will be designed optimised, constructed and tested. The tri-generation system incorporates additional components including a fuel processor, to generate reformate gas if natural-gas used as fuel, and equipment for the electrical, mechanical and control balance of plant (BoP). With high efficiency, low-cost and long–term duration in mind, all these components will be first tested in the laboratory for further optimisation and miniaturisation. The performance of the tri-generation system will be tested using the Creative Energy Homes (low/zero carbon homes) at the University of Nottingham, UK.

The tri-generation system will be used primarily in the low carbon homes/buildings. The system will be tested using natural-gas but it could be modified for use with other clean/renewable energy fuels (e.g. alcohol, biomass liquid fuel and biodiesel).

The system has the potential to reduce CO2 emission by 70% compared to a traditional energy production system comprising of separate condensate power plant, boiler and compressor-driven cooling units. The successful development of the proposed project will promote LT-SOFC applications for provision of power, heat and cooling. The commercialisation of the system will bring economic and environmental benefits to the EU.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.3.4 - Proof-of-concept fuel cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Aug-2012		31-Jul-2015		36		9		TSIMIS		2,727,219		1,481,391		54		1,481,391.00		THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM		saffa.riffat@nottingham.ac.uk		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		SOFC		micro-CCHP				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		System  proof of concept		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		no		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		SOFC		0						Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		299732		UNIFHY		unique gasifier for hydrogen production		Through development and scale up activities on materials and reactors for the integration of advanced biomass steam gasification and syngas purification processes, UNIfHY aims to obtain continuous pure hydrogen production from biomass, increase well-to-tank efficiency and contribute to a sustainable energy portfolio, exploiting results achieved in past R&D EU projects on hot gas catalytic conditioning. The project is based on the utilization of plant components of proven performance and reliability and well established processes (UNIQUE coupled gasification and gas conditioning technology, Water-Gas Shift, WGS, system and Pressure Swing Adsorption, PSA, system), thus targeting up to 20 years plant durability with availability>95%. The project benefits from the already existing laboratories and UNIQUE gasifiers in order to maximize results (technology development at process-, system- and industrial-scale) with minimum risk and budget requirement (laboratories, pilot and industrial gasifier already available). New materials for atmospheric pressure WGS are realized and utilized to develop reactors, integrated with a tailored PSA in a portable purification unit, connected downstream small-to-medium scale (up to 1 MWth) UNIQUE gasifiers in order to yield pure hydrogen. The result will be two UNIfHY prototype units for continuous production of hydrogen (up to 500 kg/day). Thanks to the high level of thermal integration and to the reuse of purge gas in the process, conversion efficiency in hydrogen higher than 70% is expected. Finally, the gas conditioning system cost becomes 30% as that of a standard free-standing conditioning system, due to remarkable plant integration: reforming of both tar and methane and particulates abatement is carried out directly in the freeboard of the biomass gasifier, providing investment cost savings greater than 50%, a simplified plant layout with reduction of space and components up to 50% and a hydrogen production cost not exceeding 4€/kg.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.2.3 - Biomass-to-hydrogen (BTH) thermal conversion process		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2012		31-Mar-2016		43		9		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,438,061		2,203,599		64		2,203,599.00		UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI GUGLIELMO MARCONI - TELEMATICA		e.bocci@unimarconi.it		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Biogas water shift		Other H2 production routes				Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Bio-based (wo reforming) - cm		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H04: Biomass-to-hydrogen (BTH) thermal conversion process		Biomass reforming		biomass to H2		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Innovative H2 production						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325343		ALKAMMONIA		Ammonia-fuelled alkaline fuel cells for remote power applications.		In project ALKAMMONIA a proof-of-concept system designed to provide power in remote applications will be developed and tested.

The project will integrate three innovative and proven technologies: a highly efficient and low-cost alkaline fuel cell system, a highly efficient and catalytically heated ammonia processing system and a novel solid state ammonia storage system. The integrated system will be rigorously tested, CE certification will be achieved, and the results will be shared with leading telecommunication end-users.

Project ALKAMMONIA will demonstrate significant cost savings compared to the most common current method of remote power generation, i.e. diesel generators as well as to the most common fuel-cell solution in the sector: PEM fuel cells. The ALKAMMONIA system will also completely avoid local emissions. A proof-of-concept system will be developed, built, tested and thoroughly assessed.

A Strategic Advisory Board (SAB) has been set up to play a pivotal role in this project (the SAB currently comprises Vodafone (UK) and Recova Energy (India) and the FAST-EHA will work on extending the SAB during the project) and has already advised the partners in defining the projects objectives. It will provide the consortium with first-hand information on end-user requirements and will enable the partners to respond to feedback from potential early adopters of the technology.

The consortium comprises a system integrator (UPS Systems plc), a fuel cell stack developer (AFC Energy plc, Coordinator), a component developer and supplier (Amminex A/S) and a specialist in fuel cell CE marking (ZBT GmbH), among others. The consortium brings together a vast amount of experience and expertise in the areas of fuel cell development and research, fuel processing as well as system integration. The partners believe that this consortium is ideally suited to achieve the ambitious targets set out in this proposal and maximise its impact beyond the duration of the project.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.5 - System level proof of concept for stationary power and CHP fuel cell systems at a representative scale		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2013		30-Apr-2017		48		7		ATANASIU		2,883,721		1,962,548		68		1,962,548.00		AFC ENERGY PLC		ctawney@afcenergy.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		AFC		off-grid (check size)				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Components and intergration		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		AFC		0		Fuel Cell		Fuel cell cost and component issues						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2011		FP7		303492		CATHCAT		Novel catalyst materials for the cathode side of MEAs suitable for transportation applications		Novel low temperature fuel cell (FC) cathode catalyst and support systems will be designed and synthesized. The focus will be on highly active catalyst materials for polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC) for transportation applications.
These materials will be fully characterized, benchmarked and validated with a multi-scale bottom up approach in order to significantly reduce the amount of precious metal catalyst loadings (< 0.15 g/kW) and to vastly improve fuel cell efficiency and durability. Thereby, materials compatible and stable under automotive fuel cell environment and conditions will be investigated in order to reach a FC lifetime of 5000h. These targets are highly relevant to the call topic requesting ambitious, highly novel concepts for next generation European membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) for transportation applications.
Numerical simulations will be used in order to identify which alloy compositions to strive for in the experimental work. These alloys will be synthesized both in the form of well defined model compounds as well as in the form of nanoparticles. Different modified support materials will be studied.  For the NPs, there will be two stages of preparation, the small scale preparation to create well defined NPs for preliminary assessment of their performance and stability, and, subsequently, up-scaling for MEA production. Supported NP catalysts and model catalysts will be tested using electrochemical methods and Surface Science approaches. After up-scaling MEAs based on improved cathode catalysts and improved supports will be assembled using advanced Nafion- based and high temperature membrane based electrolytes. These will be tested for performance and durability using procedures established in automotive industry and previous EU projects.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.5 - Next generation European MEAs for transportation applications 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.6 - Investigation of degradation phenomena		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2013		31-Dec-2015		36		9		BOILLOT		3,088,328		1,895,862		61		1,895,862.00		TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAET MUENCHEN		oliver_m.schneider@tum.de		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Transport		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		MEAs		2 - Transport RTD		2/MEAs		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T05 : New catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies (MEA)				PEMFC		PEM (LT and HT) and SOFC.Mid-term report jan 2015 (month 28)-D6.3												n.a.		0

		Call 2012		FP7		325383		BIOROBUR		Biogas robust processing with combined catalytic reformer and trap		In the BioROBUR project a robust and efficient fuel processor for the direct reforming of biogas will be developed and tested at a scale equivalent to 50 Nm3/h production of PEM-grade hydrogen to demonstrate the achievement of all the call mandates. The system energy efficiency of biogas conversion into hydrogen will be 65%, for a reference biogas composition of 60%vol CH4 and 40%vol CO2.
Key innovations of the BioROBUR approach are:
- The choice of an autothermal reforming route, based on easily-recoverable noble-metal catalysts supported on high-heat-conductivity cellular materials, which shows intrinsic advantages compared to steam reforming: catalysts less prone to coking, easier adaptability to biogas changing composition, more compact design, efficient handling of heat, lower materials costs, fast start-up/shut-down, easier process control, etc.
- The adoption of a multifunctional catalytic wall-flow trap based on transition metal catalysts, close coupled to the ATR reformer, which could entail effective filtration and conversion of soot particles eventually generated in the inlet part of the reformer during steady or transient operation, the decomposition of traces of incomplete reforming products (i.e. aldehydes, ethylene,…), the promotion of the WGS reaction to a significant extent so as to lower the size of the WGS unit, etc.
- The adoption of a coke growth control strategy based on periodic pulses of air/steam or on momentary depletion of the biogas feed so as to create adequate conditions in the ATR reactor for an on-stream regeneration of the catalysts, thereby prolonging the operating lifetime of the catalysts with no need of reactor shut-down.
Under the experienced coordination of Prof. Debora Fino, the project will integrate, in an industrially oriented exploitation perspective, the contribution of 9 partners (3 universities, 2 research centres, 3 SMEs and 1 large company from 7 different European Countries) with complementary expertise.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.2.3 - Biogas reforming		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2013		31-Aug-2016		40		9		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,843,868		2,486,180		65		2,486,180.00		POLITECNICO DI TORINO		debora.fino@polito.it		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Reforming (from biogas)		Other H2 production routes				Y		Y		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Reforming		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Biomass reforming		Biomass reforming		biomass reforming		mid-term rev, sept 2014? D7.2		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		H2 reformer						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303447		HYPER		Integrated hydrogen power packs for portable and other autonomous applications		The proposed HYPER System is a scaleable and flexible portable power platform technology representing significant advances in terms of fuel cell development, hydrogen storage and associated supply. R&D will generate both new scientific knowledge and new technologies for exploitation. Specifically the project will:
• Focus on developing a system based on application specific operational and performance targets, informed by early and ongoing end user intelligence;
• Embed cost improvement and design for manufacture within the development pathway to optimise material and assembly costs and meet key cost targets;
• Demonstrate complete application specific prototypes in the field with end users;
• Deliver a market ready system that is flexible in design, and cost effective, for rapid roll out across multiple applications.
The HYPER System can be readily customised to meet a range of application specific requirements including: power output, energy (or runtime), fuelling options, and cost (capex and opex). The system is based on a modular LT PEM fuel cell system with a common interface to use with alternative hydrogen supply modules. Two generic types of (interchangeable) hydrogen storage module will be developed: a bespoke gaseous hydrogen storage module; and a solid-state hydrogen storage module based on nanostructured hydrogen storage materials.
Two proof of concept HYPER Systems will be developed and demonstrated; 100 We portable power pack/field battery charger, and a 500 We (continuous) range extender for a UAV. This will validate the scalability and robustness of the system whilst addressing early market opportunities that are aligned with the direct commercial interests of the Consortium Partners.
The Consortium will provide a European supply chain, and early routes to market, for the subsequent commercial exploitation of the HYPER System.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.4.4 - Research, development and demonstration of new portable Fuel Cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		03-Sep-2012		02-Sep-2015		36		7		GIRON		3,923,910		2,221,798		57		2,221,798.00		Orion Innovations (UK) Ltd		juliet.kauffmann@orioninnovations.co.uk		Transport		Transport		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		PEMFC		Portable				Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		Portable		1 - Transport DEMO		no		yes		1 - Transport DEMO		Enrique		Research, development and demonstration of new portable Fuel Cell systems		Portable FC		PEMFC		Mid-term report aprox march 2015										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325262		CISTEM		Construction of Improved HT-PEM MEAs and Stacks for long term stable modular CHP units		The vision of the CISTEM project is to develop a new fuel cell (FC) based CHP technology, which is suitable for fitting into large scale peak shaving  systems in relation to wind mills, natural gas and SMART grid applications. The technology should be integrated with localized power/heat production in order to utilize the heat from the FC via district heating and should deliver an electrical output of up to 100kW. Additionally the CHP system should be fuel flexible by use of natural gas or use of hydrogen and oxygen which can be provided by electrolysis. This gives the additional opportunity to store electrical energy in case of net overproduction by production of hydrogen and oxygen for use in the CHP system and gives an additional performance boost for the fuel cell.
The main idea of the project is a combined development of fuel cell technology and CHP system design. This gives the opportunity to develop an ideal new fuel cell technology for the special requirements of a CHP system in relation to efficiency, costs and lifetime. On the other hand the CHP system development can take into account the special advantages and disadvantages of the new fuel cell technology to realize an optimal system design.
The purpose of the CISTEM project is to show a proof of concept of high temperature PEM (HT-PEM) MEA technology for large combined heat and power (CHP) systems. A CHP system of 100 kWel will be set up and demonstrated. These CHP system size is suitable for district heat and power supply. The system will be build up modularly, with FC units of each 5 kWel output. This strategy of numbering up will achieve an optimal adaption of the CHP system size to a very wide area of applications, e.g. different building sizes or demands for peak shaving application.
Within CISTEM at least two 5 kWel modules will be implemented as hardware; the remaining 18 modules will be implemented as emulated modules in a hardware in the loop (HIL) test bench. The advantages of the 5 kW modular units are: suitable for mass production at lower production costs, higher system efficiency due to optimized operation of each unit, maintenance “on the run”, stability and reliability of the whole system. With the help of the HIL approach different climate conditions representing the European-wide load profiles can be emulated in detail. Furthermore, interfaces to smart grid application will be prepared.
Increased electrical efficiency for the FC will be obtained by the utilization of oxygen from the electrolyser which is normally wasted, as well as by general improvement of the FCs. Besides, the overall energy efficiency will also be improved by utilization of the produced heat in the district heating system. The latter is facilitated by high working temperature of the HT-PEM FC (i.e. 140 - 180˚C).		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.1 - Cell and stack degradation mechanisms and methods to achieve cost reduction and lifetime enhancements 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.5 - System level proof of concept for stationary power and CHP fuel cell systems at a representative scale		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Jun-2013		30-Sep-2016		40		8		TSIMIS		6,097,180		3,989,723		65		3,989,723.00		EWE-Forschungszentrum für Energietechnologie e. V.		peter.wagner@next-energy.de		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		PEMFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Components and intergration		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		4/performance phenomena		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		PEMFC		0		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						H2 production - Electrolyser		PEM		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303466		IMMEDIATE		Innovative automotive MEA development – implementation of IPHE-GENIE achievements targeted at excellence		The prime focus of IMMEDIATE is to develop high performing MEAs aimed for automotive applications through material R&D & process optimisation. The technical targets aimed in IMMEDIATE are addressing the JTI targets for automotive MEAs with respect to performance & cost. The proposed project is a continuation of the recently terminated and very successful FP6 R&D-project: IPHE-GENIE. The IMMEDIATE project approach is based on utilisation and further improvement of the materials and processes. Thus, the approach and the technical IMMEDIATE targets are as follows:
-Development of a membrane with
-A proton conductivity of at least 0.1 S/cm at 120ºC & 25% RH
-Thermal stability up to 160ºC
-Low dimensional changes (<10%, wet/dry)
-Development of MEAs that show high performance [1 W/cm2 @ UCell=0.68V (hEl=55%)] at low Platinum loadings [ 0.15g Pt/kW] through:
-Catalyst development and design
-Ionomer and membrane optimisation
-Electrode design
-GDL optimisation
-Process optimisation
-Testing of the developed MEAs on single cell and on small stacks level at realistic automotive operating conditions i.e. T=120ºC, RH 25%, P=1.5bar, yet being able to start from -20°C
-Application of automotive AST protocols to make a 5,000 h’s lifetime probable
It is considered that especially the combination of these targets is both challenging and a significant step forward.
The project is scheduled for 3 years. The Consortium is well balanced, with the following 9 partners complementing one another to achieve the project target goals:
•A PEM MEA manufacturing company (IRD [SME]) - coordinator
•A leading manufacturer of ion exchange polymers and membranes (FuMa)
•A huge producer of specialised carbon and graphite (TC)
•A huge GDL manufacturing company (SGL)
•A leading supplier (OEM) of commercial transport solutions (Volvo)
-4 R&D centres/universities, with more than 15 years’ experience working within PEM catalyst, ionomer, membrane & MEA development (ICPF, CNRS, SJTU & JRC)		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.5 - Next generation European MEAs for transportation applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2013		31-Mar-2016		39		9		BOILLOT		3,685,553		2,087,390		57		2,087,390.00		IRD FUEL CELLS A/S (INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT A/S)		mod@ird.dk		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Transport		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		MEAs		2 - Transport RTD		no		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T05 : New catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies (MEA)				PEMFC		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2012		FP7		325368		DEMSTACK		Understanding the degradation mechanisms of a High Temperature PEMFCsStack and pptimization of the individual components		The activities of the DeMStack project will be on the stack optimization and construction based on the high temperature MEA technology of ADVENT S.A. and its long term stability testing in combination with a fuel processor. DeMStack aims to enhance the lifetime and reduce the cost of the overall HT PEMFC technology by integrating promising, already developed materials for electrodes and membranes in an existing stack design. By understanding the fundamentals of the failure mechanisms, we can improve components, and design and develop system approaches to mitigate the failures. The strategy aims at improvements based on degradation studies and materials development carried out in previous and ongoing projects (FCH JU DEMMEA 245156) so that they will lead to a reliable cost-effective product that fulfils all prerequisites for relevant field uses.
These improvements cope with degradation issues related to catalyst utilization, reformate feed contaminants, uniform diffusivity and distribution of reacting gases in the catalytic layer, pinhole development due to local high current density spots, H3PO4 acid depletion and distribution within the MEA, startup-stop and thermal cycles. The ultimate aim of DeMStack is to deliver HT PEMFC components for operation temperatures at 180oC and up to 200oC. Mainly optimized long lasting polymer electrolytes, stable Pt based electrocatalysts with minimal Pt loads and effective architectures of flow fields on bipolar plates will be explored.
DeMStack will design, manufacture and test under variable conditions a highly efficient, low-cost HT PEMFC 1 kW stack prototype constructed from the optimized components. A fuel processor will also be constructed, operating on natural gas or LPG, which will be combined and integrated with the fuel cell stack. The robustness of the stack, the simplicity of BoP, the operational stability and the user friendly operation of the integrated system into a commercially reliable product, will be demonstrated		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.1 - Cell and stack degradation mechanisms and methods to achieve cost reduction and lifetime enhancements 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.5 - System level proof of concept for stationary power and CHP fuel cell systems at a representative scale		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-May-2013		31-Oct-2016		42		7		TSIMIS		2,576,615		1,495,680		58		1,495,680.00		FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY HELLAS		riadal@iceht.forth.gr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		stationary - check size		Stack		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		4/performance phenomena		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		PEMFC		Mid-term report feb 2015 (month 20)-D1.2		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2012		FP7		325329		FIRECOMP		Modelling the thermo-mechanical behaviour of high pressure vessel in composite materials when exposed to fire conditions		Hydrogen is expected to be highly valuable energy carrier for the 21st century as it should participate in answering main societal and economical concerns. To exploit its benefits at large scale, further research and technological developments are required. In particular, the storage of hydrogen must be secured. Even if burst in service of pressure vessels in composite material is very unlikely, when exposed to a fire, they present safety challenges imposing to correctly size their means of protection.
The main objective of FireComp project is thus to better characterize the conditions that need to be achieved to avoid burst. To this aim, experimental work will be done in order to improve the understanding of heat transfer mechanisms and the loss of strength of composite high-pressure vessels in fire conditions. We will then model the thermo-mechanical behaviour of these vessels.
Different applications will be considered: automotive application, stationary application, transportable cylinders, bundles and tube trailers. A risk analysis will be conducted for each application leading to the definition of optimised safety strategies.
The main outputs of the project will be recommendations for Regulation Codes and Standards regarding the qualification of high-pressure composite storage and sizing of its protections.
The FireComp project brings together partners from diverse expertise: a GCH (Gaseous Compressed Hydrogen) technology integrator as a coordinator (AIR LIQUIDE), a pressure vessel supplier (HEXAGON), a leading actor in international Standards, Codes and Regulations development (HSL), experts in industrial risks (INERIS), experts in thermal radiation and mechanical behaviour of the composite (CNRS (Pprime & LEMTA), LMS Samtech), experts in thermal degradation and combustion of composites, numerical simulation (Edinburgh University and LMS Samtech) and an expert in European R&D collaborative project management (ALMA).		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.5.4 - Pre-normative research on fire safety of pressure vessels in composite materials		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Contract		01-Jun-2013		31-May-2016		36		8		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		3,543,498		1,877,552		53		1,877,552.00		L'AIR LIQUIDE S.A		lucas.BUSTAMANTE-VALENCIA@airliquide.com		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		na		H2 Safety		Pre-normative		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		6 - Cross-cutting		no		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		PNR on fire safety of pressure vessels in composite materials				PNR		Mid term aprox nov 2014										H2 production - Electrolyser		PEM		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325326		H2SENSE		Cost-effective and reliable hydrogen sensors for facilitating the safe use of hydrogen		This project is related to the effective deployment and availability of reliable hydrogen sensors, primarily but not exclusively for use in applications using hydrogen as an alternative fuel.
The objective is to support and unite stakeholders including sensor manufactures/developers, sensor end-users, certification bodies and independent sensor evaluators having the aim to avoid any hazardous events which could hinder the implementation of hydrogen as an alternative fuel by ensuring the availability and optimum use of low-cost and reliable hydrogen sensors. In doing so a European knowledge hub covering hydrogen sensing technologies, state of the art commercial products, near term applications and correct use of hydrogen sensors will be created.
An output from this virtual knowledge hub will be state-of-the-art guidelines on how to select and properly use the best hydrogen sensor for a particular application. In addition the consortium will identify barriers (including those of a market, technical, manufacture-related and regulatory nature) which may hinder the commercialisation and wide spread of hydrogen sensors. Suggestions to overcome these barriers will be formulated in addition to recommendations for integration into ongoing or new RCS activities to be implemented at national and global levels. With the knowledge of these barriers it is expected that sensor manufacturers will be better equipped to design, manufacture and commercialise improved sensors at a lower cost, which are tailored to suit end-user requirements.  As a result end-users will benefit from a broader range of effective products to choose from for specific applications.
A novel aspect of this project will be co-ordination and joint activities with a US consortium lead by the US Department of Energy (National Renewable Energy Laboratory and Los Alamos National Laboratory) whereby the output will be leveraged by the interaction and knowledge transfer between the European and US consortia.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.5.1 - Hydrogen safety sensors		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jun-2013		31-Aug-2014		15		6		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		785,290		380,348		48		380,348.00		BUNDESANSTALT FUER MATERIALFORSCHUNG UND -PRUEFUNG		thomas.huebert@bam.de		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Safety		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Safety		6 - Cross-cutting		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		Hydrogen safety sensors				SA		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325357		H2TRUST		Development of H2 Safety expert groups and due diligence tools for public awareness and trust in hydrogen technologies and applications.		Although many predictions for the hydrogen economy in the last decade have proven optimistic, the maturity of it is now increasingly evident by the substantial investments in R&D, demonstration and industrialisation made by public and private institutions in Europe. The USA and Japan are leading the hydrogen based energy infrastructure, becoming a mainstream solution for society’s need to transition to clean, renewable and widely available energy sources. To ensure that non-technical barriers to the deployment of Fuel Cell and Hydrogen (FCH) technologies are properly addressed, the H2TRUST project has been created by a team of highly experienced and qualified industry and academic experts with the following objectives:

-   Assess industry efforts to assure FCH technology is safe and that there is an adequate regulation, hazard awareness, incident readiness and ability to respond to public concerns.
-   Hazard and risk assessment in the FCH industry in each of the main application areas (H2 Production, Storage and Distribution, Mobility and Vehicles, Non-vehicles and residential power generation).
-   Systematically map safety issues and assess how they are addressed.
-   Compile information demonstrating safety due diligence and best practices.
-   Seek input from previous, on-going and upcoming Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU) demonstrations and pre-normative and training projects and from similar international activities.
-   Make recommendations for further safety efforts by FCH community.
-   Develop communications network to manage public reaction to incidents and give documented responses.
-   Disseminate the results so as to create a long lasting culture of safety practices in the industry and a legacy of tools and knowledge serving to reinforce best practices and assure public confidence.
H2TRUST is a response to the FCH JU call for proposals in their Annual Implementation Plan of 2012, page 101(Topic SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.5.5:  Assessment of safety issues related to fuel cells and hydrogen applications).		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.5.5 - Assessment of safety issues related to fuel cells and hydrogen applications		Closed		Finished and closed		Project closed		01-Jun-2013		28-Feb-2015		21		9		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		1,208,416		796,678		66		796,678.00		MATGAS 2000 A.I.E.		VEGAL@matgas.org		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Safety		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Safety		6 - Cross-cutting		no		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		Assessment of safety issues related to fuel cells and hydrogen applications				SA		Mid term aprox nov 2014										H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2011		FP7		303452		IMPACT		Improved lifetime of automotive application fuel cells with ultra low Pt-loading		The main objective of the planned project IMPACT is to increase the life-time of fuel cells with membrane-electrode assemblies containing ultra low Pt-loading (< 0.2 mg cm-2) for automotive applications. The economic requirements to reduce Pt loading leads to the challenge to maintain durability and performance, an aspect which has not been addressed sufficiently in public projects and studies. A durability of 5000 h under dynamic operation conditions with ultra low loading is envisioned for automotive applications. IMPACT aims at improving significantly durability in the automotive application at reduced PGM loadings by material development and MEA development. Development ist performed on the main  components of the cell, namely the membrane, the gas diffusion media and the electrodes. The basis for the durability is extensive testing at the industrial and research partner`s facilities under diverse and highly dynamic conditions and comprehensive and detailed analysis and evaluation of degradation processes and their importance for fuel cell performance loss. This analysis is utilized for the derivation of mitigation strategies by component modification and optimization of operation modes. The mitigation strategies are experimentally validated and consecutively lead to a demonstration of the improved durability in an predefined stack. IMPACT also aims at providing a cost analysis and an evaluation of the technical feasibility for large scale utilization of the project achievements. Recommendation and dissemination activities are planed within scientific workshops, publication of the results in scientific journals, and using project fact sheets.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.5 - Next generation European MEAs for transportation applications 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.6 - Investigation of degradation phenomena		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2012		31-Oct-2016		48		12		BOILLOT		9,144,498		3,902,403		43		3,902,403.00		DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FUER LUFT - UND RAUMFAHRT EV		andreas.friedrich@dlr.de		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Transport		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		MEAs		2 - Transport RTD		2/MEAs		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T07 : Investigation of degradation phenomena				PEMFC		0										Fuel_Cell		DMFC		System

		Call 2012		FP7		325364		HYAC		HyAC – high measurement accuracy of hydrogen refueling		The overall purpose and ambition of HyAC is to address the two main obstacles for accurate and legal metering for commercial hydrogen fuel dispensing:
- Validate and demonstrate that state-of-the-art hydrogen mass flow metering can meet expected legal requirements by conducting accuracy testing
- Analyse existing legislation & standards on gas fuel metering accuracy and provide detailed recommendations on how hydrogen can be included and handled

The outcome of the HyAC project will primarily be a report named: ““Recommendations for legal requirements & procedures & for verification & approval of hydrogen metering accuracy”.  Scope and purpose of the report will be to provide a thorough basis for later inclusion of hydrogen in the MID directive and OIML recommendation as well acting as a guideline for the handling of hydrogen by national authorities.

In short term EU member countries may use HyAC results for individual handling legal accuracy processes for hydrogen. This may help enable an early roll-out of a hydrogen refueling infrastructure in key EU member countries where market introduction of fuel cell electric vehicles are considered, e.g. Germany, UK, Netherlands and Scandinavia.

Also the HyAC project results can contribute to a potential inclusion of hydrogen in the European MID directive and OIML standard in medium to long term. This would provide a uniform approval process for hydrogen accuracy across Europe and help support a European wide roll-out of hydrogen refuelling infrastructure.

To both collect input for the HyAC activities and secure a strong dissemination platform, networking and dialogue will be secured to authorities in selected EU member countries, working groups of MID and OIML, major European hydrogen initiatives (CEP, SHHP and UK/DE H2Mobilities) as well as major ongoing FCH-JU funded transport demonstration projects.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.1.7 - Recommendations for the measurement of the quantity of hydrogen delivered and associated regulatory requirements		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Contract		01-Oct-2013		30-Sep-2014		12		5		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		737,920		497,129		67		497,129.00		H2 Logic A/S		ms@h2logic.com		Transport		Cross_cutting		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		HRS		Pre-normative		N				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		no		no		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		Measurement of the quantity of hydrogen delivered to a vehicle				PNR		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303446		IMPALA		Improve PEMFC with advanced water management and gas diffusion layers for automotive application		The purpose of the IMPALA project is to manufacture improved GDL to increase performance (up to 1 W/cm²) and durability of PEMFC for automotive applications. Two approaches will be followed: i) Homogeneous GDL will be modified to ensure a better water management on anode and on cathode side (formulation of the MPL, wettability, stability of the hydrophobic treatment, hydrophilic layers, and conductive additives). Most of these modifications should be transferable to industry. ii) More innovative non uniform GDL will be manufactured to adjust their local properties to the non uniform local operating conditions of a PEMFC (gradients of porosity and of wettability, patterns of hole). This is a higher risk approach as some modifications could be difficult to transfer to industry but the improvements should be higher and lead to breakthrough GDL.
This technological work will be supported by a deep water management analysis combining the most advanced two-phase models (Pore Network Modelling) and the most advanced experimental diagnostics (liquid visualisation by X-Ray, local instrumentation). This will allow having a much better understanding on water management and on the link between main properties of GDL (thickness, pore size and wettability distribution…) and their performance in PEMFC. This will ensure important scientific progress and provide recommendations for design.
The project is focused on standard automotive conditions but special attention will be paid to ensure the improvements will be valid for higher operating temperatures and different stack design for back-up applications.
The consortium gathers the necessary international complementary leading expertise to reach the project targets: INPT: two-phase modelling, PSI: X-Ray visualisation, JRC: modelling and tests, CEA: performance modelling, tests and modification of GDL, DLR: characterization, SGL: manufacturing performing GDL, and NEDSTACK: stack tests for automotive and back-up application.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.5 - Next generation European MEAs for transportation applications		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Dec-2012		30-Nov-2015		36		7		BOILLOT		5,081,587		2,640,535		52		2,640,535.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		joel.pauchet@cea.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Transport		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		MEAs		2 - Transport RTD		no		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T05 : New catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies (MEA)				PEMFC		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325361		HYDROSOL-PLANT		Thermochemical hydrogen production in a solar monolithic reactor: construction and operation of a 750 kWth plant		The HYDROSOL-PLANT project is expected to develop, verify and operate all of the tools required to scale up solar H2O splitting to the pilot (750 kWth) scale. The work will be based on the successful HYDROSOL series projects and mainly on the outcome of the current FCH-JU co-funded project, HYDROSOL-3D, dedicated to the provision of all main design specifications of such a pilot plant. HYDROSOL-PLANT comes thus as the natural continuation of such an effort for CO2-free hydrogen production in real scale.  The main objectives of HYDROSOL-PLANT are to:
•    Define all key components and aspects necessary for the erection and operation of a 750 kWth solar plant for H2O splitting (heliostat field, solar reactors, overall process monitoring and control, feedstock conditioning, etc.)
•    Develop tailored heliostat field technology (field layout, aiming strategies, monitoring and control software) that enables accurate temperature control of the solar reactors.
•    Scale-up the HYDROSOL reactor while advancing the state-of-the-art (redox materials, monolithic honeycomb fabrication and functionalization) for optimum hydrogen yield.
•    Design the overall chemical process, covering reactants and products conditioning, heat exchange/recovery, use of excess/waste heat, monitoring and control.
•    Construct a solar hydrogen production demonstration plant in the 750 kWth range to verify the developed technologies for solar H2O splitting.
•    Operate the plant and demonstrate hydrogen production and storage on site (at levels > 3 kg/week).
•    Perform a detailed techno-economic study for the commercial exploitation of the solar process.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.2.5 - Thermo-electrical-chemical processes with solar heat sources		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Jan-2014		31-Dec-2016		36		5		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,480,806		2,265,385		65		2,265,385.00		CENTRE FOR RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY HELLAS		agk@cperi.certh.gr		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		Concentrated solar		H2 production				Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Concentrated solar		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H06 : High temperature thermo-electrical-chemical processes for water decomposition		Solar H2 production		Thermochemical		0						Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		AFC		Demo

		Call 2012		FP7		325348		HYRESPONSE		European hydrogen emergency response training programme for first responders		The HyResponse project will establish the World’s first comprehensive training programme for first responders, i.e. a European Hydrogen Safety Training Platform (EHSTP), to facilitate safer deployment of FCH systems and infrastructure. The EHSTP will provide first responders with the unique hi-tech training facilities, the original training materials based on a curriculum to be developed by professionals in the field of fire and hydrogen safety science and engineering that form the consortium. The core training programme is threefold: educational training, including the state-of-the-art knowledge in hydrogen safety, operational training on mock-up real scale hydrogen and fuel cell installations, and innovative virtual reality training reproducing in detail an entire accident scenario, including influence of first responder’s intervention. First responders will acquire professional knowledge and skills to contribute to FCH permitting process as approving authority. Contemporary engineering tools to assess accident scene status and facilitate decision making will be developed. Three pilot training sessions will be organised during the project. The Emergency Response Guide, explaining details of intervention strategy and tactics, will be developed and included into the pilot training sessions to receive attendees’ feedback. The Advisory and Consultative Panel will be established to engage as much as possible European stakeholders and provide highest outreach of the project results. The Panel membership will be open to first responders, site operators, representatives and hydrogen industry and car manufacturers throughout Europe. A website will stay active for training of new comers after the end of the project. EHSTP will train first responders to deal with all safety aspects for a range of hydrogen applications, including passenger vehicles, buses, forklifts, refuelling stations, backup power, stationary fuel cells for combined production of heat and power, etc.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.5.3 - First responder educational and practical hydrogen safety training		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jun-2013		31-May-2016		36		7		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		2,640,284		1,858,453		70		1,858,453.00		ECOLE NATIONALE SUPERIEURE DES OFFICIERS DE SAPEURS-POMPIERS		marc.lopez@ensosp.fr		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Education		na		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Education		6 - Cross-cutting		6/education  & training		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		C09: Educational action for specific target groups				ET		results so far										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325277		HYTRANSFER		Pre-normative research for thermodynamic optimization of fast hydrogen transfer		Hydrogen transfer concerns filling and emptying processes. Filling generates heat which can lead to overheating of composite pressure vessels especially when filling transportable containers or fuelling vehicles. Emptying generates cooling. Excessive cooling may occur during delivery of hydrogen from a trailer. The HyTransfer project will address both issues.

As hydrogen vehicle refuelling is the leading application the project will thus focus on fast filling of composite tanks. To avoid overheating, the speed of transfer can be limited or the gas cooled prior to introduction. Both impacts performance and costs, temperature control is thus essential for optimization of gas transfer. Temperature limits of transfer can apply to material, that must not exceed design temperature (e.g. 85°C), or to gas that must not exceed a specified limit. HyTransfer aims to develop and experimentally validate a practical approach for optimizing means of temperature control during fast transfers of compressed hydrogen to meet the specified temperature limit (gas or material), taking into account the system’s thermal behaviour. Whereas existing approaches focus on gas temperature and specify gas pre-cooling temperature, this project will be based on the implementation of a simple model predicting gas and wall temperature to determine the amount of cooling required to avoid exceeding the limit temperature, and on the specification of cooling energy, rather than a fixed pre-cooling temperature. The relevant parameters obtained from a simple test for characterizing the thermal behaviour of a tank system will also be determined.

This project aims to create conditions for an uptake of the approach by international standards, for wide-scale implementation into refuelling protocols. The new approach will be thus evaluated and its benefits quantified with regards to performance, costs, and safety. Finally, recommendations for implementation in international standards will be proposed.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.2.6 - Pre-normative research on gaseous hydrogen transfer		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Jun-2013		31-Jul-2016		38		8		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,095,956		1,608,684		52		1,608,684.00		Ludwig-Boelkow-Systemtechnik GmbH		coordinator@hytransfer.eu		Energy		Cross_cutting		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Tanks		tanks		Pre-normative		Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Distribution/handling - cm		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		5/H2 storage, handling and distribution		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Alberto/Nikos		PNR on gaseous hydrogen transfer		H2 distribution		PNR on gaseous transfer		0												n.a.

		Call 2012		FP7		325358		IRMFC		Development of a portable internal reforming methanol High Temperature PEM fuel cell system		The complexity of the balance of plant of a fuel cell-fuel processor unit challenges the design/development/demonstration of compact and user friendly fuel cell power systems for portable applications. An Internal Reforming Methanol Fuel Cell (IRMFC) stack poses a highly potential technological challenge for High Temperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (HT-PEMFCs) in portable applications. It aims at opening new scientific and engineering prospects, which may allow easier market penetration of the fuel cells. The core of innovation of IRMFC is the incorporation of a methanol reforming catalyst in the anode compartment or in between the bipolar plates of a High Temperature Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cell (HT-PEMFC). In order to obtain an economically technologically viable solution, low-cost materials with certain functional specifications within 200-220oC (electrolytes, catalysts and bipolar plates) and production techniques, with easy maintenance and high durability will be employed. Taking advantage of the innovative outcomes of the ending FCH-JU IRAFC 245202 project, the functionality of MeOH-fuelled integrated 100 W system will be demonstrated. IRMFC partnership brings together specialists in catalysis (FORTH, UMCS, ZBT, IMM), HT polymer electrolytes (UPAT, ADVENT, FORTH), as well as the technological know-how to design, construct and test balance-of-plant components and HT-PEMFC stacks (IMM, ZBT, ENERFUEL, JRC-IET, ADVENT). Special role is adapted throughout the project for end-user/system integrators (ENERFUEL, ARPEDON) with respect to emerging portable applications. In particular Advent’s joint development with HT PEM dedicated and recognized industrial partners like Enerfuel (USA) gives the ability to adopt and integrate the advanced technological know-how of the two companies toward the manufacture of a product that will have all assets to penetrate fuel cell early market business.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.4.2 - Demonstration of portable generators, back-up power and Uninterruptible Power Systems 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.4.4 - Demonstration of portable fuel cell systems for various applications		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2013		31-Oct-2016		42		10		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		3,440,044		1,586,038		46		1,586,038.00		FOUNDATION FOR RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY HELLAS		geoavg@iceht.forth.gr		Energy		Cross_cutting		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Portable				Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Portable		6 - Cross-cutting		no		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		E05 : Demonstration of portable and micro FCs for various applications		Portable FC		PEMFC		Mid term aprox nov 2014. Nothing to extract		Fuel Cell		Fuel cell cost and component issues						H2 production - Electrolyser		PEM		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303418		PHAEDRUS		High pressure hydrogen all electrochemical decentralized refueling station		PHAEDRUS addresses the complete scope and objectives of Topic SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.8. A new concept and new technologies for a hydrogen retail refuelling system are developed.
The major objective is to develop and validate a new concept for 70 MPa hydrogen refuelling retail stations by showing the applicability of electrochemical hydrogen compression technology in combination with a PEM electrolyser, storage units and dispensing system. The use of electrochemical hydrogen compression technology is a step change in both the efficiency and cost of ownership of an integrated hydrogen refuelling system. The applicability will be demonstrated in a fuelling system producing 5 kg hydrogen per day, while a design is made for a fuelling system capable of producing 200 kg hydrogen per day. Safety aspects, efficiency and economic viability of the system’s components will be analysed and validated as well. The targeted HRS infrastructure will have a modular dispensing capacity in the range of 50-200 kg per day, and will be fit for early network roll-out from 2015 onwards to 2020.

Various consortium members are actively involved in working groups where relevant standards like SAE J2601, SAE J2799, CSA TIR 4.3, ISO TC 58/SC3 and ISO TC197 are being developed.
An Advisory Board will review the progress with respect to international developments and will act as an interconnection to efforts in other Member States, Asia and the United States.

The project is scheduled for 3 years and can be regarded as phase one of a two-step development. In the first phase technology will be developed, a complete Hydrogen Refuelling System design is made for 200 kg/day capacity, and validated on a 5 kg/day scale. Subsequently in phase two the technology will be demonstrated in a scalable 200 kg/day Hydrogen Refuelling System.

The consortium encompasses the complete value-chain for an innovative hydrogen refuelling station; from a hydrogen producer to the automotive industry.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.8 - Research & Development of 700 bar refuelling concepts & technologies		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2012		31-Oct-2015		36		10		BOILLOT		6,309,832		3,566,343		57		3,566,343.00		HYDROGEN EFFICIENCY TECHNOLOGIES (HYET) BV		Peter.Bouwman@hyet.nl		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		HRS		compression		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		HRS		2 - Transport RTD		2/bipolar plates, stacks and subsystems, HRS		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T09 : Components for hydrogen refuelling stations				Others		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325325		ONSITE		Operation of a novel SOFC-battery integrated hybrid for telecommunication energy systems		SOFCs are good energy sources to supply reliable power at steady state. Due to their slow internal electrochemical and thermodynamic characteristics, they cannot respond to electrical load transients as quickly as desired. During peak demand a battery can provide power in addition to the fuel cell, whereas the fuel cell can recharge the battery during low demand periods. The key advantage of this system architecture is that the fuel cell is operated without major load variations close to constant load resulting in longer lifetime and thus reducing total costs of operation.
The realization of a hybrid system, capable of connecting production and storage devices on the one hand, and of managing and controlling the energy and its exchange with the  power grid on the other hand, represents the synergy of some innovative technologies, but already commercially available. The overall objective of ONSITE is the construction and operation of a containerized system, based on SOFC/ZEBRA battery hybridisation, that generates more than 20 kW at high efficiency and economically competitive costs. High Temperature ZEBRA batteries (NaNiCl) are intrinsically maintenance free, show long life and are fully recyclable. The choice of this kind of technology aims at exchanging thermal energy between the two devices, in order to enhance the total efficiency of the final system, as well. The natural gas (optionally LPG) operated SOFC and the ZEBRA battery will be thermally integrated. Both will provide power for TLC energy stations. Basic research will be pursued on SOFC stacks to reach FCH JU targets in terms of efficiency, duration and costs. On top of these activities, detailed analyses of final proof-of-concept life cycle cost and total cost of ownership are foreseen. The thermal energy (waste heat) of the system can be applied for heating purposes as well as for cooling applying, e.g. an absorption cooling system. The system demonstration will take place at Ericsson as a real TLC site		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.4 - Component and sub-system cost and reliability improvement for critical path items in stationary power and CHP fuel cell systems 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.5 - System level proof of concept for stationary power and CHP fuel cell systems at a representative scale		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Jul-2013		31-Mar-2017		45		8		TSIMIS		5,525,441		3,012,038		55		3,012,038.00		CONSIGLIO NAZIONALE DELLE RICERCHE		ferraro@itae.cnr.it		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		SOFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Components and intergration		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		4/Materials and subsystem design and prod		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325356		POWER-UP		Demonstration of 500 kWe alkaline fuel cell system with heat capture		Alkaline fuel cells represent an efficient, sustainable and cost effective method for the generation of electrical power from hydrogen. AFC Energy (AFCEN) and Air Products (AIRP) are collaborating on a five year project to generate electrical power from a fuel cell system running on un-treated industrial waste hydrogen Air Products’ hydrogen plant in Stade (Lower Saxony, Germany).
The project will demonstrate, for the first time, the automated, scaled-up manufacture of a competitive 500 kWe alkaline fuel cell system from cost-effective and recyclable components over a period of up to 51 months. AFCEN’s modular system is designed to operate continuously within the confines of the end-user’s real-world operational schedules, and output at the Stade site will be gradually incremented over 2 stages. This installation will feature a new balance of plant design which includes heat capture and is containerised. Assessment of the social, economic and environmental impacts of the project will be made to provide a wider context. Results will be widely disseminated to increase awareness both within the field and outside.
The knowledge gained during the project will increase knowledge in the field beyond the state of the art and provide additional knowledge in recycling and manufacturing. Each partner brings considerable expertise and resource to the project through use of existing personnel and equipment.  This project not only represents an opportunity to exploit the fuel cell on an industrial scale but will also serve as a shop window for the entire fuel cell industry, not only for AFCEN. This will lead to wider economic benefits giving considerable economic value over and above the monetary cost. The consortium intends this project to demonstrate the fuel cell to be a critical technology to meet future energy needs in a sustainable and cost effective way.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.7 - Field demonstration of large scale stationary power and CHP fuel cell systems		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Apr-2013		30-Jun-2017		51		6		ATANASIU		13,654,856		6,137,565		45		6,137,565.00		AFC ENERGY PLC		ctawney@afcenergy.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		AFC		large CHP				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Market capacity build and field demonstration		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S07 : Validation of integrated systems readiness		Industrial CHP demonstration		AFC		Mid-term report dec 2014 (month 18)-D1.5						Industrial CHP				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2012		FP7		325278		PROSOFC		Production and reliability oriented SOFC cell and stack design		This project aims at improving the robustness, manufacturability, efficiency and cost of Fuel Cell’s state-of-the-art SOFC stacks so as to reach market entry requirements. We propose a focused project addressing the key issues that have manifested themselves in the course of the ongoing product development efforts at Topsoe Fuel Cell A/S (TOFC).  The key issues are the mechanical robustness of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), and the delicate interplay between cell properties, stack design, and operating conditions of the SOFC stack.

The novelty of the project lies in combining state of the art methodologies for cost-optimal reliability-based design (COPRD) with actual production optimization. To achieve the COPRD beyond state of the art multi-physical modelling concepts must be developed and validated for significantly improved understanding of the production and operation of SOFC stacks. The key to this understanding is validating experiments and models on multiple levels of the SOFC system and introduction of extensive test programs specified by the COPRD methodology.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.2 - Improved cell and stack design and manufacturability for application specific requirements		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2013		31-Oct-2017		54		8		TSIMIS		7,359,054		3,011,000		41		3,011,000.00		AVL LIST GMBH		martin.hauth@avl.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		stationary - check size		stationary - check size		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Next generation stack and cell design		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		4/performance phenomena		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		SOFC		Mid-term report aprox dec 2014		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303419		PUMA MIND		Physical bottom up multiscale modelling for automotive PEMFC innovative performance and durability optimization		Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFCs) are complex nonlinear systems. In order to improve their durability, efficiency and to decrease the cost, time of development, design of new diagnostic tools is crucial.
Powerful mathematical models of the dynamic behaviour of PEMFCs are necessary for the design and improvement of diagnostic tools. The project PUMA MIND will enhance the understanding of interaction, competitions and synergies among the mechanisms at multiple scales and lead to the development of robust dynamic macroscopic models for control-command purposes with predictive capabilities.
The novel mathematical models developed by PUMA MIND will be tested by an experimental work, in order to ensure the applicability on commercial attainable components and catalysts. The most suitable catalysts for the MEA manufacturing technology will be used for these experiments. The implementation of the developed models on the mentioned above catalysts might allow a significant impact, and might also contribute to the most promising solutions based on current EU industrial available components. Operation conditions and control strategies to enhance the durability of automotive PEMFC will be derived on the basis of the multiscale modeling approach proposed by PUMA MIND.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.3 - Improvement of PEMFC performance and durability through multi-scale modelling and numerical simulation		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		17-Dec-2012		16-Dec-2015		36		11		BOILLOT		4,092,630		2,294,106		56		2,294,106.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		pascal.schott@cea.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Modeling		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		Stack, Cell Modelling		2 - Transport RTD		no		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		Modelling and simulation				PEMFC		start date?										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2012		FP7		325275		SAPPHIRE		System automation of PEMFCs with prognostics and health management for improved reliability and economy		The SAPPHIRE project will develop an integrated prognostics and health management system (PHM) including a health-adaptive controller to extend the lifetime and increase the reliability of heat and power-producing systems based on low-temperature proton-exchange membrane fuel cells (LT-PEMFC).
The PHM system can actively track the current health and degradation state of the fuel-cell system, and through the health-adaptive control counteract the degradation of cells and balance of plant, and thereby boost the lifetime of the controlled system beyond the current lifetime expectancy. An important part of project is to develop novel prognostics approaches implemented in the PHM for estimation of the remaining useful life (RUL) of the PEMFC.
An efficient sensor configuration for control will be chosen using controllability analysis methods, also including indirect sensing/estimation techniques to replace expensive measurement principles. Based on sensor inputs and input from the control system, the PHM algorithms identify the probable failure modes trajectories and estimate the remaining useful life. The consortium’s competence ranges from first principles estimation, to signal processing, regression and data-driven techniques, such as neural
networks. This ensures an efficient choice of methods.
The project covers a full cycle of research activities, from requirement specification and laboratory experiments, through study of degradation phenomena and selection of prognostic methods, to synthesis of the control system and its testing on the target PEMFC system. A technical-economical analysis will be performed in order to assess the impact of the developed tool in terms of lifetime improvement.
The project is expected to produce hardware and software solutions and have a significant scientific output. The implemented solutions resulting from the project will be tested and validated by the research and industrial partners.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.3 - Robust, reliable and cost effective diagnostic and control systems design for stationary power and CHP fuel cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-May-2013		30-Apr-2016		36		6		TSIMIS		3,269,417		1,745,141		53		1,745,140.60		STIFTELSEN SINTEF		federico.zenith@sintef.no		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		CHP (check size)		diagnosis		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S04: Controls, modelling, diagnostics		Controls, modelling, diagnostics		PEMFC		0						Proof of concept,
components				H2 production - Electrolyser		AE		System

		Call 2012		FP7		325331		SCORED 2:0		Steel coatings for reducing degradation in SOFC		The economic viability and market place entry of SOFC power systems is directly dependent on their longevity and production costs. Adequate operational life spans can only be achieved, if the performance degradation of the SOFC stacks and Balance of Plant components over time can be considerably reduced. At the same time, manufacturing costs have to be lowered dramatically for the specifically necessary components securing the long component service life.
As of now, chromium deactivation of the cathode is considered one of the major contributions to the degradation of SOFC stacks. Since chromium steels, on the other hand, are an essential material in reducing stack costs, methods have to be found to make best use of their advantages whilst avoiding chromium transport to the cathode.
Balance of Plant components upstream of the cathode also contribute to the chromium immission, a fact that is often overseen and requires protective coatings also for any components situated in the air flow pathway to the cathode. Finally, the build-up of oxide scales will influence the electrical resistance and contact resistance thus requiring coatings for the stabilisation of the contacts on both cathode and anode side of the SOFC cell.
Within the project Real-SOFC first steps have been made towards developing suitable combinations of steels and coatings. It has become apparent that any steel will require a coating in order to sufficiently reduce chromium evaporation and oxide layer build-up, and also sustain a low surface resistivity. More recently, a variety of new coating techniques have been reported that require further evaluation under SOFC relevant operating conditions.
The project proposed here aims to further elaborate on the production of coated steel components showing markedly improved properties with regard to chromium release, electrical resistivity and scale growth. The focus of ScoReD 2:0 will be on choosing optimised combinations of protective layer materials with different steel qualities (including low-cost options) and analysing the influence, practicality and cost of different methods of coating. Also in understanding which factors influence the efficacy of such coatings.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.3.4 - Component and sub-system cost and reliability improvement for critical path items in stationary power and CHP fuel cell systems		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jul-2013		30-Jun-2016		36		7		TSIMIS		3,656,758		2,183,023		60		2,183,023.00		THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM		r.steinbergerwilckens@bham.ac.uk		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		stationary - check size		Components		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Components and intergration		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S05: Improvement of components and their interaction		Components		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell		Fuel cell cost and component issues						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2011		FP7		303449		STAMPEM		Stable and low cost manufactured bipolar plates for PEM fuel cells		One key component in the PEMFC which contributes significantly to cost, weight, volume of the stacks and still needs to be improved to ensure cell lifetime is the BiPolar Plate (BPP). Metal based bipolar plates are very attractive, but a protective coating is needed to avoid corrosion and keep the interfacial contact resistance low.

The STAMPEM-consortium has been established acknowledging that further development of BPPs require Europe’s best available resources, with respect to both human competence and infrastructure (laboratories). The objective in STAMPEM is to develop a new generation coating for low cost metallic bipolar plates for PEMFCs, with robust and durable properties for assembly and manufacturing, showing high performance after more than 10000 hours of operation.

The concept of STAMPEM is to combine world leading industrial actors capable of volume manufacturing with research institutions with the required generic competence capable of providing breakthrough solutions with respect to a new generation coating for low cost metallic BPPs. By involving an end user of the BPPs developed in the STAMPEM project, the results will be thoroughly verified under realistic operating conditions in a PEMFC stack.

The initial phase of the project will be used to establish a testing protocol for BPP materials. In order to screen materials basic corrosion experiments will be performed with contact resistance measurements before and after the testing. Promising materials will further be tested in fuel cells and even further in stacks. The BPP materials go through a real mass production cycle, and also the real production cost will be analyzed. Also the possible detrimental contamination of the membrane will carefully be investigated. The most promising materials will in the end be fully integrated into a system. and that also can be produced in series to provide the building blocks in other fuel cell vehicles.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2011.1.7 - Research & development on Bipolar Plates		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jul-2012		30-Jun-2015		36		6		BOILLOT		5,223,808		2,576,505		49		2,576,505.00		STIFTELSEN SINTEF		anders.odegard@sintef.no		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Components		N				2 - Research activities for transport applications		Bipolar plates		2 - Transport RTD		2/bipolar plates, stacks and subsystems, HRS		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T08 : New bipolar plates				PEMFC		There is no data to extract in the PRD report										Fuel_Cell		MCFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325320		SOL2HY2		Solar to hydrogen hybrid cycles		The FCH JU strategy has identified hydrogen production by water decomposition pathways powered by renewables such as solar energy to be a major component for sustainable and carbon-free hydrogen supply. Solar-powered thermo-chemical cycles are capable to directly transfer concentrated sunlight into chemical energy by a series of chemical and electrochemical reactions, and of these cycles, hybrid-sulphur (HyS) cycle was identified as the most promising one.
The challenges in HyS remain mostly in dealing with materials (electrolyser, concentrator, acid decomposer/cracker and plant components) and with the whole process flowsheet optimization, tailored to specific solar input and plant site location. With recent technology level at large-scale hydrogen production concepts hydrogen costs are unlikely to go below 3.0-3.5 €/kg. For smaller scale plant, the costs of hydrogen might be substantially higher.
The present proposal focuses on applied, bottle-necks solving, materials research and development and demonstration of the relevant-scale key components of the solar-powered, CO2-free hybrid water splitting cycles, complemented by their advanced modeling and process simulation including conditions and site-specific technical-economical assessment optimization, quantification and benchmarking. For the short-term integration of solar-power sources with new Outotec Open Cycle will be performed. Simplified structure, extra revenues from acid sales and highly efficient co-use of the existing plants may drop hydrogen costs by about 50-75% vs. traditional process designs.
Besides providing key materials and process solutions, for the first time the whole production chain and flowsheet will be connected with multi-objective design and optimization algorithms ultimately leading to hydrogen plants and technology “green concepts” commercialization.
The consortium consists of key materials suppliers and process development SME and industry, RTD performers and a university.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.2.5 - Thermo-electrical-chemical processes with solar heat sources		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Jun-2013		30-Nov-2016		42		7		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,701,300		1,991,115		54		1,991,115.00		ENGINSOFT SPA		c.baldasso@enginsoft.it		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Concentrated solar		Other H2 production routes		na		Y		Y		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Concentrated solar		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H06 : High temperature thermo-electrical-chemical processes for water decomposition		Solar H2 production		Thermochemical		Mid term 27/2/2015		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Innovative H2 production						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Demo

		Call 2012		FP7		325386		SUSANA		Support to safety analysis of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies		The support action addresses the topic SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.5.2 “CFD model evaluation protocol for safety analysis of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies”. SUSANA will critically review the state-of-the-art in physical and mathematical modelling of phenomena and scenarios relevant to hydrogen safety, i.e. releases and dispersion, ignitions and fires, deflagrations and detonations, etc.; compile a guide to best practices in use of CFD for safety analysis of FCH systems and infrastructure; update verification and validation procedures; generate database of verification problems; develop model validation database; perform benchmarking; and finally create the CFD model Evaluation Protocol built on these documents and project activities. A website will provide public access to all project outcomes. The protocol will facilitate use of CFD as a cost-effective contemporary tool for inherently safer design of FCH systems and facilities in Europe. It will be developed for all stakeholders directly involved in use of CFD and those who perform the evaluation of CFD safety analysis done by others, including but not limited to safety engineers and technology developers, regulators and public safety officials involved in permitting process, etc. The consortium is composed of key players in the field of modelling and numerical simulations relevant to hydrogen safety science and engineering from research institutions, academia and industry. The expert group is a powerful project instrument with open membership to maximise the outreach of the project outcomes and involve stakeholders in the protocol use at as early stages as possible. Experts will be invited to participate in online forum, benchmarking, attend events organised by the project. Dissemination activities will include workshops and seminars with invitation of CFD users and representatives of permitting authorities through different channels, including IA HySafe, IEA HIA Task 31, EHA, national and international projects, etc		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.5.2 - Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model evaluation protocol for safety analysis of hydrogen and fuel cell technologies		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2013		31-Aug-2016		36		7		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		2,119,670		1,159,124		55		1,159,124.00		Karlsruher Institut fuer Technologie		olaf.jedicke@kit.edu		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Safety		na		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Safety		6 - Cross-cutting		6/prenormative research & safety issues		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		CFD model evaluation protocol for safety analysis of HFC technologies				SA		0										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2012		FP7		325335		AUTO-STACK CORE		Automotive Fuel Cell Stack Cluster Initiative for Europe II		Several automotive OEMs have announced plans for the commercialization of fuel cell vehicles from 2014/15. Industrial partnerships such as H2-Mobility in Germany, the UK or Hydrogen Highway in Scandinavia are working to establish the required initial H2- infrastructure While this is a clear signal for the functional readiness of fuel cell technology in automotive application, durability, efficiency, power density and cost of the fuel cell stack need further advancements and in some cases substantial improvement in years to come.
Industrial fuel cell development in Europe lacks both, state-of-the-art stack products and competitive stack suppliers for automotive application. Only a few European component suppliers can deliver mature state-of-the-art stack components (MEA, bipolar plates) with the requested specifications.
“Auto-Stack Core” establishes a coalition with the objective to develop best-of-its-class automotive stack hardware with superior power density and performance while meeting commercial target cost. The project consortium combines the collective expertise of automotive OEMs, component suppliers, system integrators and research institutes and thus removes critical disconnects between stakeholders.
The technical concept is based on the Auto-Stack assessments which were carried out under the FCH JU Grant Agreement No. 245 142 and reflects the system requirements of major OEMs. It suggests a platform concept to substantially improve economies of scale and reduce critical investment cost for individual OEMs by sharing the same stack hardware for different vehicles and vehicle categories as well as selected other industrial applications thus addressing one of the most critical challenges of fuel cell commercialization.
Presence of key industrial players in the project and strict orientation towards industrial requirements shall facilitate commercial utilization of the project results. The project is of strategic importance for European competitiveness.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.1.2 - Next Generation European Automotive Stack		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2013		28-Feb-2017		46		14		NAVAS PEREZ		14,715,530		7,757,273		53		7,757,273.00		ZENTRUM FUER SONNENENERGIE- UND WASSERSTOFF-FORSCHUNG, BADEN-WUERTEMBERG		ludwig.joerissen@zsw-bw.de		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Stack		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		Stack, Cell Modelling		2 - Transport RTD		no		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		Next generation European automotive stack				PEMFC		Mid-term report jan 2015 (month 20).Nothing to extract										Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621256		DEMCOPEM-2MW		Demonstration of a combined heat and power 2 MWe PEM fuel cell generator and integration into an existing chlorine production plant		The project DEMCOPEM-2MW is to design, construct and demonstrate an economical combined heat and power PEM fuel cell power plant (2 MW electrical power and 1.5 MW heat) and integration into a chlor-alkali (CA) production plant. A chlor-alkali production plant produces chlorine and caustic soda (lye) and high purity hydrogen.  The hydrogen contains almost 45% of the energy that is consumed in the plant. In many cases this hydrogen is vented. The project will demonstrate the PEM Power Plant technology for converting the hydrogen into electricity, heat and water for use in the chlor-alkali production process, lowering its electricity consumption by 20%.
The partners have relevant experience in long life high efficient PEM power plant systems in hazardous environments like a chlor-alkali plant.
The PEM power plant will be fully integrated into the chlorine production unit and will also be remotely controlled. The water produced by the oxidation of hydrogen is also used. To reduce the (maintenance) cost of the integrated plant special emphasis is put on the longevity of the fuel cells (especially membranes, electrodes and catalyst) and to lower the manufacturing costs. The design is optimized for minimal energy loss. Extensive diagnostics and data acquisition are incorporated to monitor the performance.
The demonstration will take place in China as this is the ideal starting point for the market introduction. High electricity prices (up to 2 times higher than in Europe), 50% of the chlor-alkali world production and rationing of electricity all contribute to the business case.
A successful demonstration will pave the way for the roll out of the technology, staged cost efficiencies and further self-sustained market and technology developments.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.5 - Field demonstration of large scale stationary power and CHP fuel cell systems		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Jan-2015		31-Dec-2018		48		5		ATANASIU		10,524,200		5,466,525		52		5,466,525.00		Akzo Nobel Industrial Chemicals B.V.		nick.miesen@akzonobel.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		IA		Demo		PEMFC		large CHP				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Market capacity build and field demonstration		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		no		no		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S07 : Validation of integrated systems readiness		Industrial CHP demonstration		PEMFC		Mid term aprox nov 2014. Nothing to extract						Industrial CHP				Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621208		DIAMOND		Diagnosis-aided control for SOFC power systems		The DIAMOND project aims at improving the performance of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) for CHP applications by implementing innovative strategies for on-board diagnosis and control. Advanced monitoring models will be developed to integrate diagnosis and control functions with the objective of having meaningful information on the actual state-of-the-health of the entire system. A holistic view over stack and BoP components can guarantee an advanced management and a comprehensive solution to the problem of achieving improved performance, maintenance scheduling, higher reliability and thus increased lifetime of the system. The underlying idea is to improve the analytical capability of current diagnosis and control algorithms, which are nowadays developed for reference prototypes without accounting systematically for production non-homogeneity, drift, wear and degradation. The analytical work and the testing activity will exploit advanced methodologies successfully applied in other advanced industrial sectors.
Two SOFC systems will be considered, namely an integrated stack module (HoTbox©) and a middle-scale CHP with conventional layout. Extensive testing will be performed to validate the diagnosis and control strategies and evaluate their effectiveness in improving management actions aimed at optimizing operating conditions and increasing lifetime.
The outcomes of the project will guarantee an increase of the SOFC system lifetime and performance. The results of DIAMOND will consolidate several modeling approaches that are the first step towards the development of prognostics tools for SOFC lifetime estimation. At industrial level, the proposed methodologies can be scaled up as the production increases without affecting manufacturing organization and costs.
A well-balanced consortium brings together a group of research institutions and industries with different experience and capabilities to apply advanced monitoring, diagnosis and control concepts to SOFC.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.3 - Stationary Power and CHP Fuel Cell System Improvement Using Improved Balance of Plant Components/Sub-Systems and/or Advanced Control and Diagnostics Systems		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		8		TSIMIS		3,613,490		2,101,808		58		2,101,808.00		HyGear B.V.		ellart.de.wit@hygear.nl		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		mid-sized CHP		diagnosis		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S04: Controls, modelling, diagnostics		Controls, modelling, diagnostics		SOFC		Storage						Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		System

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621244		ELECTRA		ELECTRA		High temperature electrolysers (HTEs) produce H2 efficiently utilising electricity from renewable sources and steam from solar, geothermal, or nuclear plants. CO2 can be co-electrolysed to produce syngas and fuels. The traditional solid oxide electrolyser cell (SOEC) leaves wet H2 at the steam side. ELECTRA in contrast develops a proton ceramic electrolyser cell (PCEC) which pumps out and pressurises dry H2 directly. Delamination of electrodes due to O2 bubbles in SOECs is alleviated in PCECs. The proton conductor is based on state-of-the-art Y:BaZrO3 (BZY) using reactive sintering for dense large-grained films, low grain boundary resistance, and high stability and mechanical strength. A PCEC can favourably reduce CO2 to syngas in co-ionic mode. Existing HTEs utilise the high packing density of planar stacks, but the hot seal and vulnerability to single cell breakdown give high stack rejection rate and questionable durability and lifetime economy. ELECTRA uses instead tubular segmented cells, mounted in a novel module with cold seals that allows monitoring and replacement of individual tubes from the cold side. The tubes are developed along 3 design generations with increasing efforts and rewards towards electrochemical performance and sustainable mass scale production. Electrodes and electrolyte are applied using spraying/dipping and a novel solid state reactive sintering approach, facilitating sintering of BZY materials. ELECTRA emphasises development of H2O-O2 anode and its current collection. It will show a kW-size multi-tube module producing 250 L/h H2 and CO2 to syngas co-electrolysis with DME production. Partners excel in ceramic proton conductors, industry-scale ceramics, tubular electrochemical cells, and integration of these in renewable energy schemes including geothermal, wind and solar power. The project counts 7 partners (4 SMEs/industry), is coordinated by University of Oslo, and runs for 3 years.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.2.4 - New generation of high temperature electrolysers		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		03-Mar-2014		02-Mar-2017		36		7		DELPLANCKE		4,007,085		2,240,552		56		2,240,552.00		UNIVERSITETET I OSLO		truls.norby@kjemi.uio.no		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOE, HT		Electrolysis		Stack		Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - High temp.		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H05 : New generation of high temperature electrolyser		Materials		SOEC		Nothing to extract		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621207		ENDURANCE		Enhanced durability materials for advanced stacks of new solid oxide fuel cells		The project aims at  developing reliable predictive models to estimate long-term (i.e. > 20 kh) performance and probability of failure of SOFC stacks based on existing materials and design produced by the industrial partners. This will allow the realization of stacks with extended service intervals and reduced maintenance cost with respect to the present stack technology. The extension of service life will be supported by the introduction of Early Warning Output Signals triggered counterstrategies. The project is structured into three phases: consolidation of knowledge and refinement of models on a previously operated State of Art stack (1st Loop); enhancement of materials, design and predictive models via iterative loops (Improvement Iterative Loop); statistical validation of achieved improvements via standard and accelerated tests (Validation Process). The stack is a system of interfaces/interphases giving rise to complex phenomena that which have to be separated in single phenomena processes. The "single phenomena" are generated by the minimum of interfaces/interphases in a quasi-independent way and therefore suitable for a separate deep investigation via micro-samples studies. The improvements will be especially validated by: the application of accelerated test protocols; the evaluation of robustness of stacks and components toward load cycles and thermal cycles. The comparison with an operating not cycled stack will give the value of performance (voltage) loss for the rated stack life cycle that has to be <5% for 100 load cycles (idle to rated load) or 50 thermal cycles (room temperature to operating temperature). The outcomes will be statistically demonstrated by operating 6 stacks in standard conditions and a minimum of 3 micro-sample per interphase in standard, cycled and accelerated conditions with constant monitoring via modelling.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.1 - Improving understanding of cell & stack degradation mechanisms using advanced testing techniques, and developments to achieve cost reduction and lifetime enhancements for Stationary Fuel Cell power and CHP systems		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		12		TSIMIS		4,414,193		2,556,232		58		2,556,232.00		UNIVERSITA DEGLI STUDI DI GENOVA		paolo.piccardo@unige.it		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		SOFC		0		Fuel Cell		Material						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621181		FERRET		A flexible natural gas membrane reformer for m-CHP applications		The potential for fuel CHP units in Europe as a large market in the future is in general well recognised. Although the size of this market is large and is undisputed when the cost targets of m-CHP units is reached, it is often overlooked that it is a very segmented market. All micro-CHP units, as new heating appliances, will have to be certified against the Gas Appliance Directive (90/396/CE). The latest legislation in Europe and some specific countries, which is expected will be adopted by other countries will lead to a broader range of natural gas specifications per country with larger differences of natural gas qualities.
- And last and most important: the gas quality is allowed to change more rapidly in time.
In future, more oxygen will be present in natural gas. Now, in Europe actions are taken (regulatory actions) to allow even more fluctuations of the gas composition in time over a day. This means that not only the fuel processor should be efficient in reforming NG to hydrogen, but should be also very robust and flexible, reducing the possibility of hot spots and low selectivity when the oxygen content increases. Within FERRET, we will design the reactor, balance of plant and revise the controls to allow the sudden change of natural gas specification that can be expected in the field in the coming years.
According to the problems mentioned above, FERRET project will:
• Design a flexible reformer in terms of catalyst, membranes and control for different natural gas compositions.
• Use hydrogen membranes to separate pure hydrogen and help shifting all the possible H2 production reactions towards the products, thus reducing side reactions.
• Scale up the new H2 selective membranes and catalysts production
• Introduce ways to improve the recyclability of the membranes.
• Integrate the novel reforming in a CHP system
• Optimize of the BoP for the novel reforming CHP system
• Simulate and optimize of the reformer integration with the entire system.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.3 - Stationary Power and CHP Fuel Cell System Improvement Using Improved Balance of Plant Components/Sub-Systems and/or Advanced Control and Diagnostics Systems		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		6		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,202,767		1,730,663		54		1,730,663.00		TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITEIT EINDHOVEN		f.gallucci@tue.nl		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		?		micro-CHP		SMR unit		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S05: Improvement of components and their interaction		Components		PEMFC		0						Proof of concept,
components						n.a.

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621196		FLUIDCELL		Advanced m-CHP fuel cell system based on a novel bio-ethanol fluidized bed membrane reformer		FLUIDCELL aims the Proof of Concept of an advanced high performance, cost effective bio-ethanol m-CHP FC system for decentralized off-grid, by improving technology developments from previous EU projects. The improvements will be achieved by development of a) better system integration using a fluidized bed catalytic membrane reactor working at low temperature (<500°C) b)innovative materials;Pd pore filled (PdPF) membrane, low temperature autothermal ethanol steam reforming (AESR) catalysits and c) most advance FC technologies. Low temperature allows lower thermal duty, higher compactness, use of less expensive materials and long term stability.
The H2 is produced from bioethanol which is non-toxic, high energy density, easy handling fuel which can be obtained from cellulose or lignocellulose. Compared with standard AESR, the use of a membrane reactor allows operating at lower temperatures while also suppressing the methane formation via the in-situ recovery of H2. The fluidized bed system allows operating at a virtually uniform temperature which is beneficial in terms of both membrane stability and durability and for the reaction selectivity and yield; since the possible carbonaceous depositions are better exposed to contact with steam and, therefore, faster gasified; in addition, the feedstock is in contact with all the catalyst particles and the fluxes and temperatures are homogeneous, avoiding any polarization phenomena along the membrane.
The use of the H2-selective Pd membrane, as proposed in FluidCELL, can circumvent the constraint of high temperatures by shifting the equilibriums, allowing higher H2 yield at much lower temperatures. Besides, the possible detrimental erosion of the membrane produced by fluidized bed will be diminished by considering the use of PdPF membranes where Pd is located inside the nanopores of a ceramic support located below a ceramic protecting layer; this innovative membrane will be for the first time used in fluidized bed reactors.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.4 - Proof of concept and validation of whole fuel cell systems for stationary power and CHP applications at a representative scale 
SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.3 - Stationary Power and CHP Fuel Cell System Improvement Using Improved Balance of Plant Components/Sub-Systems and/or Advanced Control and Diagnostics Systems		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		9		LYMPEROPOULOS		4,193,549		2,492,341		59		2,492,341.00		FUNDACION TECNALIA RESEARCH & INNOVATION		jon.zuniga@tecnalia.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		PEMFC		off-grid micro-CHP		SMR unit		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		System  proof of concept		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		3/unique panel		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		PEMFC		0						Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621210		HELMETH		Integrated High-Temperature electrolysis and methanation for effective power to gas conversion		The objective of the HELMETH project is the proof of concept of a highly efficient Power-to-Gas (P2G) technology with methane as a chemical storage and by thermally integrating high temperature electrolysis (SOEC technology) with methanation. This thermal integration balancing the exothermal and endothermal processes is an innovation with a high potential for a most energy-efficient storage solution for renewable electricity, without any practical capacity and duration limitation, since it provides SNG (Substitute Natural Gas) as a product, which is fully compatible with the existing pipeline network and storage infrastructure.
The realisation of the P2G technology as proposed within HELMETH needs several development steps and HELMETH focuses on two main technical and socio-economic objectives, which have to be met in order to show the feasibility of the technology:
•   Elaboration of the conditions / scenarios for an economic feasibility of the P2G process towards methane as chemical storage, without significantly deteriorating the CO2-balance of the renewable electricity.
•   Demonstration of the technical feasibility of a conversion efficiency > 85 % from renewable electricity to methane, which is superior to the efficiency for the generation of hydrogen via conventional water electrolysis.
Within HELMETH the main focus lies in the development of a complete pressurized P2G module consisting of a pressurized steam electrolyser module, which is thermally integrated with an optimized carbon dioxide methanation module. The HELMETH project will prove and demonstrate that:
• the conversion of renewable electricity into a storable hydrocarbon by high-temperature electrolysis is a feasible option,
• high temperature electrolysis and methanation can be coupled and thermally integrated towards highest conversion efficiencies by utilizing the process heat of the exothermal methanation reaction in the high temperature electrolysis process.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.2.4 - New generation of high temperature electrolysers		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		7		DELPLANCKE		3,816,612		2,529,352		66		2,529,352.00		Karlsruher Institut fuer Technologie		dimosthenis.trimis@kit.edu		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOE, HT		Electrolysis				Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - High temp.		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H05 : New generation of high temperature electrolyser		Materials		SOEC		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621228		HYACINTH		Hydrogen acceptance in the transition phase		There is increasing realisation amongst policy makers and industry that public acceptance is a key issue to deploy and extend H2 technologies and infrastructures in Europe. The development of H2 technologies involve small-scale applications as well as large-scale infrastructures that are influenced by the acceptance of the public, stakeholders, communities and potential customers / users. Previous research on social acceptance investigated the general levels of public understanding of HFC technologies in specific countries, but there is limited systematic evidence on the acceptance of FCH technologies throughout Europe. The overall purpose of HYACINTH is to gain deeper understanding of social acceptance of H2 technologies across Europe and to develop a communication / management toolbox for ongoing or future activities introducing H2 into mobility, stationary and power supply systems.
Social acceptance of FCH technologies will be investigated via survey research with representative panels (7.000 European citizens) and semistructured interviews with 455 stakeholders in 10 countries. The design of the data gathering instruments will build upon methodological and conceptual developments in the research of new technologies social acceptance. The toolbox will provide the necessary information and understanding of the state of awareness and acceptance of HFC technologies by the public and by stakeholders. It will further provide the necessary tools to understand and manage expectations of future HFC projects and products in the transition phase, to identify regional challenges and to determine effective policy support measures
Results from the research on the social acceptance across Europe and the toolbox will support projects in setting up under through consideration of the acceptance processes influenced by their activities; i.e. identifying regions of supportive acceptance, barriers, challenges, communication strategies and other means to manage acceptance processes		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.5.3 - Social acceptance of FCH technologies throughout Europe		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2014		28-Feb-2017		30		11		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		999,383		661,584		66		661,584.00		CENTRO NACIONAL DE EXPERIMENTACIONDE TECNOLOGIAS DE HIDROGENO Y PILASDE COMBUSTIBLE CONSORCIO		daniel.esteban@cnh2.es		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Socio		na		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Socio		6 - Cross-cutting		6/socio-economic & benchmarking		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		Social acceptance of FCH technologies throughout Europe				Socio		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Demo

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621223		HYCORA		Hydrogen contaminant risk assessment		In HyCoRA project, a strategy for cost reduction for hydrogen fuel quality assurance QA is developed and executed.
For developing this strategy, hydrogen quality risk assessment is used to define the needs for hydrogen impurity gas analysis, system level PEMFC contaminant research as well as needs for purification needs in hydrogen production, especially produced by steam methane reforming (SMR).

The use of qualitative and quantitative risk assessment enables identification of critical needs for gas analysis development and guides the research work on those issues, which require most attention. The development of quantitative risk model enables implementation of data from other parallel activities in USA, Japan and Korea.

The measurement campaigns in hydrogen refuelling stations, as well as in SMR production units, provide quantitative data, which can be used for identification of canary species, when analysed with help of quantitative risk assessment.

Essential part of the HyCoRA project is hydrogen contaminant research in PEMFC system level. The research is performed in down-scaled automotive fuel cell systems, which can replicate all the features of full-scale automotive fuel cell systems, including the change of gases in the anode and cathode during the start-stop cycling. The contaminants and levels to be studied are, excluding obvious carbon monoxide, determined using risk assessment with help of automotive advisory board.

The main objective of HyCoRA project is to provide information to lower reduce cost of hydrogen fuel QA. However, it will also provide recommendations for revision of existing ISO 14687-2:2012 standard for hydrogen fuel in automotive applications.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.1.5 - Fuel Quality Assurance for Hydrogen Refuelling Stations		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		7		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		3,906,912		2,159,024		55		2,159,024.00		Teknologian tutkimuskeskus VTT Oy		jari.ihonen@vtt.fi		Transport		Cross_cutting		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		na		HRS		Pre-normative		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		6 - Cross-cutting		no		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		T17: PNR on fuel quality				PNR		0										H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2012		FP7		325268		CATAPULT		Novel catalyst structures employing Pt at Ultra Low and zero loadings for automotive MEAs		Project CATAPULT proposes to develop a radically new concept for automotive PEM fuel cell catalysts based on novel structures wherein platinum is deposited as an extremely thin layer ( <3 nm) on corrosion resistant supports of various morphologies, including particulate, nanofibrous and nanotubular, as well as "nano-hierarchical" combinations of these. In this approach, platinum is deposited using atomic layer deposition as thin, contiguous and conformal films that allow development of extended platinum or platinum alloy surfaces. Non-PGM catalysts will be developed via the tailored synthesis of metal-organic frameworks for their use either sacrificially to generate the C/N support for non-PGM species, or directly as a non-PGM catalyst. Hybrid ultra-low Pt/non-PGM catalysts and catalyst layers will also be investigated as a further novel approach. Increased fundamental understanding from supporting theoretical modelling will provide guidance to the strategies developed experimentally and to the down-selection of the new corrosion-resistant supports and their supported catalyst designs.  Down-selected catalysts will be integrated into novel electrode designs and into MEAs incorporating state of the art membranes best adapted for automotive power trains, and evaluated according to protocols reproducing the stresses encountered in a drive cycle. The candidate MEA best satisfying performance and stability targets will be scaled-up for further assessment at large MEA and short stack levels. Techno-economic assessment will consider the scale up processability, and the impact of MEA performance and durability on stack costs. The well-balanced partnership, comprising two large industries (including an automotive OEM), two SMEs, two research organisations and two universities, will ensure close cooperation between industrial and institute partners, know-how, experience, research leadership, complementarity and industrial relevance.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.1.5 - New catalyst structures and concepts for automotive PEMFCs		Alive		Finished (not closed)		Signed Amendment		01-Jun-2013		31-May-2016		36		10		BOILLOT		4,679,601		2,255,690		48		2,255,690.00		UNIVERSITE DE MONTPELLIER		Deborah.Jones@univ-montp2.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Transport		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		MEAs		2 - Transport RTD		2/MEAs		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T05 : New catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies (MEA)				PEMFC		SOFC, MCFC, PEM. MDT oct 2013 (month 18)-D1.4										H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621194		HYPACTOR		Pre-normative research on resistance to mechanical impact of composite overwrapped pressure vessels		Hydrogen is expected to be a highly valuable energy carrier for the 21st century as it should participate in answering main societal and economical concerns. However, in order to enable its extensive use as an energy vector, it is of primary importance to ensure its societal acceptance and thus its safety in use. To this aim, hydrogen storage and transportation must be secured. In particular today, the knowledge on composite overwrapped pressure vessels’ (COPV) behaviour when submitted to mechanical impacts is limited and existing standards are not well-appropriate to composite materials.
The main objective of HYPACTOR is thus to provide recommendations for Regulation Codes and Standards (RCS) regarding the qualification of new designs of COPV and the procedures for periodic inspection in service of COPV subjected to mechanical impacts.
To this aim, experimental work will be combined with feedback from experience in order to:
- Understand and characterize the relationship between the impact, the damage and the loss of performance of COPV at short term and after further pressure loads in service;
- Develop models to predict at least short term residual performance of the impacted COPV;
- Assess relevant (non-destructive) inspection procedures and define pass-fail criteria for COPV in service subjected to mechanical impacts.
Different applications will be considered: stationary application, transportable cylinders, bundles and tube trailers.
The HYPACTOR project brings together partners with complementary expertise: experts in testing processes for compressed gaseous hydrogen (CGH2) storage in full composite vessels (CEA, WRUT), a gas company operating CGH2 technologies (AIR LIQUIDE), a pressure vessel supplier (HEXAGON), experts in characterization, particularly non-destructive testing (ISA, WRUT) and experts in modelling (NTNU), leading actors in international RCS development (HEX, AL, ISA, CEA), and an expert in European R&D collaborative project management (ALMA).		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.5.6 - Pre-normative research on resistance to mechanical impact of pressure vessels in composite materials		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		7		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		4,049,293		2,143,665		53		2,143,665.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		fabien.nony@cea.fr		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		na		H2 Storage		Pre-normative		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		6 - Cross-cutting		no		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		Pre-normative research on resistance to mechanical impact of pressure vessels in composite materials				PNR		0										H2 storage		Other issues		System

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621237		INSIDE		In-situ Diagnostics in Water Electrolyzers		In this project an electrochemical in-situ diagnostic tools for locally resolved measurements of current densities, which has been originally developed for application in polymer electrolyte membrane based fuel cells, will be adapted and integrated into water electrolysers. The tool will be applied to three different electrolysis technologies in a parallel effort: proton exchange membrane electrolysers, alkaline electrolysers and anion exchange membrane electrolysers.
With this tool, which will include relevant sensors, the operating conditions will be monitored on-line. Test protocols for normal operation and accelerated ageing operation modes will be applied to the systems with the aim to identify critical operating conditions by means of the new integrated diagnostic tool.
Parallel to these in-situ diagnostics, ex-situ investigations of electrolyser components, such as electrodes and membranes, will support the approach. Fresh and aged samples will be studied, in steady interaction with the in-situ diagnostics, to identify the mechanisms leading to performance losses and failure of components.
These two approaches will be combined to find strategies and operation parameters to anticipate and to avoid hazardous operation modes. The possible use of electrolysers as decentralised storage systems for excess electric energy and thus providing a sustainable energy carrier in form of hydrogen will require a reliable operation under varying loads.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.2.2 - Diagnosis and monitoring of electrolyser performance		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Nov-2014		31-Oct-2017		36		5		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,656,756		2,176,625		60		2,176,624.80		DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FUER LUFT - UND RAUMFAHRT EV		andreas.friedrich@dlr.de		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		Diagnostics		Electrolysis		diagnosis		Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Diagnosis and monitoring of electrolyser performance		Diagnosis and monitoring		PEM		Mid term aprox jan 2015. Nothing to extract		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis								n.a.		0

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621222		KNOWHY		Improving the knowledge in hydrogen and fuel cell technology for technicians and workers		KnowHY aims to provide the FC&H2 sector with a training offer for technicians and workers featuring quality in contents, accessibility in format and language, practicality for the targeted audience, ease of scalability and update, and at competitive costs which make the training offer economically sustainable after project completion. Thanks to this project both OEMs as well as professionals can rely on third parties to provide a sound and effective first training, covering the understanding of the technology, safety and regulatory aspects and the practical theoretical as well as hands on contents.

The Consortium consists of partners from European countries covering 7 of the most usual languages, as English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch. Most of the partners combine a large experience in FC&H2 technologies and training or education, whereas FSV features an exceptional experience in developing e-learning training contents and courses.

The targeted audience technicians, workers and professionals in general with a practical knowledge in installation, maintenance and operation of hydrogen and fuel cell applications. Customized courses and modules will target individual applications as residential CHP, FCEV, HRS, distributed generation, or back-up systems, adapted from country to country and form sector to sector but preserving homogeneity.

KnowHy will take into consideration the findings of previous projects as HyProfessionals, TrainHy and H2-training.

The following actions are planned:
- Developing an online tool for accessing to the training contents via web.
- Developing specific courses adapted to the different applications addressed and translating them in the required languages. There will be different levels of knowledge.
- Carrying out practical seminars in existing facilities, such as demo projects, or labs adapted to the training.
- Dissemination among FCH-JU stakeholders, OEMS, education authorities, and the potential users.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.5.2 - Training on H2&FC technologies for Operation & Maintenance		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Sep-2014		31-Aug-2017		36		13		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		1,437,062		1,000,000		70		1,000,000.00		TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITEIT DELFT		P.V.Aravind@tudelft.nl		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Education		na		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Education		6 - Cross-cutting		6/education  & training		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		Training on H2&FC technologies for operation & maintenance				ET		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621195		MATISSE		Manufacturing improved stack with textured surface electrodes for stationary and CHP applications		MATISSE is a 36-month project targeting to the delivery of PEMFC advanced cells and stacks for stationary applications. The project methodology will include assessment of stack incremented with new materials and processes developed during the project. The project will address three stack designs for each of the stationary conditions of operation of the fuel cell i.e. H2/O2, H2/air and reformate H2/air. MATISSE intends to achieve some objectives in term of stack robustness, lifetime, performance and cost. For this purpose, advanced materials solutions will be performed and validated as proof of concept for the manufacturability of cell and stack. New textured X-Y gradient electrodes will be optimized and manufactured taking into account the localized current density of electrode inside the cell during operation. Some localized areas of catalyst loading will be defined following the risk of electrode flooding part or of membrane drying. The new MEA should lead to an increase of durability of stack and reduction of degradation phenomenon. The manufacturability of cells and stack will be demonstrated with the electrode manufacturing using a continuous screen printing process and by the automatization of the membrane electrodes assembly step. Moreover, an automatized robot will be used to proceed at stack assembly allowing reaching a better mechanical stability under pressure and a better alignment of components. This work will allow reducing the cost so as to meet the market target allowing a large deployment of stationary PEMFC system. The technical-economic cost assessment will be carried out during the project in order to confirm the progression of MATISSE stack technology toward the objectives. MATISSE consortium is based on 3 industrial partners recognized at the international level for their activities in stationary application. 2 RTO centres play part in the project to develop and assess new innovative solutions on LT-PEMFC MEA and stacks technology.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.2 - Improved cell and stack design and manufacturability for application-specific requirements for Stationary Fuel Cell power and CHP systems		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Oct-2014		30-Sep-2017		36		5		TSIMIS		3,192,820		1,684,717		53		1,684,717.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		sylvie.escribano@cea.fr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		CHP (check size)		Stack		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Next generation stack and cell design		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		PEMFC		Mid-term report aprox may 2015		Fuel Cell		Cell and stack design and production						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621233		MEGASTACK		Stack design for a Megawatt scale PEM electrolyser.		Water electrolysis based on PEM technology has demonstrated its applicability to produce hydrogen and oxygen in a clean and safe way on site and on demand. Systems have been demonstrated in a wide range of niche applications with capacities from << 1 Nl/h to 30 Nm^3/h. PEM electrolysers offer efficiency, safety and compactness benefits over alkaline electrolysers. However, these benefits have not been fully realised in distributed hydrogen generation principally due to high capital costs.
In order for PEM electrolysers to fit with the need for large scale on-site production of hydrogen for hydrogen refuelling stations (HRS), renewable energy storage, grid balancing and "power to gas" the capacity of PEM electrolysers should be increased to at least 3-4 MW.
The main goal of this project will be to develop a suitable stack design for PEM electrolysers in the MW range using large area cells and the necessary CCMs/MEAs, current collectors and seals for the large area cells.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.2.3 - Large capacity PEM electrolyser stack design		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Oct-2014		30-Sep-2017		36		4		DELPLANCKE		3,912,286		2,168,543		55		2,168,543.00		STIFTELSEN SINTEF		magnus.s.thomassen@sintef.no		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEME		Electrolysis		Stack		Y		Y		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electroliser - PEM		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H01 : Low-cost, low-temperature, high-efficiency electrolyser		Proof of concept (PoC)		PEM		start date?		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Stack

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621227		NELLHI		New all-European high-performance stack: design for mass production		This project combines European know-how in single cells, coatings, sealing, and stack design to produce a novel 1 kW SOFC stack of unprecedented performance, together with the proof of concept of a 10 kWe SOFC stack. Improvements over the state of the art in cost, performance, efficiency, and reliability will be proven, covering all top-level objectives mentioned in the topic. The stacks will be developed according to system integrators’ requirements guided by an industrial steering group. The target application of the development is stationary and residential combined heat and power production based on natural gas, and will form the basis for Elcogen Oy’s commercial SOFC stack technology. All manufacturing methods, stack designs, and materials are chosen so that they are suitable for mass production and enable 1000 €/kW profitable stack price, which is a significant improvement to current state of the art. These methods, designs, and materials have been demonstrated successfully in small-scale and require the scale-up to suit manufacturing of 10 kWe SOFC stacks. For example, high performance of Elcogen cells and short stacks were already demonstrated with 100x100 mm2 cell size, but in this project cells and stack will be further improved and scaled up to larger 120x120 mm2 size.
The project is based on the products of industrial partners and motivated by their interest to consolidate an optimized supply-chain and subsequently commercialize a high-performance product at very sharp prices. To this effect, the activity will pay great attention to designing the stack for mass production processes. One industrial partner is involved for each key function: Elcogen AS (cells), Elcogen Oy (stack assembly and production), Sandvik (interconnects and coatings), and Flexitallic Ltd (sealing). Selected research institutions complete the partnership to focus the development process towards a reliable product.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.2 - Improved cell and stack design and manufacturability for application-specific requirements for Stationary Fuel Cell power and CHP systems		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2014		30-Apr-2017		36		9		TSIMIS		2,858,447		1,633,895		57		1,633,895.00		AGENZIA NAZIONALE PER LE NUOVE TECNOLOGIE, L'ENERGIA E LO SVILUPPO ECONOMICO SOSTENIBILE		stephen.mcphail@enea.it		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		mid-sized CHP				Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		System  proof of concept		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		no		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		SOFC		0						Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621252		PECDEMO		Photoelectrochemical demonstrator device for solar hydrogen generation		To address the challenges of solar energy capture and storage in the form of a chemical fuel, we will develop a hybrid photoelectrochemical-photovoltaic (PEC-PV) tandem device for light-driven water splitting. This concept is based on a visible light-absorbing metal oxide photoelectrode, which is immersed in water and placed in front of a smaller-bandgap thin film PV cell. This tandem approach ensures optimal use of the solar spectrum, while the chemically stable metal oxide protects the underlying PV cell from photocorrosion. Recent breakthroughs have brought metal oxide photoelectrodes close to the efficiency levels required for practical applications. We will use our extensive combined expertise on nanostructuring, photon management, and interface engineering to design innovative ways to solve the remaining bottlenecks, and achieve a solar-to-H2 (STH) energy conversion efficiency of 10% for a small area device, with less than 10% performance decrease over 1000 h. In parallel, our academic and industrial partners will collaborate to develop large-area deposition technologies for scale-up to ≥50 cm2. This will be combined with the large-area PV technology already available within the consortium, and used in innovative cell designs that address critical scale-up issues, such as mass transport limitations and resistive losses. The finished design will be used to construct a water splitting module consisting of 4 identical devices that demonstrates the scalability of the technology. This prototype will be tested in the field, and show a STH efficiency of 8% with the same stability as the small area device. In parallel, our partners from industry and research institutions will work together on an extensive techno-economic and life-cycle analysis based on actual performance characteristics. This will give a reliable evaluation of the application potential of photoelectrochemical hydrogen production, and further strengthen Europe’s leading position in this growing field.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.2.5 - Validation of photoelectrochemical hydrogen production processes		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		7		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,394,010		1,830,644		54		1,830,644.00		HELMHOLTZ-ZENTRUM BERLIN FUR MATERIALIEN UND ENERGIE GMBH		roel.vandekrol@helmholtz-berlin.de		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		photo-electrochm.		Electrolysis				Y		Y		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Photo-electrochemical		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		Validation of photoelectrochemical hydrogen production processes		Solar H2 production		Photoelectrolysis		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Innovative H2 production								n.a.

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621218		PEMBEYOND		PEMFC system and low-grade bioethanol processor unit development for back-up and off-grid power applications		In this project a cost-competitive, energy-efficient and durable integrated PEMFC based power system operating on low-grade (crude) bioethanol will be developed for back-up and off-grid power generation. Back-up and off-grid power is one of the strongest early markets for fuel cell technology today. Wireless communication systems are rapidly expanding globally, and the need for reliable, cost-competitive and environmentally sustainable back-up and off-grid power is growing, especially in developing countries. Cost-competitive PEMFC power system compatible with crude bioethanol would allow direct use of easily transported and stored, locally produced sustainable and low-emission fuel also in developing countries, further adding value and increasing the number of potential applications and end-users for fuel cell and hydrogen technology. The PEMBeyond system will basically consist of the following functions integrated as a one complete system: a) Reforming of crude bioethanol, b) H2 purification, c) Power generation in PEMFC system. Optimized overall system design combined to use of improved system components and control strategies will lead to improvements in cost, efficiency and durability throughout the complete system. Latest automotive reformate compatible PEMFC stacks will be used, possessing high potential to reducing stack manufacturing costs. On top of this, the stacks as a part of a low-grade H2 compatible fuel cell system design will allow both FC system simplifications (e.g. no cathode humidifier needed) and complete system simplifications (e.g. higher CO ppm and lower H2% allowed) leading to decreased cost. Optimizing the target H2 quality used will be an important task with the regard to overall system cost, efficiency and durability. An extensive techno-economic analysis will be carried out throughout the project to ensure attractiveness of the concept. A roadmap to volume production will be one of the main deliverables of the project.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.4.4 - Development of 1-30kW fuel cell systems and hydrogen supply for early market applications		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2014		31-Oct-2017		42		6		LYMPEROPOULOS		4,586,325		2,315,539		50		2,315,539.00		Teknologian tutkimuskeskus VTT Oy		pauli.koski@vtt.fi		Energy		Energy		Early Markets		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		off-grid micro-CHP/back-up power				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		no		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		E02  : Demonstration of portable generators, back-up and UPS power systems		Back-up power, UPS		PEMFC		0						Proof of concept,
components				Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621216		SECOND ACT		Simulation, statistics and experiments coupled to develop optimized and durable µCHP systems using accelerated tests.		Simulation, Statistics and Experiments Coupled to develop Optimized aNd Durable µCHP systems using ACcelerated Tests.

Second act aims at improving understanding of stack degradation in order to propose solutions enabling significant lifetime improvements for µCHP systems using PEMFC or DMFC technology. Project will be thus founded and focused on two efforts: degradation understanding and durability improvement. These efforts will be oriented towards existing systems available in the project thanks to the involvement of three industry partners willing to enhance lifetime and hence competiveness for market deployment. Degradation investigations will be based on lifetime tests information from existing field tests on these systems for relevant description of failure modes and related performance degradation; from stack and cells specific degradation/durability tests including validated accelerated stress tests emphasizing specific degradation or failure modes in cells and stacks. Understanding will be ensured by using expertise of research groups in different techniques such as: advanced in-situ local measurements to identify heterogeneities and local performance degradation; ex-situ investigations of components to identify mechanisms; statistical analyses to identify  the impact of failure modes and to relate causes to performace losses; and modelling to simulate local performance and degradation in unit cell and stack.
Durability improvement will be assessed thanks to the following methodology: exploitation of all degradation investigations for the proposal of components modifications; selection of most relevant solutions related to most critical degradation issues for their evaluation and demonstration of durability improvements; application of validated accelerated tests with improved components in unit cells or stacks tpo demonstrate improvement; and final achievement will be reached with the demonstration of significant measurable improvement at system level.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.1 - Improving understanding of cell & stack degradation mechanisms using advanced testing techniques, and developments to achieve cost reduction and lifetime enhancements for Stationary Fuel Cell power and CHP systems		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-May-2014		30-Apr-2017		36		9		TSIMIS		4,643,707		2,523,254		54		2,523,254.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		sylvie.escribano@cea.fr		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC (& DMFC)		micro-CHP		Modeling		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Degradation and lifetime fundamentals		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		4/Materials and subsystem design and prod		yes		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs		Cell and Stack design		PEMFC		PEMFC or DMFC		Fuel Cell		Fuel cell cost and component issues						Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621245		SOCTESQA		Solid oxide cell and stack testing, safety and quality assurance		The main objective of the present project proposal is to develop uniform and industry wide test procedures for SOC cell/stack assembly. The proposal builds on experiences gained in the FCTESTNET, FCTESQA series of projects taking up the methodology developed there. This project proposal will address new application fields which are based on the operation of the SOFC cell/stack assembly in the fuel cell and in the electrolysis mode. The project partners have long-term experience in the development, testing and harmonization of solid oxide cells/stacks. The project will have a clear structure based on an initial definition phase, the development of generic test modules which will be validated by experimental validation phases. The review of the test procedures will result in modified test modules leading to a subsequent second validation loop. At the end of the project, the final test modules will be confirmed by round robin tests. Moreover, the project will address safety aspects, liaise with standardization organizations and establish contact with industrial practice. This collaborative project will essentially help to accelerate the development and the market penetration of hydrogen and fuel cell (H2&FC) energy systems in Europe.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.5.4 - Development of industry wide uniform performance test schemes for SOFC/SOEC cells & stacks		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-May-2014		30-Apr-2017		36		6		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		3,212,186		1,626,373		51		1,626,373.20		DEUTSCHES ZENTRUM FUER LUFT - UND RAUMFAHRT EV		michael.lang@dlr.de		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOFC		Pre-normative				Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		6 - Cross-cutting		no		yes		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		Stack testing				PNR		start date?												n.a.

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621173		SOPHIA		Solar integrated pressurized high temperature electrolysis		Hydrogen and other fuels are expected to play a key role as energy carrier for the transport sector and as energy buffer for the integration of large amounts of renewable energy into the grid. Therefore the development of carbon lean technologies producing hydrogen at reasonable price from renewable or low CO2 emitting sources like nuclear is of utmost importance. It is the case of water electrolysis, and among the various technologies, high temperature steam electrolysis (so-called HTE or SOE for Solid Oxide Electrolysis) presents a major interest, since less electricity is required to dissociate water at high temperature, the remaining part of the required dissociation energy being added as heat, available at a lower price level. In addition, technologies that offer the possibility not only to transform energy without CO2 emissions, but even to recycle CO2 produced elsewhere are rare. High temperature co-electrolysis offers such a possibility, by a joint electrolysis of CO2 and H2O, to produce syngas (H2+CO), which is the standard intermediate for the subsequent production of methane or other gaseous or liquid fuels after an additional processing step.
These aspects are covered by the SOPHIA project.
A 3 kWe-size pressurized HTE system, coupled to a concentrated solar energy source will be designed, fabricated and operated on-sun for proof of principle. Second, it will prove the concept of co-electrolysis at the stack level while operated also pressurized. The achievement of such targets needs key developments that are addressed into SOPHIA.
Further, SOPHIA identifies different “power to gas” scenarios of complete process chain (including power, heat and CO2 sources) for the technological concept development and its end-products valorisation. A techno-economic analysis will be carried out for different case studies identified for concepts industrialization and a Life Cycle Analysis with respect to environmental aspects according to Eco-indicator 99 will be performed.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.2.4 - New generation of high temperature electrolysers		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		9		DELPLANCKE		6,080,105		3,325,751		55		3,325,751.00		HyGear B.V.		ellart.de.wit@hygear.nl		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		SOE, HT		Electrolysis		Stack		Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - High temp.		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		no		yes		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos		H05 : New generation of high temperature electrolyser		Materials		SOEC		0		Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Electrolysis						Fuel_Cell		PEMFC		Demo

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621213		STAGE-SOFC		Innovative SOFC system layout for stationary power and CHP applications		The aim of the project is to develop a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) prototype of a new SOFC concept with a serial connection of one exothermal CPOx stage with one or a multiple of endothermic steam reforming stages. The system will combine the benefits of the simple and robust CPOx layout with the high efficiencies obtained by the steam reforming process. It requires two reforming stages that are both operated adiabatically so that the system can be kept simple and compact. Furthermore, a staged cathode air supply allows an individual control of stack temperatures and saving of costly heat exchanger area.

Based on a successful lab-type proof of feasibility, a PoC system will be developed that achieves an electrical efficiency of at least 45 % and a thermal efficiency of higher than 85 %. The system will be designed for small-scale CHP and off-grid applications in the power range of 5 to 50 kW. It will be operated with natural gas, but also options for operation with biogas and LPG will be investigated. A techno-economical study will validate business cases and derive requirements from the application side that have a large impact into the design of the system.

The projects targets at the development of a 5 kWel PoC prototype that will show the feasibility of the staged stack connection within a compact, production optimized, scalable and robust system concept. The prototype will be operated according to the load profiles that are derived from the application. Critical components like adiabatic pre-reformer, power electronics and the design of a compact hotbox are addressed within the project. The Proof-of-Concept prototype should reach a maturity that allows a fast evolution to a field test system.

The PoC design is based on a preliminary exploitation plan that takes into account a poten-tial market size and a viable route-to-market. Detailed techno-economic investigations will be performed in order to assess the best business cases for the proposed product.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.3.4 - Proof of concept and validation of whole fuel cell systems for stationary power and CHP applications at a representative scale		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		6		TSIMIS		3,970,268		2,165,725		55		2,165,724.60		Teknologian tutkimuskeskus VTT Oy		matti.reinikainen@vtt.fi		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		Collaborative Project		RIA		PoC		SOFC		mid-sized CHP				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		System  proof of concept		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		no		yes		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S06 : System  proof of concept		Proof of concept (PoC)		SOFC		0						Proof of concept,
components						n.a.		0

		Call 2012		FP7		325330		COPERNIC		Cost & performances improvement for CGH2 composite tanks		A certain level of maturity of on-board compressed gaseous storage systems have been demonstrated through large Fuel Cell Electric Vehicle (FCEV) deployment projects like Clean Energy Partnership (100+ FCEVs). In addition, major car companies have confirmed their intent to start production by 2015. Nevertheless, major issues still remain to be addressed:
- VOLUME: Actual CGH2 tank production is far from being capable of feeding the volume requested by the automotive industry.
Therefore, current manufacturing equipment and production strategies are not designed for addressing such a market.
- COSTS: Latest techno-economic analysis (DoE 05/2011) are still forecasting that industrial costs for 700bar CGH2 tanks may remain 4 to 5 times higher than expected targets.
This is particularly critical with respect to a massive deployment of FCEV.
COPERNIC will address the two major targets: performance improvements and cost reduction of 70MPa TypeIV composite vessels for automotive application in order to achieve targets and lead to rapid industrial exploitation owing to the strong contribution of 4 SME and industrial partners in the consortium. It will provide real scale demonstration on a pilot manufacturing line quantitative and technical and economic assessment of strategies including evolution of materials, components, processes and designs.
Therefore, in full consistency with the call Topic, the COPERNIC project will contribute to:
- Increase the maturity and competitiveness of CGH2 manufacturing processes evolving from classical automotive manufacturing technologies or concepts.
- Decrease costs while improving composite quality, manufacturing productivity and using optimized composite design, materials and components.
The scope of work has been defined taking into account past project outcomes (STORHY) and on-going project objectives (HYCOMP). COPERNIC will ensure that the deployment of FCEV is not inhibited by prohibitive high-pressure tanks cost or availability.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.1.3 - Compressed hydrogen on board storage (CGH2)		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Jun-2013		30-Nov-2016		42		8		BOILLOT		3,514,791		1,984,800		56		2,005,396.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		fabien.nony@cea.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Storage (tank design)				Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		Storage (tank design)		2 - Transport RTD		2/bipolar plates, stacks and subsystems, HRS		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T03: Storage compressed gaseous H2				Other issues		Mid term aprox nov 2014										n.a.		n.a.		0

		Call 2013-2		FP7		633107		CERTIFHY		Developing a European Framework for the generation of guarantees of origin for green hydrogen		The development of hydrogen as an energy carrier will be dependent upon the capacity of the market to offer low-carbon or carbon-free hydrogen to end-users and consumers. However, the production of green hydrogen and its consumption will most likely be unbundled in order to optimize its transportation and distribution, while enabling cost adequate pricing for green hydrogen. This implies that a robust system of Guarantee of Origin for green hydrogen will be needed, in order for final customers to buy low-carbon hydrogen in full transparency. The objectives of the CertifHy project are to assess the necessary market and regulatory conditions, develop the complete design and initiate a unique European framework for green hydrogen guarantees of origin. The project will be carried out in consultation with a broad range of relevant stakeholders from all over Europe, including hydrogen producers, traders and customers. Ultimately the CertifHy guarantee of origin scheme will facilitate the penetration of green hydrogen throughout Europe.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.5.5 - Development of a European framework for the generation of guarantees of origin for green H2		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Nov-2014		31-Oct-2016		24		4		GARCIA HOMBRADOS		551,609		432,523		78		432,522.53		HINICIO SA		certifhy@hinicio.com		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Socio		na		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Socio		no		6/socio-economic & benchmarking		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto		Development of a European framework for the generation of guarantees of origin for green H2				0		start date?not classify yet										H2 production - Other routes		Tech neutral		System

		Call 2014		H2020		671396		AutoRE		AUTomotive deRivative Energy system		The overall aim is to create the foundations for commercializing an automotive derivative fuel cell system in the 50 to 100 kW range, for combined heat and power (CHP) applications in commercial and industrial buildings. More specifically, the project has the following objectives:• develop system components allowing reduced costs, increased durability and efficiency • build and validate a first 50 kW PEM prototype CHP system • create the required value chain from automotive manufacturers to stationary energy end-usersMass-market production of fuel cells will be a strong factor in reducing first costs. In this respect, joining the forces of two non-competing sectors (automotive and stationary) will bring benefits to both, to increase production volume and ultimately reduce costs to make fuel cells competitive. As a consequence, the project partners have identified a PEM fuel cell based CHP concept to address the stationary power market, primarily for commercial and industrial buildings requiring an installed capacity from about 50 kWe to some hundreds of kWe. The main components of the system have been validated to at least laboratory scale (TRL>4). As a part of the present AutoRE proposal, the overall system will be demonstrated and further validated to increase the technology readiness level to TRL5. In addition, innovative solutions will be demonstrated to continuously improve performance and reduce costs and complexity. The project consortium reflects the full value chain of the fuel cell CHP system which will enhance significantly the route to market for the system/technology. The proposal relates to FCH-02.5-2014: Innovative fuel cell systems at intermediate power range for distributed combined heat and power generation, and it addresses the main specific challenges and scope laid down in the FCH JU AWP2014 to “develop, manufacturing and validation of a new generation of fuel cell systems with properties that significantly improve competitiveness".		FCH-02.5-2014 - Innovative fuel cell systems at intermediate power range for distributed combined heat and power generation		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Aug-2015		31-Jul-2018		36		7		ATANASIU		4,464,448		3,496,947		78		3,496,947.00				greg.kelsall@power.alstom.com		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		RIA		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		mid-sized & large CHP		Components		Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Components and intergration		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs																Fuel_Cell

		Call 2014		H2020		671459		BIONICO		BIOgas membrane reformer for deceNtralIzed hydrogen produCtiOn		BIONICO will develop, build and demonstrate at a real biogas plant (TRL6) a novel reactor concept integrating H2 production and separation in a single vessel. The hydrogen production capacity will be of 100 kg/day.By using the novel intensified reactor, direct conversion of biogas to pure hydrogen is achieved in a single step, which results in an increase of the overall efficiency and strong decrease of volumes and auxiliary heat management units. The BIONICO process will demonstrate to achieve an overall efficiency up to 72% thanks to the process intensification. In particular, by integrating the separation of hydrogen in situ during the reforming reaction, the methane in the biogas will be converted to hydrogen at a much lower temperature compared with a conventional system, due to the shifting effect on the equilibrium conversion.The fluidization of the catalyst makes also possible to (i) overcome problems with temperature control (formation of hotspots or too low temperature), (ii) to operate with smaller particles while still maintaining very low pressure drops and (iii) to overcome any concentration polarization issue associated with more conventional fixed bed membrane reactors. Dedicated tests with different biogas composition will be carried out to show the flexibility of the process with respect to the feedstock type.Compared with any other membrane reactor project in the past, BIONICO will demonstrate the membrane reactor at a much larger scale, so that more than 100 membranes will be implemented in a single fluidized bed membrane reactor, making BIONICO’sIn this way a more easy operation can be carried out so that a stable pure hydrogen production can be achieved. BIONICO project is based upon knowledge and experience directly gained in three granted projects: ReforCELL, FERRET and FluidCELL.		FCH-02.2-2014 - Decentralized hydrogen production from clean CO2-containing biogas		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		31-Aug-2018		36		8		LYMPEROPOULOS		3,396,391		3,147,640		93		3,147,640.00				marco.binotti@polimi.it		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		RIA		RIA		PoC		Reforming (from biogas)		Other H2 production routes		SMR unit		Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Reforming-cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos

		Call 2014		H2020		671473		D2Service		Design of 2 technologies and applications to service		The current “Design to service” project aims at simplifying both, residential and commercial fuel cell systems for easy, fast and save system service and maintenance. In order to make best use of lessons learned and available resources, this project jointly works on two distinguished technologies (PEFC&SOFC) in two different markets (residential & extended UPS). Both SME manufacturers are committed to establish lean after-sales structures, a significant step towards mass manufacturing and deployment. Maintenance is one significant part of Total Cost of Ownership of FC systems.Pooling the operational experience of field test programs, such as ene.field and Callux, critical analysis will lead to a priority list of required technical changes. For cold Balance of Plant Components, joint efforts will focus on the desulphuriser and the water treatment system. Actions are taken for both, simplified maintenance and extended durability for prolonged service intervals. Logistics for replacement component supply will be considered. For the hot component parts, the manufacturers work on their individual hot topics to adapt and simplify the design of the current units, e.g. to allow replacement of individual components instead of sub-units. A large decrease of costs impact is expected once individual stacks can be changed in a simple maintenance  operation instead of complete sub-units. It is important that such operations can be performed by a significant pool of qualified installers. This is addressed by the elaboration of simple technical manuals that will be exposed to real-life practical technicians in training programs. These actions aim at decreasing the technical barrier to service systems. Finally, the improved BoP units will be validated by testing single and multiple units. Beyond the classical features of high efficiency and silent operation, this will also add values like flexibility and modularity of FC technologies with respect to individual customer requests.		FCH-02.9-2014 - Significant improvement of installation and service for fuel cell systems by Design-to-Service		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		31-Aug-2018		36		7		ATANASIU		3,615,223		2,953,791		82		2,953,790.75				tobias.thomsen@next-energy.de		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		IA		IA		Demo		CHP (check size)		micro- CHP and back-up power				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Improvement of components and their interaction		no		no		no		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S05: Improvement of components and their interaction																Fuel_Cell

		Call 2014		H2020		671470		DEMOSOFC		Demonstration of large SOFC system fed with biogas from WWTP		Energy Context and EU positionThe “Europe 2020” strategy promotes the shift towards a resource-efficient, low-carbon economy to achieve sustainable growth. The European policies on energy and sustainability are thus contributing to the diversification of the primary energy mix and to the introduction of distributed power technologies with high efficiency and low carbon emissions. , From the point of view of energy policy, the European Strategic Energy Technology (SET) Plan for 2020 identifies Strategic Technologies Focus on the following priorities:• Energy Efficiency: high efficiency conversion devices represent elements of a higher efficiency portfolio• Renewable Energy: traditional RES (solar, wind, hydro) but also biogenous fuels (biogas, bio-syngas, bio-fuels) and new synthetic vectors (H2, synthetic NG,….)• Carbon capture and storage: mitigation of CO2 emissions (related to efficient energy conversion devices, and improved adoption of RES fuels) and CO2 recovery• Smart Grid: large topic, in which several technologies are included (energy storage, ICT intelligence of the grid, prosumer….), among which the concept of distributed CHP plant gets an important roleDEMOSOFC objectives1. DEMO and deep analysis of an innovative solution of distributed CHP system based on SOFC, with high interest in the industrial/commercial application representing the best solution in the sub-MW distributed CHP in terms of efficiency and emissions2. DEMO of a distributed CHP system fed by a biogenous CO2 neutral fuel: biogas from anaerobic digestion 3. DEMO in a real industrial installation 4. DEMO of the high achievements of such systems: electrical efficiency, thermal recovery, low emissions, plant integration, economic interest for best use of renewable fuels in a future of decreasing incentives5. EXPLOITATION and BUSINESS analysis of replication of this type of innovative energy systems6. DISSEMINATION of the high interest (energy and economic) of such systems		FCH-02.11-2014 - Large scale fuel cell power plant demonstration in industrial/commercial market segments		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		31-Aug-2020		60		5		ATANASIU		5,905,336		4,492,561		76		4,492,561.00				massimo.santarelli@polito.it		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		IA		IA		Demo		SOFC		mid-sized CHP				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Market capacity build and field demonstration		no		no		no		3 - Stationary Heat and Power DEMO		Mirela		S07 : Validation of integrated systems readiness																Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Demo

		Call 2014		H2020		671458		ELYntegration		Grid Integrated Multi Megawatt High Pressure Alkaline Electrolysers for Energy Applications		The strategic goal of the ELYntegration Project is the design and engineering of a robust, flexible, efficient and costcompetitive single stack Multimegawatt High Pressure Alkaline Water Electrolysis of 4,5 T H2/day capable to provide cutting-edge operational capabilities under highly dynamic power supplies expected in the frame of generation/ transmission/ distribution scenarios integrating high renewable energies (RE) shares. The final design of the MW HP AWE will be achieved on the basis of the development, validation and demonstration of a HP AWE industrial prototype of 250 kW (250 HP AWE) (TRL 7) comprising:- cylindrical stack consisting of industrial size elementary cells (1,600 mm cell diameter)- balance of plant (BOP)- power electronics- advanced communication & control system In the early phase of the development process, great attention will be brought to the identification of enduser’s needs and relevant/critical operational requirements.The target behaviour of the industrial prototype will be thoroughly demonstrated in an operational environment reflecting different on-grid integration schemes using power facilities already available to the Consortium (notably, 635 kW wind and 100 kW photovoltaic power plants).As previously mentioned, the successful demonstration of the industrial prototype will be paving the way towards the implementation and the commercial deployment of the 4.5 T H2/day HP AWE technology in the frame of large scale demonstration projects which shall be the next step after the conclusion of ELYntegration.		FCH-02.8-2014 - Improvement of electrolyser design for grid integration		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		31-Aug-2018		36				LYMPEROPOULOS		3,297,393		1,861,309		56		1,861,309.00				ealbertin@hidrogenoaragon.org		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		RIA		RIA		RTD		AE		Electrolysis		grid integration		Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos

		Call 2012		FP7		325239		NANO-CAT		Development of advanced catalysts for PEMFC automotive applications		Many efforts have been put on the reduction of the Pt loading but nowadays a threshold seems to be obtained. Because the kinetics of the Hydrogen Oxidation Reaction is very fast on Pt, it is possible to use MEA with a Pt loading as low as 35 µgPt/cm-2 without any effect on the voltage loss when such an anode is used in front of a well working cathode. But, the Oxygen Reduction Reaction kinetics is not so fast which is the limiting step concerning the electrochemical processes in a PEMFC. For that raison, the decrease of the Pt loading is now encountering a plateau.
Nano-CAT will propose alternatives to the use of pure Pt as catalyst and promote Pt alloys or even Pt-free innovative catalyst structures with a good activity and enhanced lifetime due to a better resistance to degradation. Nano-CAT will thus develop novel Pt-free catalysts (called bioinspired catalysts) and explore the route of nanostructured Pt alloys with very low Pt content.
Catalysts are chemical species on which the electrochemical reactions are accelerated. PEMFC uses heterogeneous catalysis meaning the catalyst needs to be supported on a material in a solid phase (catalyst support). Nano-CAT will focus on the development of new supports with 2 promising sets of solutions: functionalized Carbon NanoTubes and conductive carbon-free Metal Oxide. These supports offering a better resistance towards degradation than the carbon black commonly used will address the issue of the support degradation and the MEA lifetime.
Nano-CAT will follow two routes, one low risk to ensure demonstration of the use of Pt alloys on new resistant supports and one high risk route to evaluate the feasibility of Pt-free MEA based on the use of bioinspired catalysts.
Finally, Nano-CAT addresses all technical issues leading to the industrialization of the project outcomes for automotive application by the development of high quality manufacturing methods of complete MEAs required to maintain high power density and efficiency.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.1.5 - New catalyst structures and concepts for automotive PEMFCs		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-May-2013		31-Jan-2017		45		8		BOILLOT		4,394,330		2,418,439		55		2,418,439.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		pierre-andre.jacques@cea.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Transport		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		MEAs		2 - Transport RTD		2/MEAs		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T05 : New catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies (MEA)				PEMFC		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Stack

		Call 2012		FP7		325327		SMARTCAT		Systematic, material-oriented approach using rational design to develop break-through catalysts for commercial automotive PEMFC stacks		The present consortium will build a new concept of electrodes based on new catalyst design (ternary alloyed/core shell clusters) deposited on a new high temperature operation efficient support. In order to enhance the fundamental understanding and determine the optimal composition and geometry of the clusters, advanced computational techniques will be used in direct combination with electrochemical analysis of the prepared catalysts. The use of deposition by plasma sputtering on alternative non-carbon support materials will ensure the reproducible properties of the catalytic layers. Plasma technology is now a well established, robust, clean, and economical process for thin film technologies. Well-defined chemical synthesis methods will also be used prior for quickly defining the best catalytists.MEA preparation and testing, MEA automated fabrication in view of automotive operation will complete the new concepts of catalysts with a considerably lowered Pt content (below 0.01 mgcm-2 and less up to 0.001 mgcm-2) and supports for delivering a competitive and industrially scalable new design of PEMFC suitable for automotive applications.
SMARTCat will thus address the following objectives:
- Deliver specifications/requirements for reaching the technical goals as a roadmap.
- Design an efficient new catalyst architecture
- Establish a support selection criteria based on physico-chemical characterization and modelling for defining the most suited electrode support to the defined catalytic system
- Assess the robustness regarding operation conditions and fuel cell efficiency
- Enable to automate the MEA production using state of the art (< 100°C) and high temperature membranes (120°C)
- Build efficient short-stack required for competitive automotive fuel cell operation
- Low cost process and low Pt content will dramatically reduce the fuel cell cost, and which will lead to economically suitable fuel cells for automotive application		SP1-JTI-FCH.2012.1.5 - New catalyst structures and concepts for automotive PEMFCs		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Amendment		01-Jun-2013		31-May-2017		48		6		BOILLOT		4,768,173		2,501,998		52		2,634,701.00		CENTRE NATIONAL DE LA RECHERCHE SCIENTIFIQUE		Pascal.Brault@univ-orleans.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Transport		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		MEAs		2 - Transport RTD		no		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T05 : New catalysts and membrane electrode assemblies (MEA)				PEMFC		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		Demo

		Call 2014		H2020		671486		HEALTH-CODE		Real operation PEM fuel cells HEALTH-state monitoring and diagnosis based on dc-dc COnverter embeddeD Eis		HEALTH-CODE aims at implementing an advanced monitoring and diagnostic tool for μ-CHP and backup PEM fuel cell systems equipped with different stacks. Such a tool is able to determine the FC current status (condition monitoring) to support stack failures detection and to infer on the residual useful lifetime. Five failure modes will be detected: i) change in fuel composition; ii) air starvation; iii) fuel starvation; iv) sulphur poisoning; v) flooding and dehydration. The main project objectives are: i) the enhancement of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) based diagnosis; ii) the development of a monitoring and diagnostic tool for state-of-health assessment, fault detection and isolation as well as degradation level analysis for lifetime extrapolation; iii) the reduction of experimental campaign time and costs. Moreover, the improvement of power electronics for FC is also considered. These targets will be achieved through the implementation of several methodologies and techniques, well suited for industrial application. Several algorithms will be developed relying on on-board EIS measurements of the fuel cell system impedance. Moreover, low-cost diagnostic concepts are also proposed for a straightforward implementation on FCS controllers. The project exploits the outcomes of the previous FCH 1 JU funded project D-CODE, during which a proof ofconcept validated in laboratory (TRL3-4) was developed. HEALTH-CODE will increase the TRL up to level 5. The exploitation of the project outcomes will lead to low-cost and reliable monitoring and diagnostic approaches and related applications (e.g. power electronics). These results will have an impact on stationary FCS with a direct increase in electrical efficiency, availability and durability, leading to a reduction in maintenance and warranty costs, thus increasing the customers’ satisfaction. Therefore, HEALTH-CODE contributes to the enhancement of FC competitiveness towards a wider market deployment.		FCH-02.3-2014 - Stationary fuel cell system diagnostics: development of online monitoring and diagnostics systems for reliable and durable fuel cell system operation		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		31-Aug-2018		36				TSIMIS		2,358,737		2,358,736		100		2,358,736.25				pianese@unisa.it		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		RIA		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		micro-CHP & back-up power		diagnosis		Y				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		Diagnostics and Control		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S04: Controls, modelling, diagnostics																Fuel_Cell		PEMFC

		Call 2014		H2020		671457		HY4ALL		Hydrogen For All of Europe (HY4ALL)		Despite major technological development and the start of commercial deployments of the fuel cells and hydrogen
technology, the public awareness of FCH technologies has lagged behind this technical progress so far, restricting
the appetite of potential customers and risking a lack of support from policymakers. To address this challenge, a
consortium of leading experts has come together, combining communication experts, PR of established manufacturers
and technology suppliers and world-class experts on the societal benefits of low carbon technologies. Together, the
they will deliver HY4ALL, an ambitious programme to drive a step-change in awareness and excitement around fuel
cells and hydrogen and deliver clear and consistent messages that resonate with all audiences, from policymakers to
the general public. The project will be active in minimum 11 member states, and will be closely linked to the large
numbers of existing hydrogen initiatives and demonstrations, maximising its impact and allowing the communication
strategy to influence dissemination work beyond the project for lasting effects.The project aims will be delivered
through the following activities:• Development of an overarching communication strategy, that will form the basis
for all subsequent project activities and will allow the FCH community to speak with ‘one voice’• Creation of an
interactive web portal for FCH technologies, providing a ‘one stop shop’ for visitors seeking information and acting
as a single brand and hub for all other dissemination activities• A cross-European "hydrogen for society" roadshow
with fuel cell vehicles travelling between cities across the EU. The roadshow will form the focal point for a variety
of innovative dissemination activities, public debates, co-hosting of national vehicle and infrastructure launches• A
robust assessment of of the macro-economic and societal benefits of FCH technologies, providing fact-based analysis
used to convey clear messages		FCH-04.2-2014 - Develop strategies to raise public awareness of fuel cell and hydrogen technologies		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		31-Aug-2018		36				GARCIA HOMBRADOS		1,999,652		1,998,339		100		1,998,339.30				elise.kerteux@airliquide.com		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Socio		na		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Socio		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto

		Call 2014		H2020		671384		HyBalance		HyBalance		Power-to-Gas (PtG) is an innovative energy concept which will help to incorporate flexibility into future energy systems, increasingly characterised by the use of fluctuating renewable electricity. One PtG option, dubbed Powerto Hydrogen (PtH2) is to produce hydrogen from water electrolysis applying cheap renewable electricity in times of surplus and providing it for re-electrification in times of electricity shortages or to other hydrogen end-users, whatever promises the best business opportunities. It has been shown by recent studies that these can be best exploited, if PtH2 simultaneously supplies hydrogen to more than one end-use sector. The combination of electricity and mobility sectors has been earmarked as being specifically relevant, promising high utilization of the electrolysers and hence possible revenues.It is the purpose of the HyBalance project to demonstrate the concept of multi-sectoral hydrogen end-use in the renewable energy friendly environment of wind-rich Denmark at Megawatt scale with a PtH2 plant. A group of partners representing all steps along the renewable electricity to hydrogen to end-use value chain have convened to develop a PtH2 demonstration plant. This plant will be designed for combined operation providing both grid balancing services and hydrogen for industry and as a fuel for transport in the community of Hobro in the Danish province of Nordjylland. The plant will be used to demonstrate its feasibility to identifying potential revenue streams from PtH2 under today’s and future constraints (regulatory environment, state-of-art of key technologies), simultaneously applying most recent developments for hydrogen distribution and storage.Relevant applications in the hydrogen production site’s proximity are: hydrogen refuelling stations for fuel cell cars and buses in Hobro, local industry and, as perspective, hydrogen storage in salt caverns located in Hvornum and Lille Torup.		FCH-02.10-2014: Demonstrating the feasibility of central large scale electrolysers in providing grid services and hydrogen distribution and supply to multiple high value markets
FCH-02.10-2014: Demonstrating the feasibility of central large scale electrolysers in providing grid services and hydrogen distribution and supply to multiple high value markets		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Oct-2015		30-Sep-2020		60				LYMPEROPOULOS		15,184,266		7,999,371		53		7,999,370.80				charline.dubois@airliquide.com		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		IA		IA		Demo		PEME		Electrolysis		System		Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		na		no		no		no		na				Next generation European automotive stack

		Call 2014		H2020		671461		HySEA		Improving Hydrogen Safety for Energy Applications (HySEA) through pre-normative research on vented deflagrations		The aim of the HySEA project is to conduct pre-normative research on vented deflagrations in enclosures and containers for hydrogen energy applications. The ambition is to facilitate the safe and successful introduction of hydrogen energy systems by introducing harmonized standard vent sizing requirements. The partners in the HySEA consortium have extensive experience from experimental and numerical investigations of hydrogen explosions. The experimental program features full-scale vented deflagration experiments in standard ISO containers, and includes the effect of obstacles simulating levels of congestion representative of industrial systems. The project also entails the development of a hierarchy of predictive models, ranging from empirical engineering models to sophisticated computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and finite element (FE) tools. The specific objectives of HySEA are: 

To generate experimental data of high quality for vented deflagrations in real-life enclosures and containers with congestion levels representative of industrial practice; 
To characterize different strategies for explosion venting, including hinged doors, natural vent openings, and commercial vent panels; 
To invite the larger scientific and industrial safety community to submit blind-predictions for the reduced explosion pressure in selected well-defined explosion scenarios;
 To develop, verify and validate engineering models and CFD-based tools for reliable predictions of pressure loads in vented explosions; 
To develop and validate predictive tools for overpressure (P) and impulse (I), and produce P-I diagrams for typical structures with relevance for hydrogen energy applications;
To use validated CFD codes to explore explosion hazards and mitigating measures in larger enclosures, such as warehouses; and 
To formulate recommendations for improvements to European (EN-14994), American (NFPA 68), and other relevant standards for vented explosions.		FCH-04.3-2014 - Pre-normative research on vented deflagrations in containers and enclosures for hydrogen energy applications		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		31-Aug-2018		36				GARCIA HOMBRADOS		1,511,780		1,494,780		99		1,494,780.00				trygve@gexcon.com		Cross_cutting		Cross_cutting		Cross-cutting		RIA		RIA		RTD		na		H2 Safety		Pre-normative		Y				6 - Cross-cutting		Pre-normative		no		no		no		6 - Cross-cutting		Alberto

		Call 2014		H2020		671403		INNO-SOFC		Development of innovative 50 kW SOFC system and related value chain		INNO-SOFC project combines leading European SOFC technology companies and research centres to collaborate and form required phases in the SOFC value chain. Within this project a next generation 50 kW SOFC system together with its key components will be developed, manufactured, and validated. This system includes many significant improvements compared to current State of the Art, leading to 30000 hours operating time, 4000 €/kW system costs, 60% electrical efficiency, and 85% total efficiency, which are required for large-scale commercialization of stationary fuel cells. Efficiency, performance, and life-time of the system and its key components will be validated according to IEC standards in conditions that are relevant for end-users. Proof of reliability and durability of the system will be achieved in 3000 hours demonstration together with 10000 hours stack validation runs.The project is based on the products of industrial partners (Convion, EnergyMatters, Elcogen, and ElringKlinger) and motivated by their interest to further improve their products and consolidate an efficient value chain by collaboration. Industrial partners are operating at different phases of the value chain and are not therefore competing against each other, which enables an efficient collaboration and knowledge sharing within the project. Within this approach, whole system and its components will be optimized comprehensively to fulfil and exceed end-users' requirements. Research centres (VTT, Jülich, and ENEA) support these companies to develop, experimentally validate and demonstrate their products.Effective exploitation and dissemination of resulting improved products, services, and know-how is a natural purpose of each partner and these actions are boosted by this project. This makes project results available also for other parties and increases competitiveness of European fuel cell industry		FCH-02.5-2014 - Innovative fuel cell systems at intermediate power range for distributed combined heat and power generation		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		28-Feb-2018		30				TSIMIS		3,998,082		3,998,081		100		3,998,081.25				olli.himanen@vtt.fi		Energy		Energy		Stationary power generation & CHP		RIA		RIA		PoC		SOFC		mid-sized CHP				Y				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		Next generation stack and cell design		no		no		no		4 - Stationary heat and power RTD		Dionis		S03 : Next generation stack and cell designs																Fuel_Cell		SOFC

		Call 2013-1		FP7		621193		COBRA		Coatings for bipolar plates		Several automotive OEMs have announced plans for the commercialization of fuel cell vehicles from 2014/15. While this is a clear signal for the readiness of the automotive market, durability, efficiency, power density and cost of the fuel cell stack need further advancements and in some cases substantial improvement in years to come.
Industrial fuel cell development in Europe lacks both state-of-the-art stack components and competitive stack suppliers for automotive application. Only a few European component suppliers can deliver mature state-of-the-art stack components such as bipolar plates with the specifications requested by the AIP of the FCH-JU.
The COBRA proposal aims to develop best-of-its-class bipolar plates for automotive stacks with superior corrosion resistance and durability while meeting commercial target cost. The project has a multidisciplinary character which implies joint efforts of specialists from various areas: chemistry, physics, material science, fuel cell engineering. Thus the COBRA consortium combines the collective expertise of bipolar plate and coating suppliers, system integrators and research institutes and thus removes critical disconnects between stakeholders.
The scientific objectives of this project are elaboration and characterization of low-cost new functional coated bipolar plates highly resistant to corrosion with low contact resistance. The project will contribute in defining new coatings combining passivity and conductive properties by i) material selection, ii) screening of the coating elaboration process, iii) performance evaluation in stack configuration in real operating conditions, iv) techno-economical evaluation for large scale industrial production.
Presence of key industrial players in the project and strict orientation towards industrial requirements shall facilitate commercial utilization of the project outcomes. The project is of strategic importance for European competitiveness.		SP1-JTI-FCH.2013.1.2 - Research & Development on Bipolar Plates for PEM fuel cells		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Apr-2014		31-Mar-2017		36		6		BOILLOT		3,809,235		2,339,595		61		2,339,595.00		COMMISSARIAT A L ENERGIE ATOMIQUE ET AUX ENERGIES ALTERNATIVES		thierry.priem@cea.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		Collaborative Project		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Components		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		Bipolar plates		2 - Transport RTD		no		yes		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T08 : New bipolar plates				PEMFC		0										Fuel_Cell		SOFC		System

		Call 2014		H2020		671481		SElySOs		Development of new electrode materials and understanding of degradation mechanisms on Solid Oxide High Temperature Electrolysis Cells.		The high temperature Solid Oxide Electrolysis (SOEC) technology has a huge potential for future mass production
of hydrogen and shows great dynamics to become commercially competitive against other electrolysis technologies
(AEL, PEMEL), which are better established but more expensive and less efficient. On the downside, up to now
SOECs are less mature and performance plus durability are currently the most important issues that need to be
tackled, while the technological progress is still below the typically accepted standard requirements. Indicatively, the
latest studies on State-of-the-Art (SoA) cells with Ni/YSZ and LSM as cathode and anode electrodes, respectively,
show that the performance decreases about 2-5% after 1000h of operation for the H2O electrolysis reaction,
whereas for the co-electrolysis process the situation is even worse and the technology level is much more behind
the commercialization thresholds. In this respect, SElySOs is taking advantage of the opportunity for a 4-years
duration project and focuses on understanding of the degradation and lifetime fundamentals on both of the SOEC
electrodes, for minimization of their degradation and improvement of their performance and stability mainly under
H2O electrolysis and in a certain extent under H2O/CO2 co-electrolysis conditions. Specifically, the main efforts
will be addressed on the study of both water and O2 electrodes, where there will be investigation on: (i) Modified
SoA Ni-based cermets, (ii) Alternative perovskite-type materials, (iii) Thorough investigation on the O2 electrode,
where new more efficient O2 evolving electrodes are going to be examined and proposed. An additional strong point
of the proposed project is the development of a theoretical model for description of the performance and degradation
of the SOEC fuel electrode. Overall, SElySOs adopts a holistic approach for coping with SOECs degradation and
performance, having a strong orientation on the market requirements.		FCH-02.1-2014 - Research in electrolysis for cost effective hydrogen production		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		02-Nov-2015		01-Nov-2019		48				LYMPEROPOULOS		2,939,656		2,939,655		100		2,939,655.00				neoph@iceht.forth.gr		Energy		Energy		H2 production & distribution		RIA		RIA		RTD		SOE, HT		Electrolysis		Stack		Y		N		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		Electrolyser - cm		no		no		no		5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage		Nikos																		H2 production - Electrolyser		SOEC

		Call 2014		H2020		671463		H2REF		DEVELOPMENT OF A COST EFFECTIVE AND RELIABLE HYDROGEN FUEL CELL VEHICLE REFUELLING SYSTEM		H2Ref addresses the compression and buffering function for the refuelling of 70 MPa passenger vehicles and encompasses all the necessary activities for advancing a novel hydraulics-based compression and buffering system that is very cost effective and reliable from TRL 3 (experimentally proven concept) to TRL 6 (technology demonstrated in relevant environment), thereby proving highly improved performance and reliability in accordance with the following targets that have been defined considering the intrinsic characteristics of this new solution:- Throughput: 70 MPa dispensing capacity of 6 to 15 vehicles per hour (i.e. 30 to 75 kg/hr) - depending on the inventory level in source storage of the compressed hydrogen - with a 75 kW power supply;- Robustness and Reliability: 10 years of operation without significant preventive maintenance requirement, demonstrated through intensive lab test simulating 20 refuellings per day during 10 years, i.e. 72,000 refuellings;- CAPEX: Manufacturing cost of 300 k€ for the compression and buffering module (CBM) assuming serial production (50 systems/yr).
This level of cost for the CBM allows to target a cost of 450 k€ for the complete HRS (including pre-cooling and
dispensing), assuming application of the optimized approaches for pre-cooling and dispensing control being developed in the HyTransfer project, far below the current HRS cost of approximately 900 k€;- Energy efficiency: average consumption for compression below 1.5 kWh/kg of dispensed hydrogen, i.e. 50% below the energy consumption of current systems, in fuelling stations supplied by trailers, which is and will likely remain the most common form of supply.The knowledge gained will allow subsequent development to focus on optimization of components, of design for manufacturing and maintenance, further demonstration, and the development of a product range for different refuelling station sizes, thus taking this innovation to the market.		FCH-01.5-2014 - Development of cost effective and reliable hydrogen refuelling station components and systems for fuel cell vehicles		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		31-Aug-2018		36				BOILLOT		6,453,860		5,968,554		92		5,968,554.00				djeapragache@cetim.fr		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		RIA		RIA		RTD		na		HRS		compression		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		HRS		no		no		no		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		T09 : Components for hydrogen refuelling stations																HRS

		Call 2014		H2020		671426		NewBusFuel		New Bus ReFuelling for European Hydrogen Bus Depots		The overall aim of NewBusFuel is to resolve a significant knowledge gap around the technologies and engineering solutions required for the refuelling of a large number of buses at a single bus depot. Bus depot scale refuelling imposes significant new challenges which have not yet been tackled by the hydrogen refuelling sector:• Scale – throughputs in excess of 2,000kg/day (compared to 100kg/day for current passenger car stations)• Ultra-high reliability – to ensure close to 100% available supply for the public transport networks which will rely on hydrogen• Short refuelling window – buses need to be refuelled in a short overnight window, leading to rapid H2 throughput• Footprint – needs to be reduced to fit within busy urban bus depots• Volume of hydrogen storage – which can exceed 10 tonnes per depot and leads to new regulatory and safety constraintsA large and pan-European consortium will develop solutions to these challenges. The consortium involves 10 of Europe’s leading hydrogen station providers. These partners will work with 12 bus operators in Europe, each of whom have demonstrated political support for the deployment of hydrogen bus fleets.In each location engineering studies will be produced, by collaborative design teams involving bus operators and industrial HRS experts, each defining the optimal design, hydrogen supply route, commercial arrangements and the practicalities for a hydrogen station capable of providing fuel to a fleet of fuel cell buses (75-260 buses).Public reports will be prepared based on an analysis across the studies, with an aim to  provide design guidelines to bus operators considering deploying hydrogen buses, as well as to demonstrate the  range of depot fuelling solutions which exist (and their economics) to a wider audience.These results will be  disseminated widely to provide confidence to the whole bus sector that this potential barrier to commercialisation of  hydrogen bus technology has been overcome.		FCH-01.6-2014 - Engineering studies for large scale bus refuelling		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Jun-2015		31-Dec-2016		19		27		NAVAS PEREZ		2,438,925		2,438,919		100		2,438,919.27				alastair.hope-morley@element-energy.co.uk		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		RIA		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		HRS		upscaling studies (for bus depots)		Y				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		HRS		no		no		no		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel																		H2 distribution

		Call 2015		H2020		700266		Cell3Ditor		Cost-effective and flexible 3D printed SOFC stacks for commercial applications		A Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) is a ceramic-based multilayer device that involves expensive and time-consuming multi-step manufacturing processes including tape casting, screen printing, firing, shaping and several high-temperature thermal treatments.  In addition, these cells are manually assembled into stacks resulting in extra steps for joining and sealing that difficult the standardization and quality control of the final product while introducing weak parts likely to fail. Since current ceramics processing presents strong limitations in shape and extremely complex design for manufacturing (more than 100 steps), industrially fabricated SOFC cells and stacks are expensive and present low flexibility and long time to market. This is particularly relevant for the commercial segment of the stationary fuel cells market (5-400kW) that is highly heterogeneous in terms of the overall power and heat requirements and requires customization of the final product.The main goal of the Cell3Ditor project is to develop a 3D printing technology for the industrial production of SOFC stacks by covering research and innovation in all the stages of the industrial value chain (inks formulation, 3D printer development, ceramics consolidation and system integration). All-ceramic joint-free SOFC stacks with embedded fluidics and current collection will be fabricated in a two-step process (single-step printing and sintering) to reduce in energy, materials and assembly costs while simplifying the design for manufacturing and time to market.  Compared to traditional ceramic processing, the Cell3Ditor manufacturing process presents a significantly shorter time to market (from years to months) and a cost reduction estimated in 63% with an initial investment below one third of an equivalent conventional manufacturing plant (production of 1000 units per year). The project is product-driven and involves SMEs (with proved technologies) in the entire value chain to ensure reaching TRL>6.		FCH-02.6-2015: Development of cost effective manufacturing technologies for key components or fuel cell systems		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-Jul-2016		31-Dec-2019		42				TSIMIS		2,191,133.75		2,191,133.75		100		2,191,133.75				atarancon@irec.cat				Energy				RIA		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)				N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2014		H2020		671465		VOLUMETRIQ		Volume Manufacturing of PEM FC Stacks for Transportation and In-line Quality Assurance		The principal aim of the project is to develop an EU-centric supply base for key automotive PEM fuel cell components that achieve high power density and with volume production capability along with embedded quality control as a key focus - to enable the establishment of a mature Automotive PEM fuel cell manufacturing capability in Europe. It will exploit existing EU value adding competencies and skill sets to enhance EU employment opportunities and competitiveness while supporting CO2 reduction and emissions reduction targets across the Transport sector with increased security of fuel supply (by utilising locally produced Hydrogen).		FCH-01.2-2014 - Cell and stack components, stack and system manufacturing technologies and quality assurance		Alive		Ongoing		Signed Contract		01-Sep-2015		31-Aug-2018		36				BOILLOT		5,017,577		4,961,950		99		4,961,950.00				simon.foster@intelligent-energy.com		Transport		Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		RIA		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport		Stack		Y				2 - Research activities for transport applications		Stack, Cell Modelling		no		no		no		2 - Transport RTD		Lionel		Next generation European automotive stack																Fuel_Cell		PEMFC

		Call 2015		H2020		699892		ECo		Efficient Co-Electrolyser for Efficient Renewable Energy Storage - ECo		The overall goal of ECo is to develop and validate a highly efficient co-electrolysis process for conversion of excess renewable electricity into distributable and storable hydrocarbons via simultaneous electrolysis of steam and CO2 through SOEC (Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cells) thus moving the technology from technology readiness level (TRL) 3 to 5.In relation to the work program, ECo will specifically:• Develop and prove improved solid oxide cells (SOEC) based on novel cell structure including electrode backbone structures and infiltration and design of electrolyte/electrode interfaces to achieve high performances and high efficiencies at ~100 oC lower operating temperatures than state-of-the-art in order to reduce thermally activated degradation processes, to improve integration with hydrocarbon production, and to reduce overall costs.• Investigate durability under realistic co-electrolysis operating conditions that include dynamic electricity input from fluctuating sources with the aim to achieve degradation rates below 1%/1000 h at stack level under relevant operating conditions.• Design a plant to integrate the co-electrolysis with fluctuating electricity input and catalytic processes for hydrocarbon production, with special emphasis on methanation (considering both external and internal) and perform selected validation tests under the thus needed operating conditions.• Test a co-electrolysis system under realistic conditions for final validation of the obtained results at larger scale.• Demonstrate economic viability for overall process efficiencies exceeding 60% using results obtained in the project for the case of storage media such as methane and compare to traditional technologies with the aim to identify critical performance parameters that have to be improved.Perform a life cycle assessment with CO2 from different sources (cement industry or biogas) and electricity from preferably renewable sources to prove the recycling potential of the concept		FCH-02.3-2015: Development of co-electrolysis using CO2 and water		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-May-2016		30-Apr-2019		36				TSIMIS		3,239,138.75		2,504,526.25		77		2,504,526.25				anke@dtu.dk				Energy				RIA		RIA		RTD		SOE		Electrolysis				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700359		ELY4OFF		PEM ElectroLYsers FOR operation with OFFgrid renewable installations		Hydrogen production by PEM water electrolysers (PEMWE) has the potential of becoming a key enabling technology in the deployment of FCH technologies in the future energy market as an energy storage system able to deliver hydrogen to different applications and enabling a high penetration of renewable energy sources (RES). PEMWE has showed capabilities in the emerging hydrogen scenarios to be a valid alternative to previously developed technologies, especially considering the dynamic and versatile operation expected of hydrogen production methods when integrated with RES.Despite the advances and improvements experienced to date with these systems, the technology needs to be further improved if it is to be installed as a competitive solution for energy markets and even more so in the case of off-grid configurations due to their particularities. The development of an autonomous off-grid electrolysers as an energy storage or backup solution (e.g. replacing diesel engines) is an unusual and challenging goal because it needs to have the capability of being directly coupled to RES in locations where the electricity grid is not deployed or weak.The main goal of the ELY4OFF proposal is the development and demonstration of an autonomous off-grid electrolysis system linked to renewable energy sources, including the essential overarching communication and control system for optimising the overall efficiency when integrated in a real installation		FCH-02.1-2015: Improved electrolysis for Off-grid Hydrogen production		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-Apr-2016		31-Mar-2019		36				LYMPEROPOULOS		2,315,217.50		2,315,217.50		100		2,315,217.50				dembid@hidrogenoaragon.org				Energy				RIA		RIA		PoC		PEME		Electrolysis				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700200		COMPASS		Competitive Auxiliary Power Units for vehicles based on metal supported stack technology		The COMPASS project is a collaborative effort of AVL, Plansee, Nissan and Research Center Jülich to develop advanced SOFC APU systems for range extender applications in passenger cars. The consortium is perfectly integrated from powder-, cell-, stack-, APU system technology providers to vehicle manufacturer and an academic partner. The project will use innovative metal supports SOFC stack technology, which enables key features like rapid start up and mechanic robustness for this application. Within the project advanced APU systems will be developed with electrical efficiency above 50%, a start up time below 15min and a small packaging size suitable for integration into battery electrical vehicles. Under the lead of NISSAN also a prototype vehicle will be build up, where an APU system will be completely integrated into the electrical powertrain. A major focus of the project is technology validation and systematic durability/reliability development. Therefore in a specific workpackage all validation activities are concentrated. The validation testing includes tests on stack, APU system and vehicle level. The APU system will furthermore undergo automotive testing like vibration, altitude, climate chamber and salt spray. In an additional dedicated workpackage manufacturing cost and business case analyses will be performed. These analyses will help to reduce the technology cost by design-to-cost and design-to-manufacture measures and show the business case of this new powertrain concept compared to other alternative and conventional propulsion concepts. This project is worldwide the first approach to integrate SOFC APU systems into electrical powertrains and will help to significantly improve APU systems also for other applications like heavy duty trucks, marine and leisure/camping.		FCH-01.5-2015: Develop technologies for achieving competitive solutions for APU transport applications based on existing technology		No yet started		signed		signed		01-Oct-2016		30-Sep-2019		36				NAVAS PEREZ		3,920,302.50		3,920,302.50		100		3,920,302.50				juergen.rechberger@avl.com				Transport				RIA		RIA		RTD		SOFC		APU				N				2 - Research activities for transport applications		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700300		GrInHy		Green Industrial Hydrogen via Reversible High-Temperature Electrolysis		High-temperature electrolysis (HT electrolysis) is one of the most promising technologies to address the European Commission´s Roadmap to a competitive low-carbon economy in 2050. Because a significant share of the energy input is provided in the form of heat, HT electrolysis achieves higher electrical system efficiency compared to low temperature electrolysis technologies. Therefore, the main objectives of the GrInHy project focus on:

•  Proof of reaching an overall electrical efficiency of at least 80 %LHV (ca. 95 %HHV);
•  Scaling-up the SOEC unit to a DC power input (stack level) of 120 kWel;
•  Reaching a lifetime of greater 10,000 h with a degradation rate below 1 %/1,000 h;
•  Integration and operation for at least 7,000 h meeting the hydrogen quality standards of the steel industry;

Additional project objectives are:
•  Elaboration of an Exploitation Roadmap for cost reducing measures;
•  Development of dependable system cost data;
•  Integration of a reversible operation mode (fuel cell mode);

The objectives are congruent with the call FCH-02.4-2015 and the Multi Annual Work Plan of the FCH JU.

The proof-of-concept will take place in the relevant environment of an integrated iron and steel works. Its existing infrastructure and metallurgical processes, which provide the necessary waste heat, increase the project´s cost-effectiveness and minimize the electrical power demand of auxiliaries. As a result, the electrical efficiency of 80 % will be achieved by operating the HT electrolyser close to the thermal-neutral operation point. The installation will consist of an optimized multi-stack module design with 6 stacks modules in parallel (total capacity: 120 kWel). The last project year is dedicated to the testing of 7,000 h and more. This will be achieved due to a high degree of existing knowledge at system level. Lifetime and degradation targets have already been fulfilled at cell level and will be verified by testing an enhanced stack.		FCH-02.4-2015: Proof of concept of HT electrolyser at a scale >70 kW		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-Mar-2016		28-Feb-2019		36				LYMPEROPOULOS		4,498,150.00		4,498,150.00		100		4,498,150.00				s.kroop@sz.szmf.de				Energy				RIA		RIA		PoC		SOFC		Electrolysis				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700101		Giantleap		Giantleap Improves Automation of Non-polluting Transportation with Lifetime Extension of Automotive PEM fuel cells		Fuel-Cell Electric Buses (FCEBs) have been deployed in multiple demonstrations in Europe, Canada and the USA, but they still suffer from high costs and low availability.Oddly enough, the low availability has almost always been due to control issues and hybridisation strategies rather than problems in the fuel cells themselves.Giantleap aims to increase the availability and reduce the total cost of ownership of FCEBs by increasing the lifetime and reliability of the fuel cell system; this will be achieved with advanced online diagnostics of the fuel cells and the balance-of-plant components of the system, coupled with prognostics methods to calculate the system's residual useful life, and advanced control algorithms able to exploit this information to maximise the system's life.The same control system will also be engineered for robustness, in order to increase availability to the level of diesel buses or better.Giantleap will improve the understanding of degradation in fuel-cell systems with extensive experimentation and analysis; diagnostic and prognostic methods will focus on exploitation of current sensors to make the novel control approach cost-effective.Giantleap includes the demonstration of a prototype in relevant environment, allowing the project to reach technology readiness level 6.The prototype will be a trailer-mounted fuel-cell based range extender meant for battery city buses. The ability to swap out the range extender in case of malfunctions greatly increases the availability of the bus, while the large battery capacity allows the bus to complete its route should malfunctions occur during usage.Furthermore, the large battery capacity will give the control system ample opportunity to optimise fuel-cell usage via hybridisation management strategies.		FCH-01.2-2015: Robust PEMFC prognostics/diagnostics for vehicular applications		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-May-2016		30-Apr-2019		36				BOILLOT		3,260,297.50		3,260,297.50		100		3,260,297.50				federico.zenith@sintef.no				Transport		Transportation and refuelling infrastructure		RIA		RIA		PoC		PEMFC		Transport		diagnosis		N				1 - Technology validation in transport applications		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700564		HEATSTACK		Production Ready Heat Exchangers and Fuel Cell Stacks for Fuel Cell mCHP		Fuel cells have shown great promise for residential micro-Combined Heat and Power (mCHP) generation due to their high electrical efficiency and ability to run on conventional heating fuels. Technology leaders in this sector are nearing commercial deployment following extensive field trials but high capital costs remain a key challenge to the advancement of this sector and mass market introduction in Europe. The HEATSTACK project focuses on reducing the cost of the two most expensive components within the fuel cell system; the fuel cell stack and heat exchanger, which together represent  the majority of total system CAPEX. Cost reductions of up to 60% for each component technology will be achieved by: 
- Advancing proven component technologies through the optimisation of design, materials and production processes for improved performance and quality;
- Developing and applying novel tooling for laser welding and automated production lines to remove manual processing steps;
- Improving cycle times and reducing time to market;
- Demonstrating design flexibility and production scalability for mass manufacturing (10.000 units per annum); and
- Developing core supply chain relationships to allow for competitive sourcing strategies.
The HEATSTACK project represents a key step towards achieving commercial cost targets for fuel cell mCHP appliances, bringing together leading technology providers in the fuel cell mCHP supply chain with extensive industrial expertise to accelerate the development towards volume production of the fuel cell stacks and heat exchangers. Cost reductions will be achieved through advanced design, development and industrialisation of core manufacturing processes. Improvements to component performance with advanced materials  will reduce system degradation and improve overall system efficiency and lifetime.		FCH-02.6-2015: Development of cost effective manufacturing technologies for key components or fuel cell systems		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-Apr-2016		31-Mar-2019		36				ATANASIU		2,899,760.00		2,899,760.00		100		2,899,760.00				cpenny@seniorflexonics.co.uk				Energy				RIA		RIA		PoC		SOFC & PEMFC		micro-CHP				N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700008		HPEM2GAS		High Performance PEM Electrolyzer for Cost-effective Grid Balancing Applications		The next generation water electrolysers must achieve better dynamic behaviour (rapid start-up, fast response, wider load and temperature ranges) to provide superior grid-balancing services and thus address the steep increase of intermittent renewables interfaced to the grid. The HPEM2GAS project will develop a low cost PEM electrolyser optimised for grid management through both stack and balance of plant innovations, culminating in a six month field test of an advanced 180 (nominal)-300 kW (transient) PEM electrolyser. The electrolyser developed will implement an advanced BoP (power tracking electronics, high efficiency AC/DC converters, high temperature ion exchange cartridges, advanced safety integrated system, new control logic) and improved stack design and components (injection moulded components, flow-field free bipolar plates, Aquivion® membranes, core-shell/solid solution electrocatalysts). Several strategies are applied to lower the overall cost, thus enabling widespread utilisation of the technology. These primarily concern a three-fold increase in current density (resulting in the proportional decrease in capital costs) whilst maintaining cutting edge efficiency, a material use minimisation approach in terms of reduced membrane thickness whilst keeping the gas cross-over low, and reducing the precious metal loading. Further, improving the stack lifetime to 10 years and a reduction of the system complexity without compromising safety or operability. All these solutions contribute significantly to reducing the electrolyser CAPEX and OPEX costs.  HPEM2GAS develops key technologies from TRL4 to TRL6, demonstrating them in a 180-300 kW PEM electrolyser system in a power-to-gas field test; delivers a techno-economic analysis and an exploitation plan to bring the innovations to market. The consortium comprises a system integrator, suppliers of membranes, catalysts and MEAs, a stack developer, an independent expert on standardization and an end-user.		FCH-02.2-2015: Improved electrolysis for Distributed Hydrogen production		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-Apr-2016		31-Mar-2019		36				LYMPEROPOULOS		2,746,500.00		2,499,999.00		91		2,499,999.00				arico@itae.cnr.it				Energy				RIA		RIA		PoC		PEME		Electrolysis				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700355		HyGrid		Flexible Hybrid separation system for H2 recovery from NG Grids		The key objective of the HyGrid project is the design, scale-up and demonstration at industrially relevant conditions a novel membrane based hybrid technology for the direct separation of hydrogen from natural gas grids. The focus of the project will be on the hydrogen separation through a combination of membranes, electrochemical separation and temperature swing adsorption to be able to decrease the total cost of hydrogen recovery. The project targets a pure hydrogen separation system with power and cost of < 5 kWh/kgH2 and < 1.5 €/kgH2. A pilot designed for 25 kg/day of hydrogen will be built and tested.To achieve this, HyGrid aims at developing novel hybrid system integrating three technologies for hydrogen purification integrated in a way that enhances the strengths of each of them: Membrane separation technology is employed for removing H2 from the “low H2 content” (e.g. 2-10 %) followed by electrochemical hydrogen separation (EHP ) optimal for the “very low H2 content” (e.g. <2 %) and finally temperature swing adsorption (TSA) technology to purify from humidity produced in both systems upstream. The objective is to give a robust proof of concept and validation of the new technology (TRL 5) by designing, building, operating and validating a prototype system tested at industrial relevant conditions for a continuous and transient loads. To keep the high NG grid storage capacity for H2, the separation system will target the highest hydrogen recovery.The project will describe and evaluate the system performance for the different pressure ranges within 0.03 to 80 bar (distribution to transmission) and test the concept at pilot scale in the 6-10 bar range.HyGrid will evaluate hydrogen quality production according to ISO 14687 in line not only with fuel cell vehicles (Type I Grade D) but also stationary applications (Type I Grade A) and hydrogen fueled ICE (Type I grade E category 3). A complete energy and cost analysis will be carried out in detail.		FCH-02.5-2015: Development of technology to separate hydrogen from low-concentration hydrogen streams		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-May-2016		30-Apr-2019		36				GARCIA HOMBRADOS		2,847,710.00		2,535,710.00		89		2,535,710.00				f.gallucci@tue.nl				Energy				RIA		RIA		PoC		na		H2 purification				N				5 - Hydrogen production, distribution and storage: research and validation		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700190		HYTECHCYCLING		New technologies and strategies for fuel cells and hydrogen technologies in the phase of recycling and dismantling		High deployment of fuel cells and hydrogen technologies is expected in the near term in the EU to decarbonize energy and transport sectors. The idea is to generate vast amounts of green hydrogen from the expected surplus of renewable energy sources (implemented policies are going towards 65% of electricity from renewable energy sources by 2050) to be used in transport (moving fuel cell electric vehicles), energy (feeding stationary fuel cells for cogeneration, injecting hydrogen into the gas grid) and industries (hydrogen generation for chemical industries).
However, the expected commercial FCH technologies (mainly PEM and alkaline electrolysers as well as PEM and Solid Oxide fuel cells) are not prepared for full deployment in what regards to recycling and dismantling stage. 
The main goal of proposal is to deliver reference documentation and studies about existing and new recycling and dismantling technologies and strategies applied to Fuel Cells and Hydrogen (FCH) technologies, paving the way for future demonstration actions and advances in legislation. 
To achieve this goal, the following key steps will be followed considering the involvement and validation of relevant FCH value chain actors and the HYTECHCYCLING Advisory Board of manufacturers:
1. Pre-study and techno-economic, environmental, RCS assessment related to dismantling & recycling of FCH technologies to detect future needs and challenges 
2. Development of new technologies and strategies applied to FCH technologies in the phase of recycling & dismantling and LCA analysis considering critical, expensive and scarce materials inventory
3. Proposal of new business model, implementation roadmap and development of reference recommendations and guidelines to focus the sector and pave the way for future demonstrations and introduction of the concept among FCH stakeholders		FCH-04.1-2015: Recycling and Dismantling Strategies for FCH Technologies		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-May-2016		30-Apr-2019		36				GARCIA HOMBRADOS		497,666.25		497,666.25		100		497,666.25				aferriz@hidrogenoaragon.org				Cross_cutting				CSA		CSA		CSA		na		Lifecycle Analysis		na		N				6 - Cross-cutting		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700127		INSPIRE		Integration of Novel Stack Components for Performance, Improved Durability and Lower Cost		The objective is to develop and integrate the most advanced critical PEMFC stack components, many from recent FCH JU programmes, into an automotive stack showing BOL performance of 1.5 W/cm2 at 0.6V, <10% power degradation after 6,000 hours, with a technical and economic assessment showing a cost of less than €50/kW at a 50,000 annual production scale. This will be achieved by leading industrial and academic partners with expertise in the design and manufacture of PEMFC stacks, their components and materials. They will select and build on components which can achieve key target metrics, e.g. catalyst materials showing mass activities of 0.44 A/mg Pt. There will be focus on integration of the key components and optimisation of the interfaces regarding the electrochemistry, mass and heat transport, and mechanical interactions. Several iterations of an advanced stack design will be evaluated. Work is organised to optimise the flow of development, which begins with catalysts being advanced and down-selected, scaled then fed into the design and development of catalyst layers, integration with membranes and the demonstration of CCM performance. The CCMs feed into stack component development where they will be integrated with GDLs to form MEAs; and where bipolar plates will be designed and developed and supplied with the MEAs for iterative stack design, assembly and testing.All mandatory and optional objectives of the FCH 2 JU Work Plan are addressed. Performance and durability are evaluated from small single cell to stack level using standardised test protocols. Degradation is addressed by stability testing, structural visualisation and modelling. Interfaces and specification alignment is an important focus, being integrated with the evaluation of new architectures and synthesis methods and informing balance of plant component specifications. Dismantling and recycling for the recovery and re-use of all critical MEA components is included in the costing evaluation.		FCH-01.1-2015: Low cost and durable PEMFCs for transport applications		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-May-2016		30-Apr-2019		36				BOILLOT		6,878,070.01		6,877,870.00		100		6,877,870.00				jonathan.sharman@matthey.com				Transport				RIA		RIA		RTD		PEMFC		Transport				N				2 - Research activities for transport applications		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700339		PACE		Pathway to a Competitive European FC mCHP market		PACE is a major initiative aimed at ensuring the European mCHP sector makes the next move to mass market commercialisation. The project will deploy a total of 2,650 new fuel cell microCHP units with real customers and monitor them for an extended period. This will:
Enable fuel cell mCHP manufacturers to scale up production, using new series techniques, and increased automation. By 2018, four leading European manufacturers (Bosch, SOLIDpower, Vaillant and Viessmann) will have installed capacity for production of over 1,000 units/year (each will install over 500 units in PACE). These production lines will test the manufacturing techniques which will allow for mass market scale up and the reductions in unit cost which will come from associated economies of scale.
Allow the deployment of new innovations in fuel cell microCHP products, which reduce unit cost by over 30%, increase stack lifetime to over 10 years (by end of the project) and improve the electrical efficiency of all units.
Create a large dataset of the performance of the units, which will demonstrate the readiness of fuel cell mCHP as a mass market product. This will prove that fuel cell mCHP can be a leading contributor to reducing primary energy consumption and GHG emissions across Europe.
Allow the units in the trial to be pooled in a large scale test of the concept of aggregating and controlling the output from mCHP to act as a virtual power plant. This will be achieved in a project run by EWE on a section of the German grid earmarked for smart grid trials.
Act as the basis for an effort to standardise mCHP products in Europe, helping create a more efficient market for both installers and component suppliers.
The project will provide an evidence base which will be used in a dissemination campaign targeting policy makers (who can provide supportive policies for the next wave of mCHP roll-out) and increasing awareness of the technology within the domestic heating sector (main route to market).		FCH-02.9-2015: Large scale demonstration µCHP fuel cells		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-Jun-2016		28-Feb-2021		57		9		ATANASIU		90,307,094.50		33,932,752.75		38		33,932,752.75				fiona.riddoch@cogeneurope.eu				Energy				IA		IA		Demo		SOFC & PEMFC		micro-CHP				N				3 - Technology validation in stationary applications		na		na		na		na		na		na

		Call 2015		H2020		700667		SOSLeM		Solid Oxide Stack Lean Manufacturing		The proposed SOSLeM project will contribute to the call objectives by improving production processes as well as developing and applying novel manufacturing technologies for FC stacks. The improvements proposed by the project will sum up to a reduction of manufacturing costs of about 70%, leading to decreased capital cost of about 2.500 €/kW. Besides these outstanding economical and technical improvements, production material will be spared and environmental benefits will be realized. Specifically, the project will: - Develop new and optimized processes for cassettes production, by avoidance brushing of cassettes, improved sealing adhesion on cassettes, automation of welding, lean manufacturing processes and anode contact layer laser welding,- Improve stack preparation, by advanced glass curing and stack conditioning and improved gas stations, - Enable environmental benefits by Cu-based instead of Co-based powder and evaluation of On-site Nickel removal from waste water- Reduce production time and costs and improve flexibility, by large furnace arrangement, introduction of a multi-stack production station, examination of substituting Co-based powder by Cu-based power, Examination of partially substituting Co-based powder by enamel coating and simultaneous sintering.		FCH-02.6-2015: Development of cost effective manufacturing technologies for key components or fuel cell systems		No yet started		signed		Ongoing		01-Apr-2016		31-Mar-2019		36				TSIMIS		2,944,176.25		1,994,301.25		68		1,994,301.25				marco.alberani@solidpower.com				Energy				RIA		RIA		RTD		SOFC		CHP (check size)				N				4 - Research activities for stationary applications		na		na		na		na		na		na

																														Cars		6		111,473,958.00 €						111,629,427.00

																														Buses		4		61,370,040.00 €						61,370,040.00

																														APU		7		21,779,664.50 €						22,136,236.50

																														MHV		4		20,670,107.21 €						20,685,051.00

																		Stack and FC system		6		26,344,511.80 €								Stack and FC system		6		26,344,511.80 €						8,407,473.27

																		MEA		9		21,311,553.00 €								MEA		9		21,311,553.00 €						5,571,739.00

																		Bipolar Plates		2		4,916,100.00 €								Bipolar Plates		2		4,916,100.00 €

																		Storage		1		1,984,800.36 €								HRS		2		11,973,816.27 €

																														Storage		1		1,984,800.36 €

																														Other		3		4,830,619.00 €

																																44		286,655,170				215,293,769.71



MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Alive: contractual obligations still active (projects not financially not closed)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
- C3SOFC: 0 months, 0 budget
- HYQ: end 02/05/2013, 1385219 € (FCH)
- NH3PWR: end 13/03/2013, 3054515 € (FCH)
- SHEL: end 23/04/2013, 2443095 € (FCH)
- TOWERPOWER: official end on 31/10/2014 (as in original GA), but project had been suspended as of 24/12/2012 (after 14 months), 4936631 € as per original budget.

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Alive: contractual obligations still active (projects not financially not closed)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):

OGOING = running projects (within project period)
FINISHED
- closed if final payment had been released
- not closed if final payment and other administrative issues are pending
TERMINATED
-0 payment (C3SOFC: terminated retroactively to start date - all prefinancings recovered)
- closed if final payment had been released
- not closed if final payment and other administrative issues are pending

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Data from end Oct. 2015 (Antonio)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Total budget foreseen for the project

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Value to date at 10/2015 taking into account any possible amendment to the initial 
figure (data from Antonio 04/11/2015)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
at GA signature
from Vaislis 04/11/2015 (may have been reduced through amendment)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
According to existing data in FCH project_v3_statistics

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Contract type according to FP7 for the FP7 projects (Collaborative or CSA) and according to H2020 for H2020 projects (IA, RIA, CSA)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Contract type where FP7 projects have been re-classified according to H2020 types (IA, RIA, CSA)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Projects with:
- End date after 01/07/2015
- Start date before 01/12/2015

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Segmentation according to the

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Latest start date is 01/09/2014 (included), end date is after July 2014)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Artificial assignment of projects into the various 2015 PRD panels

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
According to existing data in FCH project_v3_statistics

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
This is the date of effect of the termination

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Project was supended between 01/05/2013 s and 01/02/2014 (9 months)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
was supended so no poster

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
NOT included in PRD2015 (was suspended)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
The official title of this oroject is ELECTRA according to grant agreement (no extended title)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
no poster as no progress shown

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Not included in PRD2015 (problem project)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
project was not signed in Nov. 2015 (it was signed in December with retroactive start date to 01/10/2015

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
project was not signed in Nov. 2015 (it was signed in December with retroactive start date to 01/10/2015

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
This is the date of effect of the termination

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
although formally cross-cutting (project on H2 prod, managed by Nikos…)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
change to HRS?

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
This is the date of effect of the termination

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
suspended between 01/05/2015 and ….. ( months)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
was supended so no poster

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
NOT included in PRD2015 (was suspended)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
This is the date of effect of the termination

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
(original en date was 31/05/2014)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
not included in PRD2015 as not aware of extension (that put it into the perimeter) at thetiome of project selection

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Not included in PRD2015 (YO not informed of extension so would have been outside date perimeter)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Project suspended between 01/09/2014 and 01/06/2015 (9 months)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
was supended  at the time of PRD prep. so no poster

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
NOT included in PRD2015 (was suspended)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
Project suspended between 14/12/2012 and… never really lifted, then projects was temrinated with effective date on 31/10/2014 (oroginal end date)

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
was supended /poor performance, so no poster - then terminated early

MARENCO Claudia ( FCH ):
NOT included in PRD2015 (was suspended)

sylvie.escribano@cea.fr





Application Parameter Target (2017) Status

Cars Cost 70k€ Available commercially in this 
price range

Availability 98% >98% achieved

System lifetime 5000h Not enough data

Buses Cost 700k€ 650k€ being offered

Fuel consumption 8.51kg/100km 8.0-13.2kg/100km

Availability 90% over project lifetime; 
reached in certain locations 

over last year

Hydrogen Storage Volumetric capacity 0.022kg/l 0.019 kg/l

Gravimetric capacity 4% 5%

Cost 800€/kg H2 ca. 2,000-2,500€/kg H2

Hydrogen supply Price at pump 10-15€/kg 
(MAIP 2015)

10€/kg found at several 
stations

HRS cost 1.0-2.5M€ met and exceeded in some 
cases (CAPEX, ex. works)

FCH JU Project learnings: Status vs. Targets



ENERGY portfolio

106 projects under Energy pillar, for more than 326 mill €

Technology neutral approach, however most support to Solide Oxide and PEM for both
fuel cells and electrolyser applications



Heat and Power solutions

• 65 units Solid Oxide FC mCHP
• 40% ηelectric 79% ηtotal
• 25% cost reduction
• FC system life > 10,000 hours

• 1,000 units (10 manufacturers) in 
11 EU member states

• 30-150 units from each 
manufacturer

• 240kW
• 61% ηelectric
• FC system life > 13,500 hours

Higher chance to reach 2030 Energy Goals with Stationary Fuel Cells !



Accomplishments
(examples of projects achievements)

ene.field project: more than 500 units installed in 
10 countries of Europe, reliabilities confirmed, very 
good customer satisfaction (70% positive feedback), 

SOFT-PACT project: 65 fuel cell systems, electrical
efficiency higher than 42 % over lifetime (total
efficency higher than 78%), 25% cost reduction

Sources: MAWP, Roland Berger Study, IBZ/Callux

Residential Market Segment (< 5 kW)

Commercial Market Segment (5-400 kW)
SOFCOM project: proof-of-concept poly-generation 
SOFC systems fed by biogenous primary fuels 
(biogas and bio-syngas, locally produced), modular 
concept, cost driver identified → next step: 
upscaling to hundreds kW size (DEMOSOFC project)

Industrial Market Segment (0.3-XX MW)
POWER-UP project: first module of 40kW (out of 
240 kW) in the field, 61% electrical efficiency

ClearGenDemo project: 1 MW PEM to be installed 
near Bordeaux, FR on by-product H2 from clori-
alkali plant

DEMCOPEM-2MW project: 2 MW PEM (European 
technology) to be demonstrated in China 



Developing targets/Studies

Roland Berger Study: Advancing Europe's energy systems: Stationary fuel cells in distributed generation
- Industry coalition composed of more than 30 stakeholders – Results reflect common understanding
- The most comprehensive assessment of the commercialisation potential of stationary fuel cells in Europe (4 focus 

markets, 6 generic fuel cells, 35 years time horizon, 45 different use cases, >30 benchmark technologies, >3 energy 
scenarios, >34,000 resulting data points)

Today FC can reduce CO2 emissions by more than 30%, while Nox emissions can be eliminated 
entirely; however, to become economically competitive, capital costs must be reduced 
substantially by increasing production volumes

Industry sees ambitious potential 
(larger volumes allow for automation 
and bundled sourcing strategies, 
standardisation must increase within 
and across technology lines)  

Industry is fully committed to 
decreasing cost with sufficient 
installation volumes !



H2 Production –
Present Technical Coverage

Heat

Electricity

ElectrolysisThermolysis of water

Hydrogen

Biomass

Chemical conversion

Biological

Nuclear Energy Fossil Fuels

Mechanical Energy

CO2

Photo-
electrolysis Gasification

RES

Distr. & Storage

95% of FCH JU support on H2 production goes to renewable pathways



gCO2/kWhH2

TRL

Pathways
(2) Raw biogas 
reforming
(1) Biomass
gasification
(3) Thermo-chemical 
water splitting
(6) Supercritical H2O 
gasification
(5+2) Fermentation
(4) PEC

Criteria
• TRL
• Feedstock
• GHG-emissions

Green Hydrogen Study identified 6 most promising 
pathways besides RES+WE

H2 Production – Strategy



Industry acknowledges the potential of Hydrogen to the greening of 
industrial products through increased penetration of renewables

P2H & H2X - from 150kW to 6MW

Transport, Steel industry, Refineries, Chemical industry 

London

Oslo

Hamburg

Aachen
Wuppertal

Cologne Region

Aberdeen

South 
Holland 

Province

Riga

Rotterdam

North East England 
Region

Imperia Province

Regione Lazio/ 
Rome

Münster

Stuttgart

Bozen

MainzAgglomération 
Havraise

Dole

Grenoble-Isère 
Region

Belfort

Flanders

Dundee

Birmingham

Perth/Kinross

Switzerland

Torres Vedras

Potsdam

Inverness/Highlands

Berlin

Tallinn
Pärnu

Budapest

Rouen

Bordeaux



P2H & H2X - Long term prospects



FCH JU Achievements

Backup power

Energy storage

Large scale stationary 
applications

Marine & aerospace Forklifts FCEV RE

Hybrid FC 
Buses

FCEV
FC in 

commercial 
planes

Portable 
applications

CHP 
Systems

The scope of applications is 
widening with time 

Hydrogen Packard car (1927) - Woikoski



FCH2-JU new initiative with Regions



Thank you for your attention !

Further info : 
• FCH2 JU : http://www.fch.europa.eu/
• HYDROGEN EUROPE : www.hydrogeneurope.eu
• N.ERGHY : http://www.nerghy.eu
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http://www.fch.europa.eu/
http://www.hydrogeneurope.eu/
http://www.nerghy.eu/
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